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I, DAVID MURPHY, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY THAT:
1.

2.

I am a director and officer of the Applicant, Access Mortgage Corporation (2004) Limited
("Access") and, as such, have personal knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed
to. Where I do not have personal knowledge of the matters set out herein, I have stated
the source of my information and, in all such cases, believe it to be true.
I am authorized by Access to make this Affidavit on its behalf.
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Parties
3.

Access is a mortgage investment corporation and is engaged in the business of
mortgage lending.

4.

Arres Capital Inc. ("Arres") was a mortgage brokerage firm and acted as a manager and
trustee for investors in various mortgages issued by Arres. Access was an investor in
numerous mortgages advanced by Arres to third party borrowers.

Management Agreement
5.

On or about August 1, 2004, Access and Arres entered into an agreement (the
"Management Agreement") whereby Arres would provide Access with brokerage and
management services in respect of mortgage loans by Access to third parties (the
"Access Mortgage Loans"). The Management Agreement provided that Arres would
manage and administer the Access Mortgage Loans for and on behalf of Access.
Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "A" is a copy of the Management Agreement.

6.

Pursuant to the Management Agreement, in exchange for Arres' management services,
Arres would be paid a management fee ("Management Fee") equal to one third of the
net income earned by Access in each fiscal year as calculated pursuant to a formula set
out in the Management Agreement("Net Income").

7.

The Management Fee was advanced in monthly instalments, in such amounts as
approved by Access' Board of Directors. At the end of each fiscal year, the actual
Management Fee owing to or from Arres for the preceding fiscal year would be
reconciled with the aggregate amount of advances actually paid to Arres by Access.

Access Overpays the Management Fees Owed to Arres
8.

From April of 2008 to March of 2009 ("2009 Fiscal Year"), Access had advanced and
Arres had received instalments totalling $1,028,879.99.

9.

A reconciliation of the Management Fee for the 2009 Fiscal Year revealed that Access
had not earned any Net Income. Accordingly, pursuant to the Management Agreement,
Arres was not entitled to a Management Fee for the 2009 Fiscal Year.

10.

Although Access made a demand for repayment of the $1,028,879.99 advanced to Arres
for the 2009 Fiscal Year, Arres failed to repay that amount.

Summary Judgment Order
1 1.

On March 11, 2011, Access filed a statement of claim in Court of Queen's Bench of
Alberta Court File Number 1101-03481 against Arres seeking $1,028,879.99 in damages
for Access' overpayment of management service fees to Arres (the "Debt Action").
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-3 Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "B" is a copy of the statement of claim in the
Debt Action.
12.

On May 24, 2013, Access was granted summary judgment against Arres in the sum of
$1,028,879.99, less any amounts that had been paid by Arres to Access ("Summary
Judgment Order"). A copy of the Summary Judgment Order is attached hereto and
marked as Exhibit "C".

1 3.

As of the date of the Summary Judgment Order, Arres had setoff approximately $12,000
towards the amounts then outstanding. Access accepted this setoff by Arres.

14.

On July 8, 2013, Arres appealed the Summary Judgment Order to the Court of Appeal of
Alberta.

15.

On September 29, 2014, the Court of Appeal of Alberta dismissed Arres' appeal of the
Summary Judgment Order.

Arres' Meritless Counterclaim
16.

On May 29, 2014, over a year after the Summary Judgment Order was granted, Arres
sought leave to file a counterclaim against Access for $4.7 million in unpaid fees under
certain loan administration and trust agreements between Arres and Access. Arres'
motion was denied by the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta on September 25, 2014 by
Master Robertson. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "D" is a copy of Arres'
proposed counterclaim.

17.

Despite the fact that Arres' motion for leave to file a counterclaim was denied, on
December 23, 2014, Arres filed an action against Access for the relief sought in the
counterclaim (the "Arres Counterclaim Action"). Arres also increased its damages
claim to $5.6 million, approximately $900,000 more than the $4.7 million it had claimed
i n its failed counterclaim in the Debt Action. It is also $3.8 million more than the $1.8
million Arres alleged was owed to it by Access in July 2013. Attached hereto and
marked as Exhibit "E" is a copy of Arres' statement of claim in the Arres Counterclaim
Action.

18.

A former bookkeeper for Access, Kim Robinson, swore an affidavit on August 8, 2013 in
connection with the Debt Action. In that affidavit, Kim Robinson stated that as of
October 31, 2012, Arres' accounting records did not reflect any debt owed from Access
to Arres. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "F" is a copy of the August 8, 2013
affidavit of Kim Robinson.

19.

On January 16, 2015, Access brought a motion to dismiss the Arres Counterclaim
Action.

20.

As further discussed below, the parties contemplated staying the Arres Counterclaim
Action in connection with an order appointing a receiver over Arres. However, no such
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-4 stay was ordered and Arres has failed to take any further steps in the Arres
Counterclaim Action.

Arres Has Failed to Pay the Summary Judgment Order
21.

Access attempted to enforce the Summary Judgment Order against Arres without
success. Although Access seized property purportedly owned by Arres at Arres' office,
Arres has filed a notice of objection to such seizure claiming that the seized property
does not belong to Arres. The property remains under seizure on a bailee's undertaking.
Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "G" is a copy of the Personal Property Registry
Search Results for Arres as of June 5, 2017.

22.

Access also attempted to garnish Arres' bank account with the Bank of Montreal and the
trust accounts of Arres' solicitors without any success.

23.

On October 20, 2014, Arres served counsel for Access with a Form 14 -Statutory
Declaration —Financial Statement of Debtor {the "Statutory Declaration") indicating that
Arres has no assets other than approximately $9.7 million in purported accounts
receivable (the "Purported Accounts Receivable"). Attached hereto and marked as
Exhibit"H" is a copy of the statutory declaration.

24.

According to Arres, the Purported Accounts Receivable arise from amounts allegedly
owed to Arres pursuant to trust agreements or mortgage administration agreements
between Arres and various investors.

25.

The Purported Accounts Receivable are in dispute because several of the receivables
listed in the Statutory Declaration are the subject litigation in the Richcrooks Action, the
Fraudulent Preference Action, and the Accounts Receivable Action described below.

26.

Moreover, the Statutory Declaration was inaccurate: Arres did not disclose that it had
assigned all but $65,000 of the $9.7 million in Purported Accounts Receivable to 875892
Alberta Limited and/or Staci Serra, the principal of 875892 Alberta Limited and the
spouse of Wesley Serra ("Serra"), Arres' principal.

27.

Arres also failed to disclose its claim against 1316405 Alberta Inc. for approximately
$100,000 of unpaid mortgage fees (discussed further below).

28.

On October 28, 2014, Arres settled a lawsuit in Court of Queen's Bench of Court File
Number 0901-12981 whereby approximately $50,000 that was paid into court in that
action was paid to Access and applied to reduce the amount awarded pursuant to the
Summary Judgment Order.

29.

Arres has otherwise failed to satisfy the Summary Judgment Order.

30.

Accordingly, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Access in amount exceeding $1,000.
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-5 Bankruptcy Application
31.

On September 8, 2011, Access, along with three other applicants (collectively, the
"Bankruptcy Applicants"), filed an application for a bankruptcy order as against Arres
i n the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta in Bankruptcy and Insolvency Court File
Number 25-094212 (the "Prior Bankruptcy Application"). Attached hereto and marked
as Exhibit "I" is a copy of the Prior Bankruptcy Application.

32.

On February 12, 2012, Arres filed a notice of dispute application denying any
indebtedness to the Bankruptcy Applicants.

33.

On April 10, 2012, the Prior Bankruptcy Application was stayed on consent pending
Access' motion for Summary Judgment in the Debt Action. Attached hereto and marked
as Exhibit "J" is a copy of the April 10, 2012 consent order.

34.

On December 23, 2013, Access amended its Application for Bankruptcy Order to add
additional applicants. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "K" is a copy of the
amended application for bankruptcy order.

35.

To date, no further steps have been taken with respect to the Prior Bankruptcy
Application.

Receivership Application
36.

As a result of Access' unsuccessful efforts to enforce the Summary Judgment Order
against Arres, on November 18, 2014, Access brought an application for the
appointment of a receiver over Arres' exigible property pursuant to the Civil Enforcement
Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. C-15, as amended (the "Receivership Application"). Attached
hereto and marked as Exhibit "L" is a copy of the Receivership Notice of Application.

37.

On February 13, 2015, the Honourable Madam Justice Strekaf (as she then was)
delivered the reasons of the Court on the Receivership Application (the "Oral
Receivership Order"). Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "M" is a copy of the
February 13, 2015 transcript of Justice Strekaf's reasons for decision.

38.

Justice Strekaf directed that a receiver be appointed over Arres' exigible property
reasoning that "Arres' behaviour has ... raised some potential concerns about the
feasibility and prospect of Access being able to realize on its judgment in the absence of
a receiver being appointed."

39.

Although Justice Strekaf directed the appointment of a receiver over Arres' exigible
property, she directed that Access' counsel draft a form of order that would address the
identification of Arres' exigible property and payment of the receiver's costs, and confer
with counsel for Arres regarding the form of order. If the parties could not agree on the
terms of the order, Justice Strekaf advised the parties they could reattend before Her
Honour to address those matters.
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40.

On or about April 22, 2015, counsel for Access and Arres reattended before Justice
Strekaf regarding the form of order. Justice Strekaf provided the parties with further
directions with respect to the receivership order. Attached hereto and marked as
Exhibit "N" is a copy of the April 22, 2015 transcript of Justice Strekaf's directions.

41.

In the period following the Oral Receivership Order and Justice Strekaf's subsequent
directions to the parties, the parties exchanged numerous draft forms of order.
However, and despite Access' best efforts, the parties were unable to agree on a form of
order.

Additional Actions Commenced by Access Against Arres
42.

In addition to the Debt Action, Access has commenced, either on its own or in
conjunction with other plaintiffs, three additional actions against Arres related to the
malfeasance, oppressive conduct, and conflicts of interest of Arres and/or its principal
Serra, in respect of investor funds managed by Arres. These actions are as follows:
a. Richcrooks Enterprises (2000) Ltd. et al v. Acres Capita! Inc. ef. a/., Court of
Queen's Bench of Alberta Court File Number 1301-10892 (the "Richcrooks
Action"). Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "O" is a copy of the amended
statement of claim in Court File Number 1301-10892;
b. Access Mortgage Corporation (2004) Limited v. Acres Capital Inc. et. al., Court of
Queen's Bench of Alberta Court File Number 1401-03476 (the "Fraudulent
Preference Action"). Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "P" is a copy of
the statement of claim in Court File Number 1401-03476; and
c. Access Mortgage Corporation (2004) Limited v. Acres Capita! Inc. et. al., Court
File Number 1501-01106 (the "Account Receivable Action"). Attached hereto
and marked as Exhibit "Q" is a copy of the statement of claim in Court File
Number 1501-01106.

43.

In addition to the actions commenced by Access, Acres is a defendant to a further action
by Harvey Beck and 26 other plaintiffs related to the malfeasance of the company and its
principal Serra. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "R" is a copy of the statement
of claim in the action by Harvey Beck.

44.

In context of the parties' negotiations with respect to Justice Strekaf's receivership order,
the parties considered staying the Acres Counterclaim Action, the Fraudulent Preference
Action, and the Accounts Receivable Action. However, since the parties could not agree
on a form of order in the Receivership Action, the actions were not stayed.

45.

The plaintiffs in the Richcrook Action have brought a motion for partial summary
judgment which was heard on May 24, 2017. The Court has reserved judgment on the
motion.
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-7Arres is Indebted to Numerous Other Parties
46.

Arres is a judgment debtor in at least one other action. On December 28, 2012, Kenzie
Financial Investments Ltd. along with eighteen other plaintiffs commenced an action in
Alberta Court of Queen's Bench Court File Number 1201-16440 (the "Y-K Action")
against Arres and Serra for, among other things, misappropriation and conversion of the
plaintiffs' funds that were invested with Arres. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit
"S" is a copy of the statement of claim in the Y-K Action.

47.

On or about July 17, 2013, the plaintiffs in the Y-K Action were granted partial summary
judgment against Arres (the "Y-K Summary Judgment Order"). Pursuant to the Y-K
Summary Judgment Order, Arres was directed to pay the plaintiffs $223,768.79.
Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "T" is a copy of the Y-K Summary Judgment
Order.

48.

There are nineteen plaintiffs to the Y-K Action. As of December 12, 2013, nine of the YK Action plaintiffs were owed the following amounts from Arres as a result of the Y-K
Summary Judgment Order (the "Y-K Judgment Creditors"):
a. Kenzie Financial Investments Ltd.: $11,465.62. Attached hereto and marked as
Exhibit "U" is a copy of the affidavit of Alan Beck, an officer and director of
Kenzie Financial Investments Ltd., sworn December 16, 2013;
b. Shelly Beck: $9,172.50. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "V" is a copy of
the affidavit of Shelly Beck, sworn December 16, 2013;
c. Shelly Beck, for Marion Sommer: $10,089.75. Attached hereto and marked as
Exhibit"W" is the affidavit of Shelly Beck, sworn December 16, 2Q13;
d. Brian Sekiya $16,051.87. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "X" is a copy
of the affidavit of Brian Sekiya, sworn December 20, 2013;
e. Holly Sekiya: $9,631.12. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "Y" is a copy
of the affidavit of Holly Sekiya, sworn December 20, 2013;
f.

Linda Jaeger: $11,007.00. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "Z" is a copy
of the affidavit of Linda Jaeger, sworn December 16, 2013;

g. Steve Reilly: $32,103.75. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "AA" is a
copy of the affidavit of Steve Reilly, sworn December 16, 2013;
h. Mickey Ikuta: $1,373.76. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "BB" is a copy
of the affidavit of Mickey Ikuta, sworn December 16, 2013;
i.
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Lester Ikuta: $1,616.93. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "CC" is a copy
of the affidavit of Lester Ikuta, sworn December 16, 2013; and

j.

Lester Ikuta Professional Corporation: $16,510.50. Attached hereto and marked
as Exhibit "DD" is a copy of the affidavit of Lester Ikuta, a director and officer of
Lester Ikuta Professional Corporation, sworn December 16, 2013.

49.

Arres takes the position that in February 2014 Arres satisfied the Y-K Summary
Judgment Order.

50.

To the best of my knowledge, the individual Y-K Judgment Creditors have not received
payment on account of the Y-K Summary Judgment Order. Those funds have not been
released since they continue to be subject to conflicting claims including claims related
to the Richcrooks Action and an action by Terrapin Mortgage Investment Corp.

51.

If these funds are released and either of the claims related to the Richcrooks Action or
the action by Terrapin Mortgage Investment Corp. are accepted, the funds held in trust
will not be sufficient to satisfy the Y-K Judgment Creditors and Arres will remain indebted
to each Y-K Judgment Creditor in excess of $1,000.

52.

As a result, Arres remains justly and truly indebted to each of the nine Y-K Judgment
Creditors in an amount exceeding $1,000.

Arres' Assets
53.

On May 2, 2017, I was advised by Access' counsel that Arres had reached a settlement
in a claim it had made against 1316405 Alberta Inc. in connection with approximately
$100,000 of claimed outstanding mortgage fees. I am further advised by Access'
counsel that 1316405 Alberta Inc. agreed to settle this claim and pay Arres $65,000.
am also advised by Access' counsel that counsel for 1316405 Alberta Inc. is holding
those funds in trust pending further order of the Court or agreement between Access
and Arres.

54.

I make this affidavit in support of an application for a bankruptcy order against Arres.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in )
the Province of Alberta, this L2.day of June 2017 )

~
~ ~~

)

Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public in and for )
Alberta
)
Comstock
~~/
,,,,;,!~:;icn expires September2l,20.lR..

`~'~hard
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DAVID'

RPHY

This is Exhibit "A"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
PAy Commission Expires September2l~ 20.[~.
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z~z~aintairun~ the Management services of l~.n~es through thus challenging
period would be critical to the Corporation's success. As a result it was
agreed that it would be necessazy ~:o pzovide financial support to Ames in the
event that fees earned in fiiture manths fell bcIovv X70,000.00 per month.

~~
!~
~`
,;''
i!~

"~--=~

It «~as pz~oposed that the Corporation provide fl.rres Capital ~~~ith adva~~ces
each month equal to the difference betl~~een ~7Q,000 anei the; actual amount of
Management fees payable that month, up to a maximum accumulation of
X100;000 (oven- and above the ~118;~00.00 cu~zentl~~ ~wii~.~). Such advances
~,vould be non-interest bearing and unsecured. This issue would be further•
revie~vec~ at the ~~ext Board Meeting. IV~ichael Kurtz moved the motion,
seco~aded by Susan O'Connor; carzied unani~n~usly.

~
f
~~
.j

The ne~;t Directors' Meeting date would be:
December 11; 2008 - location to be C~uistopl~.er Saunder's condo
offzce unless otherwise advised.
8.

lY,~OTx~1~I TO ADJO~~r

No ~L11~L'~.lel bL1S111GSS cozxung before the meeting, Jack Le~~y mo~fed; seconded by Susan
O'Connor that the Meeting adjourn; canted tulanimously.
APPROVED TIIIS ~D!~Y OF
" '

~` ~l
l~~~y~ ~~1~ ^
{f
~
r

7

200 ~.

.--~

6.0~

I~ an~~ provision or pax ei1lus agreement zs void~zo~ any reason i~ shall 'be severed
with~u~ efieciin~ the ~validiry of the balance of the a~reemen~.

6.04

Time is of the essence of this agreement.

~•~~

There are no representations, warran~ies, canditians, terms or collateral cantra.cts ,
affecting ~Ize transaction contemplated in -khis a~eemen~ except as set out in this
a?~ xeernent.
~
~

6,Ob

~~othi~~c in this agzeement is vztendee~ io cans~ifiute a partnership or agency between
fhe parCies.

6.~7

This a~re~nzenf is governed by the laws o~ fhe province of Albena.

.6.08.

This aareeinent binds and benefits the pariies and their respective heirs, executors,
ad~ninistxators, personal representatives; successors and assigns.

Lip W~TNESS ~T~-]EREOF ih~ parties 1lereto have airixed~ their hands a~zd seals t11e
aay and year iirs~ above written.
~
~
~

--

~'

_.

.~
.

A~~~SS MQP~T~AG~ eOR~'aRA.T~Olh.(200~)~IMXTED
~~
i..
Per: ~i'~.~ %: ~"

~~:,
~
~.

-

~
~~~

(seal)
~'

~irec~or

ARr~S C~.'~TA~,X~ C.
Pe~:
.

/:~~

1 ~_..r—~-------.
~~.~S~~~' ~~'-' ~'~.----~-'
J ~'residen~
r .
(sealj

.
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to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
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A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta
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CLARK AND ASSOCIATES
Barristers and Solicitors
#203, 136 — 17`h Avenue N.E.
Calgary, Alberta T2E ~ L6
Attention: Brian Cfark
T: 403.524.2017
F: 403.230.3509
file: 3150-'i

NOT1C~ T4 DEFENDANT{S}
You are being sued. You are a defendant.
Go to the end of this document to see what you can do and when you must do it.
Note: State t~elow onSy fiacts anti not evidence tRu1e 93.6)
Statement of facts relied on:
7.

The Plaintiff, Access Mortgage Corporation (2004) LTD. ("Access"), is a body corporate duly incorporated
under fhe laws of AIbe~Ea, and carrying on business in the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta. Access
is a mortgage investment corparafiion, as defined by the Canadian l~~come Tax Act, and a carries an the
business of mortgage lending secured by real property assets.

2. The Defendant, Ayres Capital Inc. ("Ayres"), as far as is known to the Plaintiff, is a body corporate duly
incor~o~ated under the laws of Alberta and carrying on business in the City of Calgary, fn the Province of
Alber#a. The Defendant carries on the business of a mortgage brokerage frm and a trustee for investors in
various mortgages.
3. On or about Augusf 1 S', 2004, Access and Ayres entered into an agreement (the "Agreement"), whereby
Ayres would provide Access with brokerage and management services in respect of mortgage loans
advanced by Access (the "Access Mortgage loans"}. The Agreement provided, inferalra, that:
(a) From and offer August 15`, 2004, Ayres would manage and administer the Access Mortgage Loans
for, and on behalf of, Access;

{b} In respect of fhe management services to be provided by Arres, Arres would be paid a
management iee equal to one third of fhe Balance of Net Income achieved by Access in respect of
the Access 1litarfgage Laans in each fiscal year ending March 31 S'. The calculation of the Saiance
of Net Income achieved by Access in respect of the Access Mortgage Loans was in accordance
with a prescribed formula sef out in the Agreement.
(c) The management fees paid to Arres would be advanced in monthly installments, in such amounts
as approved by the Board of Directors of Access on a monthly basis. At the end of each fiscal year,
the actual managemen# fees owing to Arres in the foregoing fiscal year would be reconciled with
the aggregate amount of advances actually paid to Arres in the foregoing fiscal year.
(d) In the event that the advances paid to Arres in any fiscal year exceeded the management fees
actually earned by Arres in that ~sca! year, Arres was required to repay Access this cumulative
overpayment on demand. Such adjustment was to be made no later ti~an June 30~' of each fiscal
year.
4. From April of 2008 to March of 2009 (the "2009 Fiscal Year'), Arres was paid the aggregate sum of
$1,02$,879.99 in the form of monthly advances against the management fees owing to Arres for 2009 Fiscal
Year, !n the later part of 2008 and in 2009, it was anticipated by the parties that the advances made in the
2009 fiscal year would substantially exceed the actual management fee earned by Arres; however, the
Board of Directors for Access made the advances to Arres based on representations from Arres that it
required these advances in order to continue to operate.
5. A reconciliation of the 2009 Fiscal Year revealed that Access failed to achieve a profit or a Balance of Net
Income in the 2009 Fiscal Year in respect of the Access Mortgage Loans adman+stered by Arres. !n
accordance with the terms of the Agreement, Arres was not entitled ko management fees for the 2009 Fiscal
Year in respect of its administration of the Access Mortgage Loans. A 8emand was made by Acces to Arres
for the $1,028,879.99 advanced to Arres in the 2009 Fiscal Year. Despite demand, Arres has fhus far
refused or otherwise failed to pay the said sum of X1,028,879,99 plus accrued interest, or any par# thereof,
and #fie same remains a just debt, wrangfuily withheld.
6. In the alternative, the Plaintiff states that the Defendants were unjustly enriched at the expense of the Plaintiff, in
#hat the Defendants were paid the said sum of $1,028,879.99 by the Plaintiffs in respect of management of the
Access Mortgage Loans during the 2009 Fiscal Year that were in excess of the management fees earned by
Arres for 2009 ~isca( Year pursuant #o the Agreement or otherwise.
7. The Plaintiffs state that by reason of the foregoing, the Oefendanfs were overpaid by the Plaintiffs in an amount
of at feast $1,028,879.99 and were unjustly enriched thereby.
Remedy sought:
WHEREFORE the Pla'sntiff claims from and against the Defendant:
(a) The said sum of X1,028,879.99 being the amount by which Access overpaid Ares in respect of
Acres management services together with interest pursuant to the Judgment Interest Acf, R.S.A.
2000 Chapter J-1;
(b) !n the alternative, restitution for unjust enrichment in the amount of $9,028,879.99 or such further or
other amount as this Honourable Court deems just and equitable;

(c) Cosfs;

(d) S~rch further or other relief as this Honourable Caurt deems to be just and equitable.

NaT10E TO THE DEFENDANTS}
You only have a short time to do something to defend yourself against Phis claim:
20 days if you are served in Alberta
T month if you are served outside Alberta but in Canada
2 months if you are served outside Canada.
You can respond by filing a statement of defence nr a demand for notice in the office of the clerk of the Court of
Queen's Bench of Calgary, Aiberfa, AND serving your statement of defence or a demand for notice on the
plaintiff's(s') address for service.
WARtJING
!f you do not file and serve a statement of defence or a demand far notice within your time period, you risk losing
the taw suit automatically. If you do not file, or do not serve, or are late in doing either of these things, a court may
give a judgment to the plaintiffs) against you.

This is Exhibit "C"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
p
PAy Commission Expires September 29, 24,1
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BRYAN N, CLARK of CLARK &ASSOCIATES,
Solicitor for the Plaintiff
#203, 136--17th Avenue N.E.
Calgary, Alberta T2E iL6
Telephone: (403) 520-2011
Facsimile: (403) 230-3509
File No.: 31SO-I

DATE ON WHICH ORDER WAS PRONOUNCED;

May 24, 2013

NAME OF MASTER/JLTDGE WHO MADE THIS ORDER:
LOCATION OF HEARING:

CLERK OF `tHE LOUR`

Madam Justice S.L, Hunt McDonald

Calgary, Alberta

UPON THE APPLICATION of the Plaintiff; AND UPON hearing submissions from Counsel for the
Plaintiff and from CaunseI for the Defendant;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
The Plaintiff, Access Mortgage Corporation (2004) Limited, shall have summary judgment as
against the Defendant in the sum of $1,028,879.99, less any amounts that have already been paid
and applied by the Plaintiff to reduce the said indebtedness of $1,028,879.99.
2.

In the event the parties are unable to agree on the amount already paid and applied by the Plaintiff
to the said indebtedness of $I,028,879.99, this aspect of the matter shall be set down for an
accounting to be done before ti~is Honourable Court.

3

In the event the parties encounter any matters that require cEarificatian or further direction the
matter may be brought back to this Honourable Court for determination.

4.

The Plaintiff shah be entitled to interest on the judgment amount pursuant to the Judgment
I
nterest .4ct, from and after June 30, 2009,

5.

The Plaintiff is entitled to its costs of this action calculated under Column 4 of Schedule "C" of
the Rules of Court.

~ -.,~~ C
Justice ofthe Court of ueen s Bench o
Approved as the Order granted:
BLAKE,CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP

Ezra ~22~s~~,
~,r C IS TRUCCI
Solicitors for the Defendant

lberta

This is Exhibit "D"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12'" daypf June, 2017
................~~.. w~.
~................
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission Expires September 21,20~
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PL4INTIF~ BY COUNT~RClA1M
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DEFEEUDANT 8Y
COUNTERGiAt~11~

ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPORATION (2004) LTD.

D~~t~M~NT

C{~UNTERC~IM

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE AND
CONTACT lNF(JRMATfON OF
PARTY Fl~.ING THIS DC?CUNfENT

PELI.ETIER LAW
#35Q,444 — S~' Avenue SW
Calgary, AB 72P 2T8
Nia i n: 4-03.407.2600
403.407.2601
Fax:

~a~ z s zaf~

Ryan P. peiletier
Direct: 403.4~7.Z530
File No. I3004.OQ1
N~TiCE TO DEFENDANT ~Y ~~UNTERCLAIM
You are being sued. You are a defendant by counter~Iaim.
Go to the end of th►s document to see what you can do and when you must do it.
Statement of #acts relied on:
1.

~'he ~iainti~f by Counterclaim, Arras Capital fnc. {"Arras") repeats and adopts the

allegations of fact and defined terms set out in the witt~tin Amended Statement of Defence as it
set out separately herein.
2.

Arms also adopts F~erein the contents of the within AffEdavits of 1em Brander, filed

November 14 and 20, 201.3, respectively (together the "8tander Affidavits"}.
3.

At various times throug~~ut 2007 and 20 8 Arras, as ~"rustee or Managsr, and Access,

as Co-Lender or E~vestor, entered into a number of Loan Administration agreements and Trust
Agreements ~collectivety the "Agreements") respecting mortgage {owns and investments by
Access in various prop~rt6es Jpcated in Alberta and ~rFtish Columbia.

~.

Pur-suar~t to the Agreerraents, including the further vrr~tten agreements and materiels

v~rhich are ~'~~ated, an~i~l~i°y and complimentary to the Agreements, Arres is er~titfed tv receive
from Ac~~ss the total amount of $4,~8Z,8~9.52 as of October ~1
'20 3 ~~h~ "Amounts
Outstanding"}.
S.

The Amourt~ outstanding represent Access' pro rata share with the other Cry-Lenders

and investors of the amounts owing to Arres pursuant to the Agreemenfis.
6.

~ur~her, tie Amounts outstanding are amounts; (i) previotasfy paid by Arres to the credit

of Access and the other Co-Lenders aid Investors ~n a~~ount of the various Agreements and
the m~r~ga~e loans end investments t~ whic}-i they relate, {ii} pr~viousfy incurred ~y Access and
the other 1r~vestors or Co-i.end~rs to the credit of Acres on account of the various agreements
and the martgage loans and 'snvestme~ts to which they relate and (iii) outstanding to Acres in
priority and from the principle amounts of and advances tin the relevant loans and rnort~ag~s
to which the Agreements re9a~ee
7.

Still ft~~ther, Acres sta#es that it is entitled to receive the Amour#s Outstanding in

priority to ~r~~ amounts payable o~ the Ag~eerr~ents ~~ ~lc~~ss and the other investors or CoLenders. As such, al! t~f the autstandin~ Amounts should have been applied by Access t~
reduce any alleged indebtedness owed by Acres tca Access, although any such ~l~eged
indebtedness is expressly denied by Ar~°~s.
8.

Attached hereto as 5chedtr~e "Z" is an itetx~~zed spreads~~et setting out the particulars

of the Ameur~ts Outstanding as at Ocfiob~r~ 31, 20 .3, with the specific and detailed particulars
o~ the Amoun#s outstand~n~ being set cut an the ~rar~der A~#idavits
~.

Acres stags ar~d the fact is that tie Agreements were managed by Arr~~ ~s part of the

Seruic~s provided by Arms pursuant to the Servaces Agreern~n~ end as such the Agreements are
directty r~fated to and are relevant tta the al~eg~tions sit out an the ~rithrn Statement of Claim
and Amended Statement of ~efer~ee.
-~°-

10. ~ However,fvr ctarit~r, Acres st~t~s aid the fact is that aray amot~nt~ peed ar owed to Acres
from Access pursuant to the Services l~greemer~t are entar~ly separate and athervvise ire
addition t~ Amounts C?utst~r~dir~~ owed pursuant to the Agg-eerra~ntso

110

1n ether words, while the Services included mat~a~e~~r~t by Acres o~ the Agreements on

Access behalfs the amo~rnts o~tstandin~ to Arras from Access pursuant to the Services

Agre~rne~t ar-e entire}y distinct f~cam ar~tounts that are owed to Acres from Access pursuant to
the Agreements.
Remedy sought:
12.

~~ Pf~intiff by CatiRt~r~l~im, As'r~s Capital knc., seeks the fol~o~ring retie#' ~~ainst the

Defendant by Count~rcla~m, Access Mortgage Corporation (20 4} l.td:
a.

Judgrn~nt in the amount of the Amounts Outstanding with ~ direction as to
payment terms for fihe Amounts O~tstandir~g ire accordance witf~ the
Agreerner~ts;

b.

Further, or in the alternative, ~,et off of any acrd a!( amounts that fihis t~o~c~urable
Court determines are payable by Acres to Access a~ a9leged in the within
Statement of Cf~'sm, up to the amount of the Amounts O~.rtstanding;

co

Interest on all amounts payable by Access to Acres pursuant to the i~teres~
provisions of the re9evant Agreements, or alternatively, pursuant to the
~udgmerat lraterest act;

~.

Costs of this Action;

e.

Such furth~t end other relief as this Hon~urabfe Curt det~~~ir~es fs just and

reasonable.
NOTICE TQ THE DEFENDANT BY CC3UNTERClAlNI
You only have a short time to do something t~ respond to this ~out~terciairt~:
20 days if you are served in A3berta
1 manta sf yot~ are serrr~d outsede AEber#a but 1n Canada
2 mor~rhs if ~o~, are served ~uts;de C~n~d~.
You Sara respc~~d by fil6~g a stat~rnent of defence ~r a dern~nd for nots~e to counteret~im in the
office of the clerk of tie Court of t~ueen's Beach at ~algar~, Alberta, AtVl~ servdng your statement
of defense ~r a dema~rd for ~ot~~e to counterci~im on tie pl~intifif by ~o~nt~r~lairr~'s address for
service

V1fAl2N1l~G
if you do nit file aid serve a sta~~ment ~f defend ~r a dernarad fir notice to counterclaim within
your tgr~n~ period, you risk dosing the tatn~ suit autam~t~c~jtyo Jf yaa~ do nc~~ f1e, ~r do not serve, or

are late erg daing either of these things a court may give a ju~f~r~~nt to the plaintiff by
countercf~ir~ against you aft~e~ notice ~f the appli~at~~n has been sewed ~r~ you.

This is Exhibit "E"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
Expires September 21,20~
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NOTICE TO DEFENDANT
You are being sued, Yau are a d~fendar+t.
Go to the end of this document to see whaC you can do and when you must do it.
Statement of facts reEied on:
The Parties
1.

The Plaintiff, Arr2s Ca~aita! lnc. ("Ames" or the "Plaintiff") is a corporation incorpor'at~d

pursuant to the laws of the Province of Alberta and which has its head office in Calgary.
2.

The Defendant, Access Mortgage Corporation X2004) Ltd. is a corporation incorporated

pursuant to the lags of the Province of Alberta and which has its head office in Calgary.

3.

far the purposes of phis Action, Arres incorporates, refers to and otherwise adopts

herein the contents of the Affidavits o~ !im Brander, filed November 14 and 20, 2013,
respectively, in the related Action R1o. 1101-034$2 (together the "6ra~der Affidavits°').

~.

At various times fihroughout 2x07 and 2008 Arres, as Trustee or Manager, and Access,

as Ca-Lender or Investor, entered into a number of Loan Administration Agreements and Trust
Agreements (collectively the "~greerr~ents"} respecting mortgage loans and investments by
Access in various properties IQcated in Alberta and British ColumE~ia.
5.

Pursuant to the Agreements, including the further written agreernen~s and materials

which are related, anci!{ary ar~d complimentary to the Agreements, Arres is entitled to receive
from Access the total ~rnount of $5, 87,426.04 as of November 17, 2014 (the "Araiounts
t~utstar~dong"}.
6.

The Amounts Outstanding represent Access' pr~~ rata share with the other Co-Lenders

a nd Investors of the amounts swing to Arres pursuant to the Agreements.
7.

Further, the Amounts Outstanding are amounts; (i) previously paid by Arms to the credit

of Access and the other Co-Lenders and lnv~sCors on account of the various Agreements and
the mortgage Eoans and inv~stmen~s to which they relate, (iiJ previously incurred by Access and
the other Investors or Co~Lenders to the credit of Aires on account of the various Agreements
and the rr►ortgage loans and investments to which they relate, aid ~iii~ outstanding to Aires in
priority and from the principle arr~ounts of and advances on the relevant loans and martgages
to which the Agreements relate.
8.

Still further, Acres stafes that it is ~ntit~ed to receive the Amounts Outstanding in

priority to any amounts payable on the Agreements to Access and the other Investors or CoLenderso As such, all of the Outstanding Amounts should be applied by this Honourable Court
to reduce any indebtedness owed or allegedly owed by Aires to Access.
9.

Still further, on various dates ire f~ovember 2014, Aires served wrifiten demand upon

Access ors account of expenses and related amounts paid by Aires to the credit of Access in
respect of five of the Agreements (the "C~ernand Leiters" which included the "Demands").
Z0.

The amounts owing from Access to Aires pursuant to the Demands totaled $972,763.65

and such amounts became due and payable by Access either 5 days or 3Q days after service ofi
the relevant Demand Letter (the respective "Waiting Period").

11.

The Wa~tir~g Period for all of the demands has lapsed end Access has riot made

payment on account of any of the Demands.
12.

For clarity, the total amount of the Amount Outstanding includes the amounts set Drat in

the Demands, with the Demands being the amount of the Amount Outstanding payable
i mmeddately and the remainder of the Amaunt Outstanding being contingent upon a
subsequent event such as fhe sale and realization afi the ~nd~rlying mortgage or real estate.
Remedy sought:
13.

The Plaintif€, Arres Capital lnc., seeks the following relief against the Defendant, Access

6Vlortgage Corporation (2004) Ltd:
a.

Judgment in the amount of the Amounts Outstanding in the amount of not less
than $5,587,426.04 with a direction as to payment terms for the Amounts
Outstanding in accordance with the Agreements;

b.

Further, Judgment for the immediate payrr~ent by Access of the full amount of
the Demands, in the amount of r►ot less t}~an $927,76 .55;

c.

further, or in the alternative, set off of any and all amounts that this Honourable
Court has deterr~nined, or subsequentEy determines, is ow'sng from Arres tc~
Access, whether in this Action or otherwise, up to the amount of the Amounts
Outstanding;

d.

Interest on a{1 amounts payable by Access to Arres pursuant to t~~ Interest
provisions of the relevant Agreements, or aEternatively, pursuant to the
Judgment Interest Act;

e.

Costs of this Action;

f.

Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court determines is lust and
reasonable.

fV~TICE TQ TFiE D~FENDAd~T(S~
You only have a short time to do something to defend yourself against this claim:
ZO days if you are served in Alberta
~ month if you are served outside Alberta but in Canada
2 monti~s it you are served outside Canada.
You can respond by filing a statement of defenee or a demand for natice in the office of the ci~rk

of the Court of Queen's Bench a~ Calgary, Ai~er~a, AND serving your statement of defence or a
demand for notice on the plaintiff's address for service.
WARN[NG
1f you do not fife and serve a statement of defence or a demand for notice within your time
period, you risk losing the 1~w suit automatically, If you do not file, or do nat serve, or are late in
doing either of these things, a court may give a judgment to the plaintiffs} against you.

This is Exhibit "F"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12t" day of June, 2017
.............. ~...`~1~.✓...`.'~...............
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock September 21,20,~L
My Commission expires
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Facsimlee: (403)23~~3509
File Nv.: 310-1

~—~—
~ `fy`

A,I7. ~

A~CUMM~.SSIOIV~R FOR OAI~

o G~3aaI~ I~ti ~DC~ML~

AF~It~AVI'T OF K1M RO~INSON
Sworn on August 8, 2fl13

~~~~D~~c~~ ~~c~ ~~~~~~~~

I, lCPM ROBIIVSON, of the City of Calgary, to the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY THAT:
7.

i am fhe bookkeeper for the Plaira#ff~, e4ccess Mortgage Corporation (2004) t~td., end as such !have ~
personal knowledge of ft~e matters hereinafter deposed to save end except where stated ~o be based on
informat~an and belief, in which case 1 do verity believe same to be true.

2.

Up unfi9 November 6, 20'i2, 1 was also the ~aokkeeper #or the D~fsnd~n#, Ames Capital lnc. An important
func!!on of my lob far botE~ the Plaintiff and the Defendant was to ensure that offsetting payables and
receivab{es were accurately reflected in each file P3airitlfPs and flefendant's books to make certain that
everything mafched and vuas balanced befween the financial records of each of these two corp~rationa.

3.

f have had tY~e ~ccasfon to review my working papers and fifes and X11 balances and offsets as between the
P[aln6iff and the Defendant were matched and balanced on ~ mor~thiy basis as of October,2g12.

4.

I am advised that the Defendant a1(eges that there is $9.8 Ms~lion dat~ars owing from the P~aint3ff to the
Defendant ~s of the end ~f Oc#~ber 2012. As of that d~fe, n~ittter the books of the Plalnti{f nor the
Defendant reference that there is any such deft owing from the Plaintiff to the Defendant -~ indeed there
were na offset entries indicating any debt owing from Access Mortgage Corporation {200) L.td. to Ames
Capital lnc. fn any amount. The finanaal stateme~ats 1 prepared were derived from the ilnancia! information
provided to m~ by both parf9es. 1fh~re was na ~1.~ Million dollar setoff and them ware no offsetting entries
i r► any amount.

c~

RN BEFORE ME at t
day of A~.i ust, 2013.

Berta, this

and for the Province

~v c~~~rss~oN~~~s~aP~r~ t~,

20~

}

}
)

~.
KfN1 R~B1N50N

~~._

,

This is Exhibit"G"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12t" da, of June, 2017
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock Sep4ember 21,Z0~
Commission F~cpires
~IIy

Government
of Alberta ■

Personal Property Registry
Search Results Report

Page 1 of 5

Search ID#: 209183712

Transmitting Partv
Cassels Brock &Blackwell LLP

Party Code: 60006325
Phone #: 403 357 2920
Reference #: 50107-1

Suite 1250, 440-2nd Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2P 5E9

Search ID #: 209183712

~ ~'~'~~ - • r

Date of Search: 2017-Jun-05

Time of Search: 15:55:Q5

•

ARRES CAPITAL INC.

Exact Results) Only Found

NOTE:
A complete Search may result in a Report of Exact and Inexact Matches.
Be sure to read the reports carefully.

Government
of Alberta ■

Personal Properly Registry
Search Results Report

Page 2 of5

Search ID#: Z09183712

Business Debtor Starch For:

ARRES CAPITAL INC.
Search tD #: 209183712

Date of Search: 2017-Jun-05

Registration Number: 14092940054

Time of Search: 15:55:05

Registration Type: WR1T OF ENFORCEMENT

Registration Date: 2014-Sep-29

Registration Status: Current
Expiry Date: 2018-Sep-08 23:59:59

Issued in Calgary Judicial Centre
Court File Number is 1101-03481
Judgment Date is 2013-May-2~
This Writ was issued on 2013-Nov-29
Type of Judgment is Other
Original Judgment Amount: $1,028,879.99

Costs Are: $15,478.54

Post Judgment interest: $4.00

Exact Match on:

Current Amount Owing: $1,044,358.53

Debtor

No: 1

Amendments to Reaistration
14102809337

Amendment

2014-Oct-28

16090814564

Renewal

2Q16-Sep-08

~lirit~r' / Aagnt
BRIAN E. SILVER
#201, 10836-24TH STREET SE
CALGARY, AB T2Z 4C9
Phone #: 403 723 7300

Block
1

fax #: 403 236 3882

Reference #: 9652

atu
Current

Government
of Alberta ■

Personal Property Registry
Search Results Report

Page 3 of 5

SearchlD#:209183712

ARRES CAPITAL INC.
#204, 1324-11TH AVENUE SW
CALGARY, AB T3C OM6

~redi
tor(s)
Block

St
_ atus

1

Current

ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPORATION (2004) LTD.
#23Q, 6125-11TH STREET SE
CALGARY, AB T2H 2L6

Particulars
Black

Additional Information

1

SCHEDULE "A"
FORM 14-STATUTORY DECLARATION-FfNANCIAL STATEMENT
OF DEBTOR (CORPORATE DEBTOR)
PROJECT

tat

TOTAL RECEIVABLE

CHATEAU:

$1,021,497.45

CM MILLET:

$260,036.44

COPPER OAKS MILLET:
DOCKMAN:

$997,397.65

GRAYBRIAR GREENS 2:
JERVIS:
KOELLER:

$209,830.24

$1,027,057.95
$980,171.38
$1,371,883.69

STRATHMORE:

$3,407,606.98

TIMBERCREEK:

$425,235.22
TOTAL: $9,700,717.00

NOTE 1: ALL AMOUNTS CALCULATED WITH INTEREST TO
SEPTEMBER 30, 2014
NOTE 2: ALL AMOUNTS DUE PURSUANT AND SUBJECT TO
TRUST AGREEMENTS/MORTGAGE ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENTS
BETWEEN ARRES CAPITAL INC. AND EACH OF THE VARIOUS
I NVESTORS IN EACH PROJECT.

Current By
14102809337

Government
of Alberta ■

Personal Property Registry
Search Results Report

Page 4 of 5

Search ID#: 209183712

Business Debtor Search For:
ARRES CAPITAL INC.
Search ID #: 209183712

Date of Search: 2017-Jun-05

Registration Number: 141Q0310598

Time of Search: 15:55:05

Registration Type: REPORT OF SEIZURE
Registration Status: Current

Registration Date: 2014-Oct-03

Registration Term: Infinity

Service Area

2

Property has been seized under Writ of Enforcement Registration Number 14092940054.
Property was seized on 2014-Oct-02
Registration Tyoe
Report of Seizure

Exact Match on:

Debtor

Date

Registration #

2014-Oct-02

14100310598

Value
$0.00

No: 1

• .WARREN BENSON AMANTEA LLP
1413 - 2ND STREET SW
CALGAF2Y, AB T2R OW7
Phone #: 403 228 8392

Fax #: 403 244 1948

Reference #: 14-0295

Civil Enforcement Agent
CONSOLIDATEDCIVIL ENFORCEMENT INC.
200, 807 MANNING ROAD NE
CALGARY, AB T2E 7M8
Phone #: 403 262 8800

Fax #: 4Q3 262 8$01

Detr
Block

Status

1

Current

Government
of Alberta ■

Personal Property Registry
Search Results Report

Page 5 of 5

Search iD#: 209183712

ARRES CAPITAL INC.
#204, 1324-17TH AVENUE SW
CALGARY, AB T3C OM6

Creditors)
Block
1

Status
ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPORATION {2004) LTD.
#230, 6125-11TH STREET SE
CALGARY, AB T2H 2L6

Current

CQlia#eral: General
Block

Description

~t~tus

1

1 -Circular board room table

Current

2

3 -Black high back feather chair

Current

3

1 -Black high back cloth chair

Current

4

1 -Black four door la#eral cabinet

Current

5

1 -Small Open grey stand on wheels

Current

6

1 -artificial plant

Current

7

2 -pieces framed art work - Campbell (back)

Current

8

7 -Staples shreadder black s/n T012113Q0165

Current

9

Additional items have been seized. Refer to Civil Enforcement Agency fife for a complete
listing.

Current

Particulars
Block

~ldditiona! Information

Status

1

For a complete listing of seized goads as contained in the Notice of Seizure of Personal
Properly, contact our offices.

Current

Seized goods were left on site.
Our file: 77919-WE-2C

Result Complete

This is Exhibit "H"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day o#June, 2017
~
~
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
Expires September 21,20.~
My Commission

~
~~
,~

!Hl~ 15 ~AHlk3t 1 " .....~ ...._ ,,
referred to asa tYte
davit of

~.fS~vorn before me thRs

~
~ .,~~
~~ day of ~.
~ ~ `~~~

Form 14
Statutory Iaeclazati~n

Vii r~ v~.

~0 1 lol~

Financial Statement of Debtor
Corpar~te Debtor}

j `~~

~6~✓ AoDc~,i~,l~
1 r
p~i~rrrr~rw

c~~D F

r~ic c~+umner
p ~

e

~o

!!~-' 11~~

Imm aceordanc~ with section 35.1Q of the Clvi! enforcement Regulaldon, the Corporation mus ,
d~~ o ~e1 ~
weth thas firm, provide the completed form to 4he enforceme~at creditor.
~~3~PD~~~ ~ ~

A. ~~btoP lnformat~oe~ (Please Prir~t)
Futl Name of Dcponcnt

e J r ~1.=

of

~ ~3 ~~f S~.5~,~

Address of Deponent

~~~

Telephone I1u~abcr of Deponent

~s►c~~~1

Position with Corporate Debtor

Address of Carparate LDebtor

of

P~r~~S ~.~, ~~ P~

r

Name of Corporate Debto~

Telephone Nurnbcr of ~orparate Dcbtop

and i soIemnly declare that ehe contenY.s of this document are true and accurate.
~.....~._,.
,
.4..,....4,~...

~. Assets
Real Estate
List all real estate (homes, rengal prop~rtics, cottages, condominiums, etc.) bot#a Within and outside the Province of Aibeats in which
the corporation owns an interest, including municipal address, legal description, purchase price, hat~nce owing and current marDcet
valut,
Municipal Address
Ltgal Description
Purchase Price
Ba~ancc
Ctarrcnt Market
Owitt
V slue
~t

3.
List the name and address of ar9y mortgages for each property described above, as wail ~ the date t&e aiaartgage was granted ar~d the
~rr►ount outstanding on the mortgage.
Name of Iee~ortgagce
Address of Mortgagee
Date of
Amount
Iviortgagc
Outstanding on
Granted
Pvio
~
~
!

3.

t~ot~r Vehicles
List ail motor vehicles, including cars, crocks, farm mach►nery, caastruction equ►pment, recreational vehicles, aieeraft, ttc. in which'
'
the Corpdcation owns an intenes~.
1.
2.
3.
If any of the ehove v~hielss arc subjcce to any }iens or encumbrance, specify.
Holdcr of Lich or ~,ncumbrance

Daze of I.,9en or
Encumbrance

Balance Owing on
Lien oe Encumbrance

Purchase Pcice

Current Market
Value

1.
2.
3.
L►st all f xtures, equipment end inventory.
Type - i~alce - Model ~
Serial Number, if Applicable
Year'
1.

z.
3.
Bark ~ccount,~
list all deposit accounts, term deposires, ~nnuiiies, etc., specifying the following;
Type of
Namc of Institution
Accc~ur~t No.
Branch Addzess
i3c osft
1.
i
,

Amount

z.

3.
Also, specify whether there arc any conditdons attached to redemption of the accouait, anc~, if applicable9 any txpiry dafcs.
1.
2.
3.
Ree~ivables and Ongoing C~ntract~
Y.ist all receivables and angoing contractz.
Name
8.
2.
3,

~~' ~

~ ~~~~
Address

~~

~~,~~~

_ `~,~--

Amount Owan

~'

_

~~ •.
5har~s a~►d Securities
if the corporation has ho}dings iaa a corporation, compictc the fallowing:
List ai9 shares, options, warrants, etc., and their current markct value.
AJamc of
Type
Number
Current Markct
Ca ration
Valve
1.

Dividends
Pa able if an

Date Payablc

2.
3.
List a!1 bonds and debentwes held and their ~urrtnt market value.
Namc of Issuer
glass or Series
uanti Held
1.
N
2.

Total Markey ~alae

3.
i,ist location of ali ce~tificatcs for alI corporate holdings and their respective names) and address(es).
Loc~tior~ of Security Certificaees ar Other
?Name and Address of Brokers)
Evidence 4f Ownership of Sccuri4ies

1.
2.
3.
Trust Propett~es
List alI propert'scs or interests held by a Trustee on the Corporation's behalf.
1.

YVamt and Address of Trusted

2.
3.
Other Assets
I.ict all n[hcr astetc rnrrifvino kind uah9r anr~ Ynratinn wn~
Type of Asset

Description

Yes
lnterest in other
businesses
Promissory notes,
'ud ent debts
Laans and mortgages
receivable

WFIPt}1PN' CAIPIV f1P 1l91t1t~V AW41P('I

Soie Owzicr

Location

Value

A10

~

~ ~

1 ir► all nthrr Aecr4c cnrt~ifvina irinri valiip Anr{ lnratinri sand ~hw4hpr enlrly nr ininFly numv~ri !a o ort S~.tvallPw, i.~~17;n,.e

Description of t~sseY

So1c Owner
Yes
No

Loc~zion

V~Pue

C. Transfer of Pr~~erty
Ydas the cotpt~ration given away, sold, assigncd or otherwisc Vansfcrted any property (land, buildings, vehicles, money9 equipciiene,
inventory, efc.) outside the ordinary course of business within the past ye~c? Specify details below.
I~cscription of Property
llate of Transfcr
How Much Pvlot~ey, if
"I'o Whom T'ransfemcd
Any, Was Ftecov~ced
8 the Co oration?

D. Insuranc8
List all insurance policies in which the eorpara.tion is named ben~feciary, including the insurance cotaap~ny granting the policy, the
policy number, the amount, the person insured, the premium and its cash surrender vaJuc.
Policy No.
Insurance
Amount
Person Insured
Premium
Gash Surrender
!/slue
Vv

~.

-

E. ~dditio~n~l lncom~ and Assets
List all income end assets not ifemized above (1eQsI action claims under insurazicc noti

----._ _- ,a~~

_ ~

.~

make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it is ofthe same force and effect as if
malt under oath.
DECI~AKED BEFOFgE ME ~t

~~,~

Alberta, on

~

_

ommissioner for Oath otary Public
sn and for the Province of Alberta

it, .stn P.Pelt~ter
Pcint

i

se~E~u~.E ~°~~
F~RP~ 14 -- STATUTORY DECL4RA~TfON — ~1NANCIAL SiI~TEfVI~iVT ~F DEBTOR {~ORPORAT~ DE6TC~f2}
Pr~,~
_

7o#al 1R~ceivab6e

Chateau:

$1,021,4~~e45

CM n/lillet:

$26a,036.~

Capper ~aics Il~illet:

$209,~3~.24

Dockman:

$997,397.65

Graybriar Greens 2:

$1,027,~57.9S

.D~rvEs:

$90,171.38

Ko~fler:

$1,371,~~3.69

Strathrnor~:

$3,407,606.9$

Timbercr~ek:

$~25,23~.22

fVQr~ 1: X41! amounts cal~ulared ►~ri~h interest to S~ptemb~r 30, X014
~lo~~ Z: ~4!/ art~~unts due purs~an~ vnd subJect to Trust Agreem~r~~s~lVfortgcrge Administration
Agreem~n~s b~tuoe~n Acres Capital Ir+~. sand eo~h ~f the vorloras lnvestars In .each proj~~t.

This is Exhibit "I"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12'h day of June, 2017
..............~....~!~.4C~..............
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

1 September 21, 20.~.
Richard Comsto~
s
Exp'
Commission
!y
M

BK COURT F1LE NUMBER
M' ✓

y

O

\

{ ~~

VV

COURT

COURT O~ QUEEN'S BENCH OF
ALBERTA IN BANKRUPTCY AND
{ NSOLVENCY

JUDICfAL CENTRE

Calgary

F~Il.1,tT~ ~T'INSOI.VA~ILf't~
F~It,FD

JUC~ICIAL CENTRE
~~ CALGARY
DOCUMENT

C}RiG1NATING APPLICATION FOR
BANKRUPTCY ORDER

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE AND
CONTACT INFORMATION OF
PARTY FiL.ING THfS DQCUMENT

Silver L.aw Fit'm
Brian E. Silver
Barrister and Solicitor
#20'i , 10836 -- 24t~' Street S.E.
Calgary, AB ~T2Z 4C9
Phone: (403)723-7300
Fax: (403)236-3882
File #9017

APPLlCATI~N FOR BANKRUPTCY ORDER BY ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPORATION {2004} ~.TD,, RAYMOND
SCRABA, PAULETTE SCRABA AND '1082744 ALBERTA LTD., CREDITORS OF ARRES CAPITAL INC.

NOTICE TO R~SPOND~NT
This application is made against you. You are a respondent.
You have the right to state your side of this matter before the masterljudge.
To do so, you must be in Court when the application is heard as shown below:
Date
Time
Where
Before MASTER

September 27th, 2011
2:OOpm
9th Floor, Court House, Calgary, Alberta
Presiding Registrar in Chambers

Go to the end of this document to see what e{se you can do and when you must do it.

Basis for this claim/facts:
1.

2.

Ayres Capital Inc. ("Ayres") has at some time during the six months next preceding the filing of this
Application, carried on business in Calgary, AlberEa within the jurisdiction of this Court.
As of August 29, 2p11, Ayres is justly and truly indebted to Access Mortgage Corporation (2004 1.td.
("Access") in the amount of $1,028,879.99.

1

3.

As of August 29, 2~1 ~, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Raymond and Paulette Scraba ("Scraba")in the
amount of $38,775.00, plus interest an such sum accruing at the rates and times agreed to between Arres
and Scraba until such sum is repaid in fu(I. Arres is fur~herjustiy and truly indebted to Scraba for the amount
representing Scraba's proportionate share of the proceeds realized from the transfer of property in a
development protect.

4.

As of August 29, 2011, Arres is justly and truly indebted to 1082144 Alberta Ltd. {"1082144")in the amount
of $1'f,625.00, plus interest on such sum accruing at the rates and times agreed to between Arres and
1082'f44 until such sum is repaid in fiu11. Arres is further justly end truly Indebted to 7082144 for the amount
representing 1082144's proportionate share of the proceeds realized from the transfer of property in a
development project.

5.

Arres, within the six months next preceding in the date of the filing of this Application, has committed an act
of bankruptcy, namely, if has ceased to meet its liab;fities generaify as they become due.

6.

That Grant Thornton Alger (nc.s of the city of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, a licensed trustee, is
qualified to act as Trustee of the estate of Arres and has agreed to act as such, and is acceptable fo Access,
Scraba and 1082144.

Remedy Sought
7.

Bankruptcy Order against Arres.

Ai#idavif and other evidence to be used in support of this applicaEion:
8.

The pleadings filed in this action;

9.

Affidavik of truth of David Murphy;

10.

Affidavit of truth of Raymond Scraba;

11.

Affidavit of truth of Chery{ Newman;

12.

Consent to Appointment of Grant Thornton Afger Inc..

Applicable Acts and regu{atlans:
13.

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act(Canada)

WARNING
if notice of cause against this Application is not filed in Court and a copy thereof served an the solicitors for the
applicant at least two days before the hearing and if you do not appear at the hearing the Court may make a
Bankruptcy Order on such proof of the statements in the Application as the Court shall think sufficient,
You are named as respondents because you have made or are expected to make an adverse claim in respect of the
personal property identified in this orig9nating application. If you do not come to Court either in person or by your
lawyer, the Court may make an order declaring you, and afl persons claiming under you, to be barred from taking any
further interpleading proceedings against the applicants) and against aU persons claiming under the appficanf(s).
You wil[ be bound by any order tine Court makes, or another order might ~e given or other proceedings taScen which
the applicants) is/are enfitie~ to make wlthouf any further notice to you. !f you want to take part in the application,you

or your lawyer must attend in Court on the date and at the time shown at the beginning of this form. If you intend to
rely on an affidavit or other evidence when the originating application is heard or considered, you must reply by giving
reasonable notice of that material to the applican~(s}.
DATED at the city of Calgary, zn the Province of Alberta, this~day of September, 2011.

ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPORATXON (2004)LTA.

Per:
Silver Law Fum
Solicitors for Access Mortgage Corporation (2004)Ltd,

RA.XMOND AND FALTLETTE SCRAi3A
d

Per:

`'~
Silver Law Finn
Solicitors for Raymond and Paulette Scraba

1082144 ALBERTA LTD.

?cr:
Silver Law Fum
Solicitors for 1082I44 Alberta Ltd.
'
~l
ISSUED at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta,this~day ofSeptember,2Q11.

GIS

IN BANKRUPTCY

This is Exhibit "J"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12`"
., day of June, 2017
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock

I~
tv9y Commission Expires September 29,2012,.

'

..,.v--~..:_,...-v--~.,
~I. ._ ,.~.,`? _~.~.~ •.'S„ ~
l~~~t
;mil,
~,,/
s~~
,1.~~U ~ 1'•~p~!~.r ai
C3~r~kruptr,,~ t~i~~

G`1er~C'S StaTn~7.

Ui the

~SUD(C!A►L. C,'~N1~F~E
CAF C~tL~A~V

—i)ocJ~`i ~:f (7r~r!~:Ct':. ~ir~n~►~ sst /fit?C~~i~

B~~ CO~TRT FILE NUNIB~R

ZS-49 212

COT.TT~T Q~ QUEEN'S BENCH O~ ALBERTA ~!N ~iA.NKRUPTCY' AND ~NSQL~TL~ICY
3UDICIAL CENTRE

CALGARY

APPLICANTS

ACCESS M~RTG,A.GE CORPOR.I~TIQI~ (2004} ~,TD.,
RAYMOND SCRABA, PA'(3LE'TTB SCRAB.A„ AND
108214~ALBERTALTD.
~'HlS IS EXHlB1T" /~

~ESP4~tDL~NTS

ARRE~ CAPITAL ~~.

"

ref~rre~ ~o in the Affitla~it~of
.~~1.l~...~`.!~.11..~.i~.t~~ .....,..

Sworn before me this:,,,,.....

DOCUMENT

Day of ....,.f.:~!.~~....A....,24.a~.

CONSENT 07tD~R

Commissioner for Oaths
BL.AI~.E, CAS~~~.S & GRAYDUI~ ~r d for the Province of Alberta
ADDRESS FOR SE~t.~ICE AND
G`CJNTACT INFO~IVSATIDN O~
..,,
3500, 855 -- Znc1 Street S.W,
FII.,ING
THIS
T2P
1J~CUM~NT
Calgary,
AB
4J8
~°~E~~6~~ ~. "~.~dy a
PARTY
Attn: Cl~.ris Petrucci
~='~~'~'~= ~• ~' ~?'~~~ ~~~~~;~~~~.
Telephone/Facsim.ile: 403-260~9668I403-260-9700
Einaz~: chris.petrucci@~Ia1~es.coin
~'ile lte~:; 849G8/9
Date on w~iich ~rcler was Pro~lounced:
Loe~~ion w~ieze ~~derwas Prozlounced;

_.. Y1~

O

, 2012

Ca~gaxy

Name of Master w~lo made this 4~der:

lJPC1N THE APP~,ICA1'101~ of Access Mortgage Corporation (2004} Ltd, Raymond Scraba, pauiett~
Scraba; and 1082144 Alberfa Ltd (the ul~ppficants"} ANn UF(~N naffing the consent of tie
Respondent, /~rres Capital lnc. ("Ames"); AND UPON NEAftfNG from counsel for the Applicants;
/AND UPON it appearing that Access i~rlortgage Corporation (2004) L.#d, Intends to apply for an order

for summary judgment agains# the Respondent in QB Action No. ~ 1'101 -- 03481 (fhe "Summary
Judgment Application") (T IS HEREBY OF2DERE~3 THAT;

~~.

1,

The 4riginatin~ Appllcatior~ for Bankruptcy Order (the "Bankruptcy Application"}
against Ayres tiled September 8, 207 9 is strayed pending the hearing of the Summary
,ludgment Application,

~,i

2.

Either party may appEy to the Court far costs in respect of this Consent Order,

3,

'phis 4rd~r may ~e consented to in oounterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means,

~ ~t ~' t~-~~

~,l~ ~L,~ W Gtr V~~ •

~~

c

~~

~,
1~d ,Q,B.A.

r~'d~

CaNSENT~D TO this
April, 2012:

day of

CONSENTED TO this~day of
April, 2072.

szz~v~n ~.~~v rn~

3QLA~~~,CASSTi~S Sc G~A.'YDQ~ LX.,P

Per;

P ez•:
Brian E, Silver
Solicitors far the Applicants

ENTERED this

days of Apr'sl, 2012.

CLERK C7F THE COURT

Chris ~'e~rucci
SoYicitors for tale ~espond~nt

This is Exhibit "K"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12'h day of June, 2017
............ -- .l~!` ............................
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock

~r
Nty Commission E~cpires September 21, 20.~.(~

BK COURi` Fil_E NUMBER
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~OM~NDED e4PPLfCl~~'ION FOR BANKRUPTCY ORDER BY KENZiE F1~tANCIAL iNV~STtVIEfJTS LTD„ SHELLY
BECK, BR1AiV SEKlYA, HOLLY SEKIY~, LINDA JAEGER, STAVE REILLY, LESTER IKUTA, MICKEY IKUTA,
LESTER tKllTA PROFESSIOtVAL CORPORATION, ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPt?RATIUfV (2044) LTD.,
RAYMOND, SCRABA, PAULET~'E SCRABA ANO 908214-4 ALBERTA LTD., CR~DlTORS OF ARRES CAPITAL
INC.

NOT{C~ TO RES~~NDENT
This app{ication is made against you. You are a respondent.
You have the right to state your side of this matter before the masterljudge.
To do so, you must be in Court when the application is heard as shown below:
Date
Time
Where
Before MASTER

January 7th, 2014
2:OOpm
9~h Floor, Court House, Calgary, Alberfa
Presiding Registrar in Chambers

Go to the end of Phis docum~ni to see what else you can do and when you must do it.

Basis for this claim/facts:
1.

Ayres Capital Inc. ("Ayres"} has at some time during the six months next preceding the filing of this
Application, carried on business in Calgary, Alberta ~rrithin the jurisdiction of this Court.

2.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Access Mortgage Corporation (2004) Ltd.
("Access") in the amount of $1,028,879.99.

3.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Raymond and Paulette Scraba ("Scraba") in
the amount of $38,175.00, plus interest on such sum accruing at the rates and times agreed to between
Arres and Scraba until such sum is repaid in fuU. Arres is further justly and truly indebted to Scraba for the
amount representing Scraba's proportionate share of the proceeds realized from the transfer ofi property in a
development project.

4.

As of December 12, 2073, Arres is justly and truly indebted to 10$2144 Alberta Ltd.("9082144")in the
amount of $11,625.00, plus interest on such sum accruing at the rates and times agreed to between Arres
and 1082144 until such sum is repaid in full. Arres is fiurther justly and truly indebted to 1082144 for the
amount representing 1082144's proportionate share of the proceeds realized from the transfer of property in
a development project.

5.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Kenzie Financia{ Investments Ltd.("Kenzie")
in the sum of $22,931.25.

6.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and tru{y indebted to Shelly Beck ("Beck") in the sum of
$1$,345.00.

7.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is }ustiy and truly indebted to Shelly Beck for Marion Sommer in the sum of
$10,089.75.

8.

As of December 12, 2013, Ares is justly and truly indebted to Brian Sekiya ("Brian"} in the sum of
$32,103.75.

9.

As of December 72, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Holly Sekiya ("Holly") in the sum of
$19,262.25.

10.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Linda Jaeger ("Jaeger") in the sum of
$22,014.00.

7 1.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Steve Reilly {"Reilly") in the sum of
$64,207.54.

72.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebfed to Mickey Ikuta ("Mickey") in the sum of
$2,747.53.

13.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Lester Ikuta ("Lester"} in the sum of
$3,233.86.

14.

As of December 12, 2013, Arres is justly and truly indebted to Lester Ikuta Professional Corporation (lkuta
PC") in the sum of $33,021.OQ.

15.

Arres, within the six months next preceding in the date of the filing of this Application, has committed an act
of bankruptcy, namely, it has ceased to meet its liabilities generally as they become due.

16.

That Grant Thornton Alger Inc., of the city of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, a licensed trustee, is
qualified to act as Trustee of the estate of Arres and has agreed to act as such, and is acceptable to Kenzie,
Beck, Brran, Holly, Jaeger, Reilly, Mickey, Lester, Ikuta PC, Access, Scraba and 1082144.

Remedy Sought
17.

Bankruptcy Qrder against Arres.

DATED at the city of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, this ~~ ~~ day of December, 2013.

ACCESS MORTGAGE CORPORATYON (2004} LTD.

Per:

t~

~L~~ .~~~1
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Access Mortgage Corporation(20 4) Ltd.

RAYMOND AND FAULETT~ SCRABA

~
t ~~., ~
Per:

'~`~ ~ ~ ~'v\~
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Raymond and Paulette Scraba

1082144 ALBERTA LTD.

,y .~i~
Per:

~~ i~~
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for 1082144 Alberta Ltd.

KENZ~E FINANCIAL TivVESTMENTS LTD.
Per:

~1U,~f ~;~~~..
Silver Law Firm `~
Solicitors for Kenzie Financial Investments Ltd.

LESTER IKUTA PROF SSIONAL CORPORATION
,~ i
Per:
~- ~~' ~~~
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Lester Ikuta Professional Corporation
SHELLY BECK

n

~~`
Per:

U G~v~
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Shelly Beck

BRIAN SEKIYA
f
~ ~ i~r:

J,~l

Per:

Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Brian Sekiya
HOLLY SEKIl'A
Per:

~~
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Holly Sekiya

STEVE REILLY
~L
~ /'~~"f
Silver Law Finn
Solicitors for Steve Reilly
LINDA JAEG~R
~~
s~ ~~
Per:
~~~;-~ (i.,~,..
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Linda Jaeger
Per:

LESTER IKUTA
Per:

~~`,
Silver Law Firm
Solicitors for Lester Ikuta

MICKEY IKUTA
~

Per:

f

~"(,•' j,~~-,
Silver Law Firni
Solicitors for Mickey Ikuta

ISSUED at t}~e City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, this , U day of December, 2013.

REGISTRAR IN BANKRUPTCY
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Warren Benson Amantea LLP
Attention: Brian ~. Silver
1413 - 2"d Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2R OW7
Tel: 403-228-7007 Fax; 403-244-9948
File No. 14-351$

NOT'10E TO THE RESP~NDEN7(S)
This application (s made agains! you. You are a respondent.
You have the right to state your side of this rnafter before fhe Court.
To do so, you must be fn Court when the application is heard as shown below:
Date;
Time:
Where;
Before;

January 15, 2415
1 Q:00 am
Caigary Court's Centre, 601 - 5'h Street S.W., Calgary, Alberta
.lustice in Chambers

Go to the end of this document to see what you can do and when you must do if.
Basis for this claim:
1.

Access Morkgage Corporation (2004) Limited ("Aeaess") is a judgment creditor of the Respondent
Acres Capital Inc. ("Acres");

2.

The judgment against Acres is in excess of $~,05~,OOO,QO;

3.

Acres (s Insolvent and~cfaims to have na assets other than accounts receivable listed in Schedule
°A" to the 5fatutory Declaration of Acres Capi#al Inc. svrorn on Qctober 20, 2094 fn QB Action No.
'f101-03481 (the "Statutory Declaration"};

~.

Acres appears fo have assigned some of these accflunts receivable to related entities;

~.

Acres has v~~rangfully attempted to realize funds for itself from the safQ of assets which were either
previously managed or administered by Acres for vario:~s investors;

i
i

1
t
t
~ .

Ames has transferred assets to other reiate~ entities or oth~rwlse dealt with ~ssefs in order to
hinder, delay and prejudice Its creditors, and specifically Access, since the date that Ames'
{ndebtedness to Access arose;

8,

7,

It is just and converrfant to ~ppo9nt e Receiver of Arres;

$,

Arras has carried on business in a manner which is oppress}ve, unfairly prejudicial t~ end unfafr3y
disrcg~rds the int~resCs of Access end other credJtors of Arras,

°

Remedy soughf:
9.
'S0.

11.

12.

~ 3.
94.

95.

'
!8.
17,

for an Order appainting Grant Thornton as Receiver of Arras;
An Order restraining Arras from sanding demand {etfsts to any party with respect to monies
allegedly owing to Arras with respect to the projects listed Irt Schedule ~A° to the S#atufary
Declaration;
An (7rder restraining Acres from commencing any Isgai proceedings to cogecf monies
from any parties with respect to the Accounts Receivable listed fn Schedule °AN of the Statutory
Declaration;
An Order staying enforcement of any legal proceedings already corrtmenced by Arles
to calloct monies ailegQdly owln~ ~t~ Acres wi#h respect fo the Receivables listed in
Schedule'"A" to the Statutory Declaration;
An Order removing Wes Serra as the dfrecfor ofi Ares;
An Order requiring Acres to deliver financial sfafements for the fiscal years 2008 to 2014 inclusive
in the farm required by section 155 of the Business Corporations fact or an accounting in any other
form as determined by the Court to the Applicant, Access Mo~gage Corporation (2004) Limited
("Access") within a time spedfied by the Court;
An Order directing an Investigation of Acres to ba made under Part 18 of the Businsss Carp~orations
Act;
Such further and other relief as this ~onaurable Court deems appropriate,
Costs of this action on a solicitor anc~ hIs awn client basis ar an such scale as this HanourablQ
Caurt determines is reasonable and appropriate;

Aff7davit or ~th~r evidence to b~ used in support of this ~pPlication;
18.

i
c

Affidavit of David Murphy.

AppEIcabl~ Acts and regulations:
19.

Section 2~t2 of the Business Corporations Act, RSA 20Q0, Chapter B-9, as amended and the
regulations thereunder,

20.

Section 85 of the Civil Enfor~emenf acf RSA 2004, Chapter C-16, as amended and the regulaffons
thereunder; and

29.

Section 13 of the Juclicatur~ ,4ct RSA 200D, Chapter J~2, as amended and the regulations
thereunder.

i
't
.

WARNING
You are named as a respondent because you have made ar are expected to make an adverse claim in respecf of
this origlnating applfcatlon. if you do not come to Court either in person or by your lawyer, the Lour# may make an
order deataring you and all persons claiming under you to be barred from tafcing any further proceedings against the
appllcant(s) and agains# all persons claiming under the applicant(s). You will be bound by any order the Court
makes, or another order might be given or other proceedings taken which the appiicant(s) fs/are entitled to make
without any further notice to you. If you want to take part In the application, you or your lawyer must aftend In Court
an fhe date and at tha time shown at the beginning of this form. !f you intend to give evidence in response to fhe
application, you must reply by filing an affidavit or other evidence with the Court and serving a copy of That a~davit or
other evidence on t}te appllcant(s) a reasonable time before the appllcafion is to be heard or considered.

This is Exhibit"M"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th da of June, 2017
...........~..~~-,!tr-i.......................
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock

My Commission Expires September 21,20~
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1 Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Calgary Courts Centre, Calgary,
2 Alberta
3
4 February 13, 2015
Morning Session
5
6 The Honourable
Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta
7 Madam 5trekaf
8
9 B. Silver
For the Plaintiff
10 T. Derksen
For the Plaintiff
1 1 R. Pelletier
For the Defendant
12 R. Bales
Court Clerk
13
14
15 THE COURT CLERK:
Order in Court, all rise.
I6
17 THE COURT:
Good morning.
18
19 MR. PELLETIER:
Good morning.
20
2I MR. SILVER:
Good morning, My Lady.
22
23 THE COURT:
Please be seated.
24
25 MR. SILVER:
~
Just to let you know before we start, in case
26
we're not finished by 9:30, my colleague, Mr. Derksen may have to leave the Court for
27
another Court appearance.
2$
29 THE COURT:
Qkay.
30
31 MR. SILVER:
So no offence taken.
32
33 THE COURT:
Okay.
34
35 MR. SILVER:
Thank you.
36
37 THE COURT:
I won't be concerned if he has to walk out mid
38
sentence. As well, I don't expect that it wi11 be a problem. I should have the decision
dealt with, but I am waiting on a jury right now so if they came back and need
39
40
something, we may need to just interrupt this briefly to make sure that everybody can be
41
called together. So you are aware of that as well.
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MR. SILVER:

Thank you.

Reasons for Judgment
THE COURT:
So we are here for delivery of my decision on
the application that I heard which had been brought by Access Mortgage Corporation
2004 Ltd. They were applying pursuant to sections 85 and 86 of the Civil Enforcement
Act and section 242 of the Alberta Business Co~po~atrons Act to appoint a Receiver of
Arres Capital. Now while other relief was outlined and sought in the originating notice,
the application was limited to those items as I understand. Correct, Mr. Silver?
MR. SILVER:

Yes.

THE COURT:
Access commenced a debt action against Arres
in March of 2011 and in the course of that action, on May 24th of 2013, Justice Hunt
McDonald granted Access summary judgment in the amount of $1,028,879.99 less
amounts already paid and applied by Access. Those amounts were subsequently
determined by Justice Hunt McDonald to be in the neighborhood of $12,000. A writ of
execution was filed on November 29th, 2013 and an appeal of that judgment was
dismissed by the Alberta Court of Appeal on September 29, 2Q 14.
In September of 2011, Access and several other parties had filed an originating
application fox a bankruptcy order against Aires. Acres filed a notice denying any
indebtedness to the bankruptcy applicants. A consent order staying the bankruptcy
application was granted on April 10th, 2012 pending Access's summary judgment
application. To date no further steps had been taken on the bankruptcy application.
Access has been unsuccessful in enforcing its judgment against Aires other than to the
extent of approximately $53,000. Access attempted to enforce its judgment against Aires
by garnisheeing bank accounts at the Bank of Montreal where Aires had banked and trust
accounts of various law fines without any success. Access affected a seizure at Aires'
business premises which resulted in a notice of objection being filed by Aires who claim
that the seized assets belonged to a third party and which resulted in the assets being left
with Aires on a Bailey's undertaking.
Wes Serra, a director of Aires executed a Form 14 statutory declaration of debtor on
October 20th, 2014 which identified the only asset of Aires to be receivables totalling
$9.7 million, all of which were described as pursuant and subject to trust agreements or
mortgage administration agreements between Aires Capital Inc. and various investors in
nine projects. I will refer to those amounts that are owing under the trust agreements and
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mortgage administration agreements as receivables for a shorthand for purposes of this
judgment.
In the course of cross-examination of Mr. Sena that was conducted on November 6 of
2014 on the statutory declaration, he advised that some of the accounts receivable had
been assigned and undertook to provide details. The response to the undertakings
indicated that Arres' interest in the projects and its receivables with respect to the projects
had been assigned to a numbered company, 875892 Alberta Ltd. and/or Stacey Serra who
is Mr. Serra's wife or to Gordon and Mona Schneider pursuant to various agreements that
were dated between March 15th, 201.0 and July 11, 2012. In his examination, Mr. Serra
indicated that Arres' monthly expenditures were between 26 and $30,000 per month, the
difference relating to an employee who was on maternity leave who was not replaced. He
claimed that Acres received some funds from related companies to cover its expenses but
zefused to provide any details. Based upon the evidence before me it does not appear that
Acres has any source of revenue froYn business operations or that it has any exigible
assets, if in fact those assignments are valid, other than any moneys it receives from
related companies in respect of which Acres refused to provide any further information.
Mr. Murphy, who is a director and officer of Access swore an affidavit in support of the
application for the appointment of a receiver in which he states that he believes that most
of the charges that Acres claims are owing as accounts receivable are not contemplated in
the administration agreements or fabricated, their financial disclosure is invalid or they are
statute barred. Now, I note that while Mr. Murphy makes these statements, if in fact
those receivables aren't valid, then that reduces the likelihood of Access being able to
realize on the judgment.
Access seeks to appoint a receiver to independently and impartially wade through the
books of Acres to get a true picture of the status and hold all cash flows intact to protect
alI stakeholders, tax authorities, creditors and assignees. Access' application is brought
pursuant to sections 85 and 86 of the Civil Enforcement Act and section 242 of the
ABCA. These sections provide statutory remedies. The Court may only grant the remedy
sought if the specific requirements set out in each section have been established.
In the course of his submissions, Access' counsel specifically advised that the application
for the appointment of a receiver that was before me was not being brought pursuant to
the provisions of the Judicature Act nor at that point was it brought pursuant to the
provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. Sections 85 and 86 of the Civil
Enforcement Act state and I quote (as read)
Notwithstanding any rule of law or equity to the contrary where
certain exigible property of an enforcement debtor cannot
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otherwise be conveniently realized. The Court on application of
an enforcement creditor may do one or more of the following:
(a) appoint a receiver of the property;
(b) order the enforcement debtor or any person in
possession or control of the property to deliver up the
property to an agency or to any other person named in the
order;
(c) enjoin the enforcement debtor or any other person from
disposing that or otherwise dealing with the property;
(d) make any other or additional order that the Court
considers necessary or appropriate to facilitate realization on
the property.
85(2), (as read)
Where the Court appoints a receiver under subsection 1, the Court
may in the order direct that the order apply to property acquired
by the enforcement debtor after the order is granted.
Section 86,(as 1•ead)
In determining whether to appoint a receiver under section 85 the
Court must consider at least the following:
(a) whether it would be more practical to realize on the
property through other proceedings authorized by the Act;
(b) whether the appointment of a receiver would be an
effective means of realizing on the property;
{c) the probable cost of the receivership in relation to the
probable benefits to be derived by the appointment of a
receiver;
(d} whether the appointment of a receiver would cause
undue hardship or prejudice to the enforcement debtor or a
third person;

1
2
(e) the likelihood of writs against the enforcement debtor
being satisfied without resorting to the property in question.
3
4
5
These sections permit the Court to appoint a receiver of the exigible property of a
judgment debtor and grant related relief where the property cannot otherwise be
6
conveniently realized, having regard to the considerations in section 86.
7
8
There are a number of questions or issues that arise in the context of this case. First of
9
all, number one, what exigible property is the subject of this application? Access is
10
seeking the appointment of a receiver of Arres, however, section 85 does not contemplate
11
Z2
the appoinhnent of a receiver over a judgment debtor but, rather, the appointment of a
receiver over the exigible property of a judgment debtor. The Court could, under this
13
14
section, appoint a receiver over all of the exigible property of a judgment debtor but, in
15
my view, not over the judgment debtor. Now there is some real uncertainty in this case as
16
to whether Arres has any exigible property.
17
The evidence put forward in Mr. Murphy's affidavit, the fnancial statement of the debtor
18
19
statutory declaration provided by Wes Serra and the transcript of the examination of
Mr. Serra and the undertaking responses provided may suggest that Ames has no exigible
20
21
assets. I note that Mr. Serra nor any of the purported assignees did not put forward any
affidavit evidence on this matter. Access questions the validity of the receivables which
22
appear from the undertaking response information may have been assigned to related
23
24
parties, i.e., Mr. Serra's wife and a company controlled by her. I understand that Access
also questions the validity of the assignments. Am I correct on that, Mr. Silver?
25
26
27 MR. SILVER:
Yes, Ma'am.
28
29 THE COURT:
So in my view, it appears that Arres may have
exigible
30
property. The only exigible property it would appear to have would be the
receivables and whether that property belongs to Arres or whether that property belongs to
31
32
the assignees is a question that would need to be determined.
33
Number two, would it be more practical to realize on the property through other
34
proceedings authorized by this Act? Access has unsuccessfully attempted to realize on the
35
judgment it obtained over a year ago through various other means. There are no apparent
3b
other practical ways to determine what exigible property, if any, of Arres is available to
37
satisfy the judgment and to proceed to realize on same.
38
39
I note that Access, as I indicated, has questioned the validity of the receivables which
40
41
would appear to be the only available asset that could satisfy its judgment. Access, while
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it is a judgment creditor is also an investor and so it wears numerous hats in its
relationship with Arres. It is involved in litigation with Ames and is, as I mentioned, one
of the investors who Arres is pursuing with respect to these receivables. While this may
demonstrate that there is a conflict between Access's interests as an investor and Access's
interests as a judgment creditor, a receiver would be in a position to evaluate the validity
of the receivables and the feasibility of realizing on the receivables as well as the extent
of the interest, if any, of Arres in those receivables.
I note that it appears that Acres may have purported to deal with some of the proceeds of
property that was subject to the assignments without regard to the assignments.
While the evidence is not completely clear, it does appear that Acres purported to take
title to certain units in the foreclosure action and then sell those interests to a numbered
company, 1798582 Alberta which was another company controlled by Mr. Serra's wife at
a value that may be less than fair market value. Rather than having title go to the
assignees, Acres also apparently settled a lawsuit involving another numbered company,
125, and again, there is no indication that the assignees were involved in that process.
So in my view there are some real issues raised as to the extent of Acres' exigible
property. Acres' behaviour has also raised some potential concerns about the feasibility
and prospect of Access being able to realize on his judgment in the absence of a receiver
being appointed. Some of these concerns include its failure to give notice to the Grey
Briar investors, including Access, before proceeding to obtain the second order in the
foreclosure action notwithstanding it was aware that the investors were taking the position
that they had terminated the Acres' right to proceed. In my view, a receiver would be
able to determine what exigible property is available to satisfy Acres' judgment and how
that could be realized.
So that I am satisfied that the appointment of a receiver could be an effective means of
realizing the property assuming that there is exigible property at the end of the day.
Number three, what would the probable cost of the receivership be in relation to the
probable benefits to be derived by the appointment of a receiver? There is no doubt that
receivers are an expensive remedy, however, here the benefits would be a potential ability
to satisfy a judgment creditor who has already obtained a judgment against Acres for in
excess of $1 million.
Number four, what is the likelihood of the writs being satisfied without resorting to the
property in question? In my view, there appears to be no reasonable prospect of the writs
being satisfied unless a receiver is appointed.
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A receiver is, in my view, an extreme remedy, however, it is a remedy that is available in
unusual situations and, in my view, this is an unusual situation. Section 85 is designed to
provide an exceptional remedy in circumstances where other remedies will not be
effective in enabling a judgment creditor who has obtained a judgment to realize on that
judgment.
I now turn to section 87 of the Civil Enforcement Act which states as follows,(as read}
With respect to receivers, the following applies:
(a) a person may not be appointed as a receiver unless that
person,
(i} has satisfied the qualifications, if any, set out in
the regulations and,
(ii} has agreed in writing to act as a receiver in
respect of the matter for which the appointment is to
be made.
(b) the Court may give a receiver those powers that the
Court considers necessary or appropriate for the realization
of the property including, without limiting, the generality of
the foregoing, the power to manage or sell the property or
bring any proceedings in relation to the property and,
(c) unless otherwise ordered by the Court, a receiver may
take into the receiver's custody and control the property
over which the receiver is being appointed.
I turn first to the identity of the receiver. Access originally proposed that Grant Thornton
be appointed as a receiver which was opposed by Arres. I make no comment on Grant
Thornton being in a conflict or in any way perhaps being inappropriate but, in my view, it
is not appropriate to appoint an entity as a receiver where there is some questions raised
and there are real questions raised by Arres. There are lots of good, qualified receivers.
In my view, where there are good, qualified other receivers available, it is not in anyone's
interest to appoint a receiver who would be controversial so I am not prepared to appoint
Grant Thornton as the receiver in this case. I understand that in correspondence, other
individuals have been proposed, those being Orest Konowalchuk at Alvarez and Marsal,
Deryck Helkaa at FTI Consulting, Kevin Meyler at Hardie &Kelly and Neil Narfason at
Ernst and Young. Now, no formal consents as yet have been obtained; is that correct,

~'3
Mr. Silver?
1
2
3 MR. SILVER:
4

That is correct.

5 THE COURT:
And Mr. Pelletier, does your client have any
specific objection to any of those individuals?
6
7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
Not that I'm aware of, no.

9
10 TIDE COURT:
Okay. So then any of those individuals upon
11
filing a consent could be appointed as the receiver. Now this is not a typical receivership
12
and this is not a situation where, in my view, a boilerplate receivership order is
appropriate. Obviously there are specific issues that will need to be addressed and the
13
14
receivership in this instance is going to need to address those circumstances so that the
15
receivership can be managed in an effective and efficient way. Mr. Silver, do you have a
16
proposed forin of order?
17
18 MR. SILVER:
I haven't prepared one. Of course, we were
19
relying on the boilerplate receivership order but I'm sure with directions from Your
20
Ladyship that we can craft an appropria#e form of order.
21
22 THE COURT:
We11, I guess what I would like to have you
23
propose is a form of receivership order that is not boilerplate that addresses the
circumstances in this case.
24
25
26 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
27
28 THE COURT:
What we have is a situation where the first
29
issue that needs to be determined is the nature of the exigible property that is available
and that seems to me, to involve at least a number of questions, obviously, between the
30
parties you would be able to determine what those other questions are. But I would
31
~2
33
34
3S
36
37
38
39
40
41

assume that that would be the first issue for the receiver to determine, what exigible
property is available and that would involve some kind of an assessment being done of
these receivables, the validity of the receivables and the practicality of enforcing them and
the validity of the assignments.
Now, if it turns out that the assignments are in fact valid, then that may be the first
question but I leave, in terms of the practicality, I would want there to be a receivership
order put forward that proposes how this matter can be dealt with in a practical manner.
That order will also need to deal with how the costs of the receivership are going to be
handled and who is going to be responsible for those costs. Receivership orders often

0

provide that the costs of the receiver come out of the estate but here there may well be, if
1
in fact the information that the assignments are valid is correct, no exigible property and
2
3
no assets to cover those receivership costs. If that's the case, then presumably Access
4
will need to make some arrangements so that it or somebody will be responsible for the
receiver's costs, at least in the first instance. Those issues will need to be addressed in
5
6
the context of the receivership order.
7
8
So if there is no proposed receivership order other than just the blanket order, then I am
going to suggest, Mr. Silver, that you put together a receivership order that be discussed
9
10
with Mr. Pelletier and that then the receivership order be provided to me in advance so
11
that I can look at the receivership order and that if there are some issues as to the parties
12
aren't able to agree on what the terms of that receivership order, then you can reattend
13
back before me so that we can deal with those matters in a reasonable fashion.
14
15 Submissions by Mr. Silver (Other)
16
17 MR. SILVER:
Just a couple of things I would like the
18
receivership order to include which we might be able to get direction from youxself this
19
morning. One, is to go back to review the accounting of Arres Capital to May 1st, 2009,
20
I think it will be, which is the date that our debt arose which is the subject of a summary
2I
judgment to see whether there has been any transactions that may result in finding
22
exigible assets that may have been transferred out of Arres to other parties.
23
24
The second thing is that there are, as you may recall, a number of funds, if I can refer to
25
theirs, that are being held in various party's hands that Arres has laid claim to that Access
26
may also have claimed to in other parties such as Y2K and Ridgebrook and Kenzy
7
Financial inay have Access to but they're sort of up in the air pending some determination
2
through the judicial process in various actions. So I would like to include that and not
28
29
just limit it to the receivables per se, although technically those may fall within the
broader• definition of receivables. I just don't know exactly what Arres' claim is. But the
30
receiver would have to determine whether they form part of Arres' claim, they
31
(INDISCERNI
32
BLE} to Arres' claim and then whether or not there are residual assets for
33
the purposes of enforcement.
34
35 THE COURT:
So what is it you are proposing?
36
37 MR. SILVER:
Just that the receivables, well, include these
38
other funds that we're talking about.
39
40 THE COURT:
Okay. Well, sorry, the receivables seem to be
41
the only assets that have been identified but, in my view, it is appropriate that the receiver

10
1
be appointed overall to determine the exigible property of Arres and over that exigible
property. And so if those funds, if Arres has an interest in those funds such that they
2
3
would constitute exigible property, then they would be caught by the receivership order.
4
It seems that there is no point having the receiver deal with those funds other than simply
5
there be an order ghat those funds, that they be specifically identified and that they not be
6
disbursed, so to speak, most of them have already been tied up in some fashion, I believe,
7
the funds that you are identifying, without further Court order. Would that address your
8
concerns, Mr. Silver?
9
10 MR. SILVER:
You certainly would have the preservation
11
aspect that you refer to, yes. I mean, the receivership should be over all the assets,
12
property and undertakings of Arres with a view to determining which of those assets,
13
property and undertakings are exigible for the purposes of enforcing any judgment by any
14
judgment creditor it would seem to me. So what I'm looking at is in the wording, right,
15
that would say the receiver, whoever the receiver is going to be, is receiver over the
16
property and assets and undertakings of Arres as opposed to the words exigible assets.
17
That's something that the receiver would have to determine.
I8
19 THE COURT:
Well, how do you deal with that in the context
20
then of section 87? 87 says,(as read)
21
22
Notwithstanding any rule of law or equity to the contrary where
23
certain exigible property of an enforcement debtor cannot
24
otherwise be conveniently realized, the Court on application may
25
do one or more of the following:
26
27
{a) appoint a receiver of the property.
28
29 MR. SILVER:
So to me if I'm understanding that provision
correctly, we would appoint a receiver over the property and then we determine whether
30
31
it's exigible.
32
33 THE COURT:
WeII, how do I do that under the section? I
34
mean, this is a situation where you have applied for statutory remedy.
35
36 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
37
38 THE COURT:
You could have gone under the Bankruptcy
39
Act. You could have proceeded under Section 13 of the Judicature Act but you didn't.
40
And so we are under a statutory remedy. Now, the statutory remedy is designed not to
41
deal with your client's interest as an investor but to deal with your client's interest as a

11
judgment creditor.
1
2
3 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
4
5 Ruling (Other)
6
7 THE COURT:
As a judgment creditor your client is only
entitled to the exigible property. You have satisfied me that Arres' behaviour has been
8
such that it raises some real questions as to whether it has exigible property and if
9
10
anybody other than a receiver is able to determine if it has exigible property.
11
12
So my order is going to direct that it is appointed over the exigible property. Now, I
13
appreciate that may be a bit of a chicken and egg.
14
15 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
16
17 THE COURT:
But there could be property that it has that
I8
would not be exigible. For example, if you had property that was covered by an
19
exemption, that would not be exigible property.
20
21 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
22
23 THE COURT:
I have no jurisdiction under section 85 to
24
appoint a receiver over something other than exigible property.
25
26 MR. SILVER:
Yes. Nell, I don't know what exemption might
27
apply in this case so I'll just withdraw that -28
29 THE COURT:
Well, I'm just saying, Mx. Silver, when you
30
have chosen a statutory remedy, this is not a boilerplate receivership and so you are going
31
to need to draft your order in such a fashion that it addresses and responds to the limits
32
contained in the statute.
33
Now, if it turns out that assets are properly assigned then those assets may well not
34
35
constitute exigible property and even under your characterization they would not fall
within the undertaking of Acres because it's not Acres' undertaking.
36
37
38 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
39
40 THE COURT:
But I am satisfied that somebody needs to get
41
in there and determine what Acres owns and which assets of Acres should be made

12
1
available to your client. Because your client has a million dollar judgment -2
3 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
4
5 THE COURT:
-- that they have had for over a year and that
6
they are entitled to realize upon. So this is not going to be a boilerplate order. You are
7
going to need to craft your order so that it addresses the concerns that I have identified.
8
I am prepared to give a receiver and I am satisfied that I have the authority to do that
9
14
under the section, in particular section D, I can give the Court any order that is necessary
11
or appropriate to facilitate realization of the exigible property. But you are going to need
12
to craft your order in accordance with the limits contained in the provision under which
13
you have applied.
14
15 MR. SILVER:
I understand that. Thank you.
16
17 THE COURT:
Okay. Mr. Pelletier, do you have any
18
comments with respect to anything that Mr. Silver was raising or anything that I have
19

raised?

20
21 Submissions by Mr. Pelletier (Other)
22
23 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, My Lady. First of all, I have had a little
24
bit of trouble just in my own hind conceptualizing how this receiver is to be appointed
25
without impacting all of the various actions that are outstanding between Access and
26
Aires. I think -- we11, in 2014 there were, I think four actions filed by either Access or
27
Arres in order to address issues which, I believe, the receiver is now directed to address.
28
That's my first concern.
29
30
The second concern, of course, is the outstanding foreclosure actions as well as the
31
outstanding -- well, for example, the Greybriar matter obviously, how that is to -- how
exactly that will properly continue or nod depended upon the powers granted to the
32
33
receiver from your order today.
34
35
And the third thing is, it seems to me that what is really being directed here in appointing
36
a receiver is as you have identified, it is not a typical receiver, it is not -- really what I
37
think the Court is trying to get at here is the issue of and as you have mentioned, I'm
38
sorry, is the issue of what are Arres assets and what is available. What is exigible
39
property that is available. Well that, to me strikes me as more of an accounting report. I
40
mean, we're within the Civil Enforcement pct, 85, 86, 87 which grants the availability of
41
abroad spectrum of remedies. I'm a little bit worried that we may be getting caught up

13
in the use of the word "receiver" when, in fact, we mean something collectively slightly
1
2
different than an actual receiver and in that way -- based on your direction that this
receiver appointed needs to identify the exigible property, needs to identify the validity of
3
4
the receivables, needs to address the practicality of enforcing and address the validity of
5
the assignments, my suggestion is that that -- it is really an accounting report. More of the
6
nature of sort of like a part 18 investigation to figure out what are the assets, what is
7
specific to the exigible property.
8
9
I don't really have a solution to all of these issues I have just raised. I'm just saying I'm
10
having a tough time conceptualizing how to make this work.
11
12 THE COURT:
Well, and I think that's why -- that's why I
13
think some of those points will need to be addressed in the receivership order. For
14
example -- and I don't think I am in a position to tell the parties here today how one
15
should address some of the facts that there appear to be certain, as you have identified
16
conflicts between Access's interests in certain aspects and what the best way to address
17
some of those issues would be, because the matter needs to be addressed in kind of a
18
practical way. And so the form of the order.
19
20
Now, with respect to a -- it is a different kind of receivership order because a lot of times
21
what you would do is you would appoint a receiver and, in fact, to carry on somebody's
22
business. And as I understand, Arres is not carrying on business other than proceeding
23
with enforcement of various actions. And unless I have got that wrong, that's my
24
understanding.
25
26 MR. PELLETIER:
Arres Capital was my understanding as well.
27
28 THE COURT:
Arres Capital. Y think you want here more than
29
a simple accounting investigation because if there are exigible assets in Arres Capital, at
3d
this point in time I am satisfied that Arres Capital should not be disposing of those assets
31
and in that context what a receiver would do is, in effect, hold those assets.
32
Now, the section 85 is a very flexible remedy so there may be more practical ways of
33
34
dealing with some of those issues but it seems that the receiver in this case is going to
35
need some quite different powers than somebody else might need.
36
37
And the receivership order is going to need to address the fact that this is not the usual
38
case. While I appreciate that Access is questioning the validity of the assets that it is
really seeking to enforce in order to get its million dollar judgment paid, it creates a
39
40
somewhat unusual circumstance and the receivership order is going to need to address
41
that. To the extent that these claims are, in fact, legitimate, that is not going to be

14
Access's call. That is going to be why a receiver needs to be involved where the receiver
1
is aCourt-appointed receiver under this section who has statutory duties and to the extent
2
that there are circumstances where there is a conflict between Arres and Access, then that
3
4
is going to need to be addressed in such a way. Because Access is not the only person
who is going to be the beneficiary of this receivership order but it would certainly apply
5
to other judgment creditors as well. And there may be some.
6
7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
The other judgment creditor issue actually I
9
believe is anon-issue. I think my friend is a little bit -- he is not counsel on that matter.
10
The Kenzy money is paid into Court. Arres has absolutely no claim to that. So when
11
we're talking about other -12
13 THE COURT:
No, no, but if there were other judgment
14
creditors who came forward so to the extent that Arres takes the position that Access
15
owes it a bunch of money as I understand which Access denies. That is potentially an
16
asset of Arres if it is, in fact, a valid claim. And if it is a valid claim, by the time things
17
get realized there may be other judgment creditors of Arres who come out of the
18
woodwork and those judgment creditors would be entitled to get their money from Access
19
if, in fact, Access properly owes money to Arres that hasn't been assigned to somebody
20
else.
21
22
The receivership order in this context is going to need to make sure that all of those
23
interests are, in fact, protected. This will be a very expensive exercise and I expect that
24
the receiver is going to be looking to make sure that its costs are going to be taken care
25
of. So all of those things are the nuts and bolts issues of the receivership order that are
26
going to need to be proposed.
27
28
And what I am, I indicated what I'm prepared to grant is an order within the scope of
29
section 85 and section 86 which has some fairly broad powers but it is going to need to
30
take into account all of the particular and somewhat unusual interests that are at play here.
31
And I don't think I can tell you today how to best handle those. Those are things that
32
you and Mr. Silver are going to have to either work out or if you can't work them out,
33
come back before me with each of your proposals as to how they would need to be
addressed in the context of a receivership order. And perhaps before you do that, once
34
35
the identity of the receiver has been determined, then it may be useful to sit down and
36
have some discussions. It may or may not, I don't know. It may be useful and I leave
37
that to counsel to figure out where you go.
38
39 MR. PELLETIER:
One more request for direction. There are
40
effectively, in my mind there are sort of two types of actions that Arres Capital is
41
involved in, correct. The one type of action relates to foreclosures, Arres taking steps as
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trustee in certain projects to get then through a process and get the investors and itself
paid out. That's one group.
The other group are the number of actions between Access and Arres relating to
addressing the assets of Arres, the assignments, the transfers, those sorts of things
effectively follotiving from the judgment. I guess I would just Like a little bit of
confirmation that the actions which are between Access and Acres dealing with Acres'
assets are to be sort of lumped together and included in this receivership order and the
actions that Acres is undertaking as trustee are to be effectively left alone. Because the
typical order, of course, would state everything because it would be over everything that
Acres has but I can see this becoming a ridiculous, even more of a ridiculousness if the
asset actions are not lumped together. It's part of that whole consolidation application
that my client has brought. There has been a new action started since then.
So I guess what I'm asking for is confirmation that when Mr. Silver and I are dealing
with this we are to lump together the asset actions and try to include them some way
practically in the receiver order and meanwhile leave the, I will call them the foreclosure
actions, those sort of enforcement steps alone except to the extent that Acres may
receive -THE COURT:

May realize.

MR. PELLETIER:
in the future.

-- may realize (INDISCERNIBLE} some asses

THE COURT:

Okay. Mr. Silver?

Submissions by Mr. Silver {Other)
I have no difficulty with my friend's proposal
MR. SILVER:
to isolate the foreclosure actions. It is the foreclosure actions that produce funds that are
potentially available to Acres as well as the investors, including Access and Access in its
capacity as judgment creditor or anybody else who may be now or later a judgment
creditor. And it's the foreclosure actions, fox example, the Greybriar situation that
produces the fertile ground or the most mischief to be undertaken by Az-res. If we don't
include -THE COURT:
undertaken?

What do you mean the most mischief to be

MR. 5ILVER:

Well, an example, if you go to the Greybriar
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matter where the attempt was made to get titles to these condominium units to sell them
to anon-assignee, third party company controlled by Mr. Serra's wife and then put those
funds out of the reach -THE COURT:
Right. But that is all something that is
subsequent, as I understand it, to the realization. As I understand what Mr. Pelletier was
saying is he's saying that in order to be efficient to ~:he extent that there is the foreclosure
aspect, that that foreclosure aspect should go ahead but any moneys that flow out of that
foreclosure action be held. So that the mischief that you are now talking about is
mischief that is post realization rather than pre-realization, is that -MR. PEI.LETIER:

Yes, that's accurate.

MR. SILVER:
Well, post-realization ar not post-realization. I
mean if you take a look at what transpired in the Greybriar matter, the titles hadn't even
been transferred yet but with the benefit of the Western Canadian protocol with the
moY~tgage being advanced by Terrapin to the purchaser before the titles were registered, I
think the funds came into 179's possession, I think there is still about $138,000 sitting
around there somewhere. And then there is other titles that weren't subject of the sale
which have yet to be dealt with. So that's a problem. If we don't include -- especially
since it is the subject of the assignment in the first place so if we don't include Arres'
interest as it perceives it, whether it's a receivable now or becomes a fee claim which it
would then grab the funds and apply it against its fees, if we don't attach that and
preserve those funds that may come about or those titles that may be provided to Arres,
then we will have left a large hole for Arres to drive its truck through and create problems
which are going to result in more litigation and we will have lost the opportunity to
preserve those assets for the benefit of Access and all other creditors. We have to close
that hole.
Ruling {Other}
Well, this is clearly in my view something that
THE COURT:
you are going to have to give me actual wording. Because in terms of what is being
talked about, I need to understand what it is that is, in fact, being proposed specifically.
And so, you know, looking at the situation, the order is going to need to be crafted in
such a way that it is practical and that what is occurring is going to protect the various
interests at play. So how 15 lt, Mr. Silver, that you are suggesting that vve deal with the
claims that are being made against Access?
MR. SILVER:
Against Access by Arres, there is only the one
action which is the $9.7 million claim which you may recall we had brought an
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application to dismiss. That -- well in the context of the receivership, the receiver is
going to have ownership, so to speak, of the claim because they have to determine if that
claim which is part of the $9.7 million -- I think you were claiming 5.6 million, sorry, but
as part of the receivables that Arres claims to have. The receiver is going to have to
determine if that is in fact a valid claim. But it wouldn't be -- it is an offsetting claim
against our judgment supposedly if it was real.
So one of the problems that my friend is implying, I guess, when he addresses this
question to the Court is, you know, what is his future role as counsel for Arres, and I
know he mentioned this in his representations when we were before you in the middle of
3anuary, what is his future role as counsel for Ames in these various actions. And here
we have whatever assets that are exigible which would include this potential claim are
covered by the receivership. So it seems to me that the receiver would come to this Court
and say we need advice and directions as to what to do with this. We have looked at this
and we've said, one, we don't feel it is valid or, two, we do feel it is valid. Now what do
we do.
Okay, so you're saying -- let's just take that
THE COURT:
forward. The receiver looks at the claim and let's say the receiver decides the claim is
valid.
MR. SILVER:

Yes.

Then the receiver -- the receiver, what is it
THE COURT:
you're suggesting? The receiver might ~o, hum, all this expensive litigation, Mr. Pelletier
knows all sorts of things about this, I'm going to continue to use Mr. Pelletier.
MR. SILVER:

The receiver would have that option certainly.

THE COURT:
But thafi -- you're suggesting that all of that will
need to be a decision to be made by the receiver.
MR. SILVER:

By the receiver, yes.

Weil, okay. And ail I'm saying again, this is
THE COURT:
why I think we get the detail that -- that will need to be determined in the order.
MR. SILVER:
Yes, I appreciate there is going to be a lot of
discussion, I think, between Mr. Pelletier and myself as to what this order should look
like and then if we are unable to reach agreement, I suppose we will be presenting it to
yourself after you had a chance, of course, to look at it and then we can perhaps have that

discussion at that point in time. Because I think we are probably in the realm of
1
speculation at this point in time.
2
3
4 THE COURT:
Yeah, I think, let's be clear. There are definite
conflicting interests that need to be addressed in appropriate fashion. And I'm sure that
5
the two of you can put your minds to where those issues are and if you can't agree, then
d
the matter will be brought back. But the focus will need to be on being practical because
7
I am extreYnely mindful of the conflict that Access faces in the various position it has
8
taken. I mean it is trying to realize -- and so that will need to be addressed in a way that
9
10
this is all addressed in the context of the order. And that's I guess one of the reasons why
11
I suggest there be some real meaningful discussions with a receiver because this will be
12
an extremely expensive process, and I'm sure that the receiver will be looking for some
13
assurance from somebody where that money is going to be coming from, recognizing that
14
who ultimately pays that money at the end of the day may be somebody else, I don't
know, but also recognizing that the receiver's duties will be to the Court, and, therefore,
IS
whoever is ultimately financially responsible for the receiver may turn to be paying for
16
17
things that turn to not necessarily be things that are in their best interests at this point in
18
time until it is determined where things shake out. So those, I think, are things that
19
everybody will have to take into account.
20
21 MR. SILVER:
Fair enough. Thank you.
22
23 THE COURT:
Okay. Thank you. Anything else?
24
25 Submissions by Mr. Silver (Costs)
26
27 MR. SILVER:
I don't know if it is a moot point but is there
any order with respect to costs with respect to our application?
28
29
30 THE COURT:
With respect to costs, what are you seeking?
31
32 MR. SILVER:
Whether Arres should be responsible for paying
33
costs of our application since we were successful in the appointment of the receiver.
34
35 THE COURT:
Mr. Pelletier?
36
37 Submissions by Mr. Pelletier (Costs)
38
39 MR. PELLETIER:
I suggest that we put that off until later today
depending upon what the order actually says. We won't be able to determine exactly how
40
successful they've been until we get the final determination as to what the order states and
41

19
there will be submissions to be made at that point in time in relation to without prejudice
1
communication. And to me it doesn't make sense, given your instructions this morning,
2
3
we won't know what that Looks like.
4
5 Ruling (Costs)
6
7 THE COURT:
What I'm going to do is simply reserve on
8
costs at this point in time. If we need to get into issues like that this is not the time to
9
address and as you see we have just had some other people come into the courtroom to
14
deal with something that I need to deal with at 10:00.
11
I2
At the outset of this application Acres had brought a cross application for consolidation
13
that was adjourned. Ultimately what I simply wanted to direct with respect to that
14
application is those kind of applications should properly be brought before a master rather
15
than on the commercial list. I appreciate it was across-application against a receivership
16
application. But I just wanted to direct that when that application or if that application
I7
ultimately proceeds and by whom it is going to proceed, I think you need to deal with this
18
receivership issue first, it should be before the master, not on the commercial list.
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, I honestly believe that that consolidation
21
issue will be addressed by the receivership order anyway.
22
23 THE COURT:
Okay. Thank you.
24
25 MR. SILVER:
Thank you very much.
26
27 MR. PELLETIER:
Thank you.
28
29 THE COURT CLERK:
Order in Court.
30
31
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(a) I transcribed the record, which was recorded by asound-recording machine, to the best
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of my skill and ability and the foregoing pages are a complete and accurate transcript of
7
the contents of the record, and
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1 Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Calgary Courts Centre, Calgary,
2 Alberta
3
4 April 22, 2015
Morning Session
5
6 The Honourable Madam Justice Strekaf
Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta
7
For the Plaintiff
8 B.E. Silver
For the Defendant
9 R. Pelletier
10 S. Durant
Court Clerk
11
12
13 THE COURT CLERK:
Order in court.
14
15 THE COURT:
Good morning.
16
17 MR. SILVER:
Good morning.
18
19 MR. PELLETIER:
Good morning, My Lady.
20
21 THE COURT:
Please be seated. Are we ready to proceed?
22
Who would like to go first?
23
24 Submissions by Mr. Silver
25
26 MR. SILVER:
I guess I probably should go first, My Lady.
27
Again, Silver, initial B.E., for the record. I'm solicitor for the applicant Access. As
28
you're aware, we have been trying -that is, counsel for Arres and myself -have been
29
trying to come to terms as to what exactly the form of order should be as per your
30
directions on February 13th. And we have, as you are also aware, failed to come to
31
agreement to that effect, so each of us -32
33 THE COURT:
YOLI seem to have made some good progress,
34
though, so ...
35
Well, we've made some progress, and I believe
36 MR. SILVER:
37
we're at the point, it's fair to say, perhaps we need some further guidance from Your
38
Ladyship as to what exactly the order should include, or exclude for that matter, so that
39
we could properly draft an order which both counsel would agree to, and you would be
40
prepared to sign, more importantly.
41

2
1 THE COURT:
M-hm.
2
3 MR. SILVER:
The first point I guess I should address is my
4
comment in my letter to you -5
6 THE COURT:
~U ~~ii~
7
8 MR. SILVER:
-- in regards to the Judicature Act, and I'm
9
referring, of course, to the case that I had put before you at our application and resent to
10
you yesterday, and this is Frueh v. Mair. From the comments of Master Laycock in this
11
particular decision, and based on the comments of Justice Perras at paragraph 11, and
12
again at paragraph 14, it appeared in 1998 -- and I don't have any authority subsequent to
13
that date otherwise but it appeared that an application for the appointment of a receiver
14
under section 13 of the Judicature Act was no longer available to a money judgment
15
creditor, which Access is a money judgment creditor in this particular case, and was
16
subsumed essentially by the provisions of section 85 through 87 of the Czvil Enforcement
17
Act.
18
19
Now, if that is a correct statement, then the Judicature Act provision isn't available to a
20
money judgment creditor to make an application for the appointment of a receiver. And
21
I'm uncertain if that is the case because Y don't know if the "just and convenient" test
22
under section 13 of the Judicature Act is in fact completely replaced for a money
23
judgment creditor -24
25 TIC COURT:
But isn't this an issue, Mr. Silver, that could
26
have been and should have been argued before me? I mean, you made a -- you came
27
before me and very specifically but that authority and told me that that was the position
28
that you were taking. Now to come back and want to reargue the case, I'm not sure
29
why -- I mean, I -- I'm not bound by Justice Perras' decision or by Master Laycock's
decision but the time to have made that point was -- was back then, not -- not, it seems,
30
now.
31
~~
33 MR. SILVER:
Fair enough, My Lady, but the only point is, is
when
-I
34
that,
when made the comment to you at our original application, I believe that I
35
had stated, if I understand this decision to be correct, then we are not proceeding under
36
the Judicature Act because that's what this particular -37
38 THE COURT:
Well, do you have a transcript? I don't have
39
that. All I have is my notes -40
41 MR. SILVER:
Yes.

1
2 THE COURT:
-- as I recall, that the representation was made
3
to me that you were not proceeding under the Judicatu~~e Act, and I proceeded and I'm
4
sure Mr. Pelletier proceeded with his submissions on that basis. In fact, as I recall, we
5
were running short of time, and it was quite -- quite clear that he didn't make those
6
submissions, I proceeded, so I'm now puzzled as to why we should be rearguing
7
something because you had second thoughts about something that you might have argued
8
then -9
10 MR. SILVER:
Well -11
12 THE COURT:
-- but chose not to.
13
14 MR. SILVER:
-- T just raise it, My Lady, in case that is
15
something that you would be prepared to consider. If not, fair enough, we'll move
16
forward.
17
18 TIC COURT:
Well, I'll hear from Mr. Pelletier on that but let
19
me hear from you on some of these other matters first.
20
21 MR. SILVER:
Thank you. So as per my letter to Your
22
Ladyship with respect to the Civil Enforcement Act and the order itself, we stated at the
23
beginning of our letter what the -- what the four intentions -24
25 THE COURT:
Yes.
2G
27 MR. SILVER:
-- of my client were to achieve. And first and
28
foremost is -- from my client's perspective, is to -- is to -- whatever the exigible assets
29
may be, is to hold them on high ground, and to make sure that whatever money may be
30
realized from any asset in which Arres may or profess to have an interest, that that money
31
is held on high ground and made not available to Arres. And that's the important thing
32
that we wanted to ensure that the appointment of a receiver would guarantee. So we
33
wanted to provide powers to the receiver in order to accomplish that fact.
34
35
And, as per your direction, the first thing we had to find out was what were the exigible
36
assets under section 85 of the Civil Enforcement Act because that's what the receiver has
37
power over. And we have an issue, of course, as to what those exigible assets are, so the
38
first thing I think the receiver has to do, as per your observation, is to determine what
39
those exigible assets are. Now, those exigible assets aren't necessarily only found in the
40
interests of Arres as per the assignment documents or in the statutory declaration because
41
that statutory declaration proves not to be very accurate when you have to take into
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consideration that the assignments of those interests in the properties and the receivables
actually took place before the statutory declaration was sworn. We only found out about
it, as you're aware, as a result of the cross-examination in November of last year.
So, from our perspective, the information we're getting from Arres is not to be trusted,
and we should have investigative powers, inspection powers, provided to the receiver to
go into Acres -- not only into Acres' accounts but in all sources where Acres may have
funds. Now, I appreciate that this may cross a line with respect to solicitor-client
privilege because some of those assets may -- and I'm not suggesting, in any way,
anything improper or -- by my friend but they may exist in the trust accounts of any
lawyer acting or who has acted for Acres Capital. So I think that there should be some
provision for disclosure of that potential exigible asset and an investigation of the
exigibility of that asset if in such -- such funds are being used for the benefit of Acres
Capital and are in lawyers' trust accounts.
The other area -- one of the other areas is its potential that -- that one of the -- an
application may go forward for the appointment of a trustee in bankruptcy, and having
regard to the fact that the receiver wi11 have spent a considerable amount of time and
energy, as we11 as my client's funds, if there's not funds available from the estate, then it
would only make sense that that particular receiver, whoever that is, would be appointed
as the trustee in bankruptcy, so we don't have a duplication of effort, time, and money if
that was to take place. My friend, of course, had objected to the inclusion of that
provision in the order.
THE COURT:
Well, the provision -- you're not asking a
determination be made that whoever is the receiver would be the trustee?
MR. SILVER:

No, I'm not, that's correct.

THE COURT:
You're just asking that the -- that the Court
declare that the receiver could be the trustee?
MR. SILVER:

That is correct.

THE COURT:
And is that necessary? I mean, why is that a
necessary provision, at this point in time, or is it?
MR. SILVER:
Well, I suppose you could take out the whole
provision altogether and leave the question open to argument when and if that application
for appointment of a trustee in bankruptcy is made but it would be nice to have that
particular argument removed from whoever is opposing that appointment, saying that,

5
well, the order could have said that they were precluded or not precluded but it didn't. So
1
2
I just wanted to have something in there to assure the court hearing that particular
3
application that the receiver is not precluded from -4
5 THE COURT:
Right, but why would there be any need for
6
that? I mean, we could put in a whole bunch of things that -- that would say that the
receiver is not precluded from being the trustee, and that in the event of a bankruptcy all
7
8
sorts of other things might not happen. I'm just wondering why there's any need for that
9
particular provision. And I believe there's aprovision -- and unfortunately I didn't bring
10
my Bankruptcy Act down with me but isn't there a provision in the Bankruptcy Act that
11
deals with the circumstances when a receiver is appointed, and that the receiver can act as
12
trustee? What we're dealing with is a receiver appointed under the Bankruptcy Act.
13
14 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
15
16 THE COURT:
What are those provisions?
I mean,
17
presumably -- I presume that that provision that you're talking about wanting to put into
18
this order is mindful of whatever that law is, which I don't have it at my fingertips.
14
20 MR. SILVER:
And neither -- and neither do I, I'm afraid.
21
And I believe that's probably the reason why it's in there, is it has some reference to it,
22
but Idon't -- I didn't want to have that argument raised against whoever the receiver is
23
from -- prevented from being the trustee, for any reason. And, again, it's a practical
24
consideration as opposed to anything else. It makes sense that, if there was an
25
appointment -- application for the appointment of a trustee, that the receiver would be a
26
likely appointment in that circumstance.
27
28
So we're looking at -- really, at two major areas, and that is the access to the books and
29
records of Arres, and the arrangement to identify, secure, and preserve the exigible assets
30
for the benefit of the stakeholders, including Access. And that, unfortunately, is where
31
my friend and I have disagreed, in terms of which powers the receiver should have.
32
33 THE COURT:
Okay.
34
Thank you.
35 MR. SILVER:
36
37 THE COURT:
Okay. Well, perhaps, then, I'll hear just in
general from Mr. Pelletier, and then maybe we need to just go through this paragraph by
38
paragraph.
39
40
41 Submissions by Mr. Pelletier
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MR. PELLETIER:
Thank you, My Lady. Just to comment briefly
on the Frueh v. Main issue, first of all, I don't believe -- sorry, I don't believe the
application of the Judicature Act either way is really an issue at all. Of course, any
injunctive relief proceeds under the Judicature Act, to one degree or another, and -- but,
second of all, in putting the F~ueh v. Mair case back before this Court, my friend is -must, at least indirectly, be referring to the finding in that case, that, where a party is
seeking to enforce on a money judgment, and is seeking appointment of a receiver in
respect of enforcing on that money judgment, they are -- the power to appoint a receiver
only exists under the Civil Enforcement Act, sections 85 and 86, because they're an
execution credit. So I don't believe that it adds in or takes anything away, whether to the
parties' submissions prior or to this Court's decision, at the end of the -THE COURT:
That decision --

Well, I didn't make a decision on that issue.

MR. PELLETIER:

Right.

THE COURT:

-- wasn't argued before me.

MR. PELLETIER:

And --

THE COURT:
And he's just now asking that he wants to
potentially raise that particular argument. That seems to be a very different question than
whether or not Justice Perras' decision is correct or not. I haven't heard any submissions
on that. I haven't made any decision on that. That's where we're at with respect to that
particular issue right now.
MR. PELLETIER:
Fair enough, then, and I would actually agree
with your comments a moment ago, that, if that was to be argued and put forward, that
should have been put forward on the original application and now we're substantially too
late to do that. And that's where I'd leave that, unless you require anything further.
THE COURT:

Yes.

MR. PELLETIER:
So, in respect of the order, of course you have
the -- my letter of April 20th, (INDISCERNIBLE), my draft with the blacklined -THE COURT:
One thing that Ijust -- sorry, I just flagged. It
seemed to me whenI was going through the two drafts, or maybe I wasn't being careful
enough but it seemed to me that the most recent draft that Mr. Silver had provided is

slightly different than the draft which you blacklined; is that correct?
1
2
It should not be.
3 MR. PELLETIER:
4
5 MR. SILVER:
There was something minor.
6
7 THE COURT:
And I don't recall exactly where it was but it
was...
8
9
I'll look for that, if there was a change, while
10 MR. SILVER:
11
you -12
13 THE COURT:
Okay.
14
15 MR. SILVER:
-- continue with my friend.
16
17 THE COURT:
Okay.
1$
19 MR. PELLETIER:
Okay. So my friend and I appear in general in
20
agreement in respect of the four points he mentioned. It seems that the sort of principles
21
underlying the drafting of the order are an agreement between the two parties. Obviously
22
we can all read the transcript of your decision.
23
24
Where we differ is in the -where we primarily differ, excuse me - is in relation to the
25
authority to be granted to the receiver.
26
M-hm.
27 THE COURT:
28
And given your fairly direct statements in your
29 MR. PELLETIER:
30
decision that -and I'm going to obviously paraphrase because it's in my letter -that the
receiver is to identify and secure the exigible property of Arres Capital, giving the
31
32
receiver authority to deal with and take steps in relation to and make decisions on behalf
33
of Arres as receiver for something that is not the exigible property of Arres, or potentially
34
cannot ever be the exigible property of Arres, goes too far, and so what my edit has
35
attempted to do is pull out those parts where my friend, in my submission, has gone too
far in granting authority to the receiver -36
37
38 THE COURT:
And I guess the issue is that part of dealing
39
with the exigible property means that the receiver needs to determine what the exigible
40
property is, and, if it turns out that that's contested, then that issue will need to be
41
resolved. But what I think Mr. Silver is concerned about is that -- that the receiver needs

8
1
to be able to ensure that all of the property is secure, pending determination of what's
2
exigible and what's not exigible.
3
4 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, and the paragraph in my draft of the order
5
- I believe it's the fifth paragraph -first -- to start at, there's -- there's another but for the
fifth paragraph: (as read)
6
7
8
The receiver is expressly authorized to receive, take possession of,
9
preserve, and protect the exigible property, and to do all things
10
reasonably incidental to the exercise of these powers.
Il
12

The -- and then, at paragraph 6 --

13
14 THE COURT:

Right, but, Mr. Pelletier, let's just assume that

1S
there is a piece of property that's clearly disputed as to -- as to its exigibility.
16
17 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
18
19 THE COURT:
Then how is it that your draft addresses that
20
property in a different way than Mr. Silver's draft, and how does -- how -- which -- I
21
want to understand which of those is the most workable on a -- on a preliminary basis,
pending determination of that property's exigibility.
22
23
24 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. And I don't believe it's a case of my
25
draft doing -- suggesting something different, it is that my draft includes -- includes
26
Mr. Silver's provisions which allow it to be secured, and I'd submit fully address the
27
issue of identifying, determining, and holding that potential exigible property until it can
28
be, you know, either determined to be exigible property or not. And particularly at
29
paragraph -- to start, at paragraph 6, anyone with notice of the order -and of course
anyone connected with the debtor -has an obligation to advise the receiver of the
30
existence of the exigible property and to hand it over. So that should, from the first point,
31
cover -32

33
Well, except, no, it shouldn't. If you have
34 THE COURT:
35
somebody who is contesting, who is claiming that property is not exigible, then that
36
paragraph is probably not going to catch them, from their point of view, because their
37
point of view is going to be, I don't have to tell the receiver anything because I don't
38
have any exigible property, I have non-exigible property. Now, that may not be the
39
cautious approach to do it but it is certainly a plausible interpretation of the order.
40
41 MR. PELLETIER:
Okay. And then we go into the issue of

1
paragraph 7 in relation to disclosure of information, which I won't restate but 7 and 8
2
effectively say that everything needs to be handed over -- effectively, again, anyone with
3
notice needs to hand over all information. And then we get into paragraph 10. That's a
4
situation where -- or, excuse me, that's effectively sort of new in my draft but it takes a
5
concept that is in Mr. Silver's draft, in that the receiver can authorize acaveat -- excuse
6
me, register a caveat or encumbrance against title to any property which may constitute or
7
which may result in available exigible property. Now, that's specifically left open as to -8
in my submission, is left open not limited just to real property. We're also dealing with
9
PPR registrations. And so that's why I'm using the words -- or, excuse me, my draft uses
10
the words: (as read)
11
12
...the title to any property, such that the receiver can step in and,
13
in exercising the authority granted to it under paragraphs 5 and 6,
14
register a caveat or encumbrance ...
15
16
Perhaps maybe we add a statement there, or similar document: {as read)
17
18
. . .against the title to the property, thereby protecting the -- that
19
property while it is being determined to be exigible or not.
20
21
Now, possible, if the concern is that parties are going to -- third parties are going to take
22
the position that this doesn't apply to me and I'm going to pay the money out, well, of
23
course, they're then automatically taking the risk that a determination contrary to that
24
decision will be made by the court, and then they potentially will be on the hook
25
themselves as a third party.
26
27 THE COURT:
If they have assets.
28
29 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. But I suppose, if what we wanted to do
30
was protect that property and direct that it be held, is in paragraph 10 we add a couple of
31
words - I'm not exactly -- I'm trying to do it off the top of my head, and that's why I'm
32
stuttering - a couple of words that direct that parties that are identified by the receiver to
33
hold potentially exigible property must hold that property until -- you know, subject to
34
application, consent, or a court order. That's perhaps a few words added to paragraph 10,
35
and would actually, in my submission, follow through on the intention of paragraph 10.
36
37
But then we get to the -- so they -- we then have a court order which tells these parties to
38
hold it. There's nothing that can be done if any party is going to simply act in contempt
39
of court, and Idon't -- my friend is not suggesting -- and I -- he and I have had some
40
talks about this. He's not suggesting that there has been a contempt of court by any of
4l
the parties but this Court can only go so far as granting an order which allows the

10
1
receiver to serve the order, provide the Court's direction to these third parties. If they're
2
going to misappropriate the assets behind everyone's back, there's really nothing that can
3
be done about that, other than a court application and, you know, judgment and
4
follow-through that way.
5
6
I tell my clients often, you know, I can give you -- you know, if they ask me, Am I going
7
to get sued on this, well, you may or may not get sued on this, Ican't -- you know, I
8
can't do anything about that short of tackling a person on their way to the courthouse and
9
pulling them into my office but what I can give you -- do is give you advice as to
10
whether or not I think this is a valid claim, and give you direction and advice as to how
11
to address that.
12
13
We're in sort of a similar situation here. I mean, the order, in my -- my draft order,
14
perhaps subject to the few extra words for paragraph 10, deals with a situation of the
receiver identifying the exigible property, holding the exigible property, and giving notice
15
16
to the parties that the receiver is coming after property which may be exigible and as
17
such, you know, registering an encumbrance or giving them direction to hold it. If
18
they're going to act contrary to the court order, there's nothing we can do.
19
And giving -- I would submit that the wrong process would be to give the receiver a
20
broadly ~~~orded power to deal with the non-exigible property of Ames Capital -21
22
Nell, what are we talking about, really? I
23 THE COURT:
24
mean, I guess that's the issue here -25
26 MR. PELLETIEIZ:
Yes.
27
28 THE COURT:
-- in the sense of -- of the -- there's -- there
29
may be a distinction but presumably this has been an issue that the two of you have been
30
focussed on, so there must be some property, I would think, that falls into the category of
potentially exigible or potentially non-exigible property, otherwise we wouldn't be having
31
32
this discussion.
33
Well, as I understand it, the -- I mean, the
34 MR. PELLETIER:
35
positions of the parties are obvious but the dispute is quite honestly whether Arres has any
36
actual exigible property itself, now, or whether the property that Ames is entitled or
37
obligated to enforce on and collect and try and get to itself has actually been assigned,
38
and as such is not exigible property.
39
40 THE COURT:
Right.
41

11
1 MR. PELLETIER:
And so, in the course of that, we also have
2
these fairly complex investment structures which Ames and Access have all been
3
participating in for the last decade in, and they involve quite a number of investors, and
4
they include different versions -- several different versions of trust agreements,
5
administration agreements, management agreements, et cetera. The obligation and
6
authority upon Arres to act as trustee or manager or administrator in respect of those
7
agreements is not something that is exigible property that would otherwise be addressed
8
by the process we're dealing With today. The interest of the investors is not an exigible
9
asset. In most cases, if there are exigible assets of Arres, they don't actually become
10
exigible assets until the entitlement of Arres through the agreements becomes monetized.
11
My friend has actually taken the position in a previously related case that effectively the
12
Limitations Act doesn't begin to run because the asset of Arres doesn't exist until - in
13
relation to these trust agreements -doesn't exist until it's effectively been monetized.
Basically, until the property is sold, you do the calculation and figure out how much is
14
15
coming out to Arres. But, in the course of that, you also have to figure out -16
17 THE COURT:
How is anything coming out to Arres, on that
theory, thoug~l?
18
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
Because Arres has an entitlement to different
21
things and different agreements but there's usually fees and interest -- Arres will have an
22
interest in the security. They will have an interest in the -- you know, in -- even
23
collecting back their expenses spent over the life of the investment. In a lot of these
24
situations what happened is investors invested in property and -25
26 THE COURT:
Right, so but I guess, Mr. Pelletier, just so that
27
I'm clear, so that one of the issues is whether or not these assignments are valid.
2~
29 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
30
31 THE COURT:
And, but even -- but assuming the assignments
32
are valid, Arres' position is that the assignments don't catch everything, there's stuff that
33
Arres would be entitled to from proceeds that isn't going to be caught by the assignments;
34
is that correct`?
35
I understand that that is likely to be Access's
36 MR. PELLETIER:
37
position. I -- as I take my client's position, once the investments are monetized, Acres'
38
interest as trustee is realized, and the -- anything that Acres collects back -- sorry, I'm
39
stuttering because I -- I don't believe there's anything that any of these agreements -- any
40
of these assignment agreements are projects that are outside of this, but any money that
41
Acres collects back from its position as trustee or from its position as investor in a project

12
1
has been assigned out.
2
3 THE CURT:
Right, so isn't -- just to back up, then, you told
4
me that Arres didn't have anything until it got monetized but aren't you now telling me
5
that Arres, in your client's theory, has nothing, ever, because whatever it has, whenever it
6
ultimately gets realized, it's gone over to somebody else?
7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
Much of it would have been but it's in getting
to that point of monetizing it that really matters because -9
10
1 1 THE COURT:
But, if at some point -- is there something -12
I'm just trying to make sure that I understand. Is there something that your client says it
13
is entitled to that might qualify as an exigible asset, or is it your client's position,
14
whatever it has, it's been assigned over pursuant to these assignment agreements? If
15
they're valid -- maybe they're not, maybe they are, I don't know but, assuming for a
16
moment that they are valid, if they're valid, is it Arres' position that it has nothing and
17
never will have anything because everything it gets is assigned, and the only way that it
lS
can afford to continue to do all this stuff is for it to get cash flow from somebody else to
19
perform these activities, but whatever the -- whoever is going to benefit from these
20
activities is going to be somebody else.
21
22 MR. PELLETIER:
Ultimately, yes, but the -- first of all, the cash
23
flow issue is not as -- is not as clear cut as that, and also there are other interests at play,
24
and also interest insofar as Arres -- excuse me, well, the investors, I suppose, accruing
25
costs to Arres on amonth-over-month basis that would ultimately need to be paid out.
26
Just to give you an example of that, if the receiver is granted effectively receivership over
27
Arres -- over Arres' ability to make decisions under the trust agreements as opposed to
28
over Arres' exigible property, some of these agreements would be -- would be -- would -29
some of the investors would be able to terminate these agreements. That would stop the
30
accrual of certain expenses to Arres' and their assignees' ultimate favour. That's one
31
example, and that's also one of the reasons why I believe Access is seeking to have a
32
broader power put into this order than just addressing the exigible property of Arres.
33
We -- the situation is that amounts are accruing to Arres' benefit, ultimately to their
34
assignees' benefit over time -35
36 THE COURT:
Yeah, or to the judgment creditor's benefit.
37
38 MR. PELLETIER:
Well, yes. Dependent upon the decision about
39
the exigible property, yes. If that assignment isn't valid, then -40
41 THE COURT:
Right.

l3
1
2 MR. PELLETIER:
Right.
3
4 THE COURT:
But as I understand ~~~hat you're saying, as I -5
if I'm correct -6
7 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
8
9 THE COURT:
-- one of the concerns that you are flagging is
10
that, if the receiver comes in, the receiver is -- has an interest in -- in order to maximize
11
Arres' estate and the exigible property, the receiver would be going after investors.
12
13 MR. PELLETIER:
That's also one of the concerns, yes. That is
14
another issue that actually is a little bit separate but, yes, that would also end up being
15
part of the concern.
16
17 THE COURT:
And then the first concern is that the act
18
appointing the receiver would entitle some of those investors to not -- to walk away? Is
19
that what you're trying to say? I'm just trying to -20
21 MR. PELLETIER:
They could -22
23 THE COURT:
-- understand -24
25 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, they could terminate -- they could
26
terminate the agreement and -27
28 THE COURT:
But why would that be any different if -- if -29
the issue of whether the assets are exigible or not, which is the question that you are -30
that we're talking about here, depends upon the validity of the assignments. I'm not clear
31
how an assignment being valid or invalid can somehow change whether or not the -32
somebody can walk away from the agreement.
33
34 MR. PELLETIER:
Well, it doesn't because, regardless of whether
35
the assignments are valid or not, the agreements, just to use the trust agreements that
Arres is acting as trustee for, in and of themselves can't be exigible property. They can't
36
become -- because, at a basic level, the agreements and the investments are actually the
37
assets of the investors -38
39
40 THE COURT:
Right, but the -41
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1 MR. PELLETIER:
-- and -2
-- but the -- the Access -- as I understand, Arres
3 THE COURT:
4
has a piece of some of those deals.
5
6 MR. PELLETIER:
I believe that they have a piece of some of
7
them but they're -8
9 THE COURT:
And so -10
11 MR. PELLETIER:
But their piece -sorry, pardon me -their piece
12
of those deals comes from their position as trustee, from their entitlement to receive fees
13
which accrue on a monthly basis, as well as their expenses and whatnot back, and also to
14
make demand of the investors to pay money in order to meet expenses, to be, you know,
15
future expenses.
16
17 THE COURT:
Right. So Arres -- the. way those deals are
18
structured is that Acres is going to get something out of that process -19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. Yes.
21
22 THE COURT:
-- unless it is assigned whatever it's going to
23
get to a third party.
24
25 MR. PELLETIER:
Basically, yes.
26
27 THE COURT:
Okay. So the concern that -- that -- as I
28
understand, that Mr. Silver has is he wants to make sure that, until it's determined
whether Acres is entitled to whatever Acres can get out of those deals or some third party
29
30
is entitled, that Acres is not going to dispose of those assets or get -- either dispose of
31
those assets on its own or provide the -- flow those assets through to the -- to the
32
assignees.
33
34 MR. PELLETIER:
Right.
35
36 THE COURT:
end I understand one of the concerns -- and
that seems to be a legitimate concern.
37
38
39 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, and that's why paragraph 10 of my draft is
40
there, because it will allow them to register an encumbrance which will prevent Acres
41
from doing anything with those assets.

15
1
2 THE COURT:
Well, registering an encumbrance is different
3
than allowing somebody to -- I'm not sure that registering -- all that registering an
4
encumbrance does is say you can't do something. It's just a stronger way of saying you
5
can't do something. But I'm just wondering where the other "you can't do something" -6
you -- the registering of an encumbrance is telling third parties about something, but
7
where is that same provision in telling Arres what it can do or what it can't do, or the
8
receiver, because what I see as being an issue -- that is an issue that I think needs to be
9
covered off pending a determination being made, but by the same token I am mindful
10
that -- that the receiver that is appointed is appointed for the benefit of Access and any
11
other judgment creditors, and his -- that receiver's goal is to maximize the estate. The
12
receiver's goal is not to settle or compromise claims that might be advanced by Access or
13
other investors. Or, if it's going to do that, I think there needs to be some oversight or
14
some concern because, as I understand, that's one of the concerns that you have, or that
15
your client has, is that there's a lot of people that have several hats on here.
lb
17 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, My Lady, and that -- not to harp on it too
18
much but the encumbrance issue I believe addresses that because Arres, or whomever
19
owns the property, whether it's real property or whether it is personal property - a
20
registration for PPR can be made pursuant to the order -they can't transfer clear title to
21
it, they can't complete a foreclosure, they can't -- they -- they can't do anything with that
22
without giving notice to the receiver and dealing with the registration and dealing with the
23
power and authority of the receiver pursuant to this order, so having that encumbrance in
24
place, in my view, and maybe I'm -- I admit maybe I'm being naive but the -- in my
25
view, will prevent that property from moving; will prevent Arres or whomever owns the
26
property, whoever is the -- you know, if it's a bare trustee or something like that that's
27
handling it, because of something that's happened in relation to the property in the past, it
28
will require notice to the trustee, it will require that the encumbrance be dealt with, it will
29
require that this order be dealt with before that property can be transferred in any way.
30
And so, in my view, that handles this concern rather than trying to deal with some sort of
31
partial authority for the trustee to be involved in the trust agreements but not too far as to
32
overstep, you know, potential -- their conflict as between, you know, who some of the
33
investors are versus who the trustee is. It just -- it's cleaner, in my view, and that's
34
why -- the primary reason why I'm making that suggestion. If we need to add a couple
35
of words in order to clearly flesh that out in relation to land titles, personal property - I
mean, there's already provisions in here regarding the property in other provinces, of
36
which there is some in BC - we can do that. I don't think that will be very hard. What I
37
think will be very hard is trying to deal with this kind of partial authority and conflict
38
39
issue -40
41 THE COURT:
But why -- again, the -- why would the receiver

16
be in a conflict? Like the receiver -- we're talking about appointing a credible receiver
1
2
who is going to be -- who knows what their mandate is and -- and should be. So I -3
are -- what I'm trying to understand is what it is that you are envisaging, from a practical
4
perspective; that, from a practical perspective, Arres is going to keep on proceeding with a
bunch of these lawsuits, on its own. Is that -- or what are you envisaging, and how is
5
6
that role going to tie in with the receiver?
7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
There's three actions, which were started
between Arres and Access primarily, which will be stayed, and basically the receiver's
9
10
report, I think we both understand, will more or less decide those three actions. So those
11
will be stayed, so that part of the litigation -12
13 THE COURT:.
So that -14
15 MR. PELLETIER:
-- will be determined.
16
17 THE COURT:
And that's the idea, I guess, to some extent
18
there, is at least get the receiver's report, and that will address -- sorry, I'm -19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
It will address some of these -21
-- blanking a little bit on the -- one of the
22 THE COURT:
23
principals between your clients is something about -- I'm trying to remember.
24
25 NIR. PELLETIER:
There's -2b
27 MR. SILVER:
We have two fraudulent conveyance actions and
28
the action against Access by Arres for the payment of roughly 5.6 or $4.7 million or
29
whatever.
30
Four six or something.
31 MR. PELLETIER:
32
33 THE COURT:
Okay.
34
35 MR. SILVER:
Right?
36
37 THE COURT:
And is -38
39 MR. SILVER:
And those are the three actions.
40
41 THE COURT:
But, and is it anticipated that, out of something

17
1
that the receiver is -- some of their investigations, there should be some light shed on that,
2
and that may help?
3
4 MR. PELLETIER:
I honestly believe that those three actions will
5
be decided by the receiver's report -6
7 THE COURT:
Okay.
8
9 MR. PELLETIER:
-- for all intents and purposes.
10
1 1 THE COURT:
Or at least -- at least, there's no point spending
12
any money by the parties, doing anything further on those actions, until you get the
13
receiver's report?
14
15 MR. SILVER:
That's correct.
16
17 MR. PELLETIER:
Effectively, yes.
18
19 THE COURT:
Okay.
20
21 MR. PELLETIER:
Now, the foreclosure matters, that's exactly
22
what we're dealing with in relation to -- sorry, in relation to the powers of the receiver,
23
which Mr. Silver put in his order which I pulled out. Effectively, yes, Arres or its -- or
24
the -- the numbered company, but effectively Arres, has an obligation to proceed to
25
effectively monetize the properties at issue, take that money, do the calculations, and pay
2b
out to the investors. Part of the receiver's report is going to, I think - I expect, excuse me
27
-decide how much money the investors get versus how much money Arres would get.
28
Now, Arres' part -29
30 THE COURT:
Sorry, and Arres' part being the fees and stuff?
31
32 MR. PELLETIER:
The fees, et cetera, yes.
33
34 THE COURT:
Okay.
35
36 MR. PELLETIER:
They'll be assigned out, with the -- there's a
37
couple of these projects that Acres is an investor in, as well, but that's another -38
39 THE COURT:
M-hm.
40
41 MR. PELLETIER:
-- that still gets lumped into whether it's been

18
1
properly assigned or not. So, in the context of that, the -- registering an encum -2
registering this order on title to those properties, we don't know -- we don't know what
3
those properties are, at least on counsel's side of the table -4
5 THE COURT:
Right. Okay. And how many properties are
6
you telling me about? Like ...
I
I
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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22
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35
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MR. PELLETIER:
projects. I think it was nine --

It's all the -- excuse me, all of the receivable

THE COURT:

Right. Okay. So that --

MR. PELLETIER:

-- in the financial statements.

THE COURT:

The projects, okay.

MR. PELLETIER:
Yeah. And so, in that way, everyone's interests
get handled. The receiver doesn't have to worry about, you know, dealing with the -- and
when I was speaking of conflict, I was speaking of conflict between -- in certain investors
being on both sides, the interests and the -- you know, allegations that have been made by
certain of the investors back against Arres. So the receiver doesn't have to get involved
in any of that. Those pieces of litigation, those foreclosures, ultimately the Graybriar
matter, can be determined such that eventually properties will be monetized or addressed
according to the trust agreements. We will ultimately get some sort of court order in
relation to what is proper and appropriate to finalize those projects and those foreclosure
actions, and the receiver will have their order registered on title, which effectively says,
Look, if any of the money that comes out of this to Arres is exigible properties of Arres, I
get it, which actually is pretty much exactly what the Frueh v. Mair decision was, was
that the receiver was to basically sit back until the pension was payable -- just give notice,
and sit back and wait, and once the pension is payable the receiver gets it. That's the
same thing we're doing here. We just have a bunch more that has to happen to
determine, you know, what the exigible properly is, but on the back end the receiver is
supposed to sit back, give notice to the world that you don't pay out anything that is
exigible property or potential exigible property without running it past me first. Anything
that is determined to be exigible property, I get, as the receiver, to hold for the creditors.
Now, there's also one issue here and Mr. Silver touches on this whole problem. There is
a clause in Mr. Silver's order which would allow an encumbrance to be registered which
could not be removed but for subsequent court order. That, in my submission -and this
is what I was referring to in my letter -would have a direct impact on what is currently
going on in the Graybriar matter, first of all; also what is going on in the Jervis matter
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1
and the Dockman matter. Jervis is a property in BC.
2
3
The Graybriar matter, first of all, as you are well aware, My Lady, deals with a stay of
4
enforcement, and whether that stay of enforcement should be continued. If an
5
encumbrance is allowed to be registered by way of this receivership order, which can only
6
be removed by subsequent court order, everything we've done in the Crraybriar matter,
7
from February 2014 to now, is moot because we're currently waiting to put submissions
8
into the Court of Appeal -9
10 THE COURT:
M-hm.
11
12 MR.PELLETIER:
-- and we'll get a subsequent decision from the
13
Court of Appeal. If the Court of Appeal decides in favour of the respondents to the
14
appeal, then we will all revert back to the -- for all intents and purposes, the February
15
2Q14 foreclosure order and that will proceed but, if an encumbrance is put on title that
16
can only be removed by subsequent court order according to this receivership order, it
17
doesn't matter what the Court of Appeal orders, we've still got to come back and deal
18
with this receivership order, so they effectively get an indirect stay of enforcement -19
20 THE COURT:
Right, but -21
22 MR. PELLETIER:
-- even further.
23
24 THE COURT:
But, if in fact -- if in fact everything -- I'm just
25
trying to understand why that is a problem, in the sense that, if in fact the appeal is
26
dismissed, which is what you would -- you are saying then -- then you revert back to the
27
previous order, but at that point in time, if it -- you still have the fact that that could still
28
be now exigible property. Like that -- why would -- why is that a problem, in the
29
sense -- it may be a problem with respect to -- it's -- because Access is -- a judgment
30
creditor has now just come along, so why is it -- why -- I'm just trying to understand why
31
that's a problem.
32
33 MR. PELLETIER:
Because what it would do is create the situation
34
where, even if the Court of Appeal dismisses the appeal, we have to -- we have to come
35
back to court to allow the foreclosure order for 2014 to be given effect because we can't
36
transfer -- sorry, the foreclosure order -- it becomes really confusing. The foreclosure
37
order can't be completed, despite the fact that it's a foreclosure order, because there is an
38
encumbrance on title which this Court will have now said can't be taken off but for
39
subsequent court order. The foreclosure order won't strike everything off. And part of -40
if the foreclosure order of 2014 doesn't strike everything off, title can't be proceeded on
41
because of an encumbrance registered pursuant to this order, then it's effect -- it's an
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1
effective stay of enforcement of the February 2414 order even further. And so -2
3 THE COURT:
But isn't the -- so let's say all of that happens.
4
Then, at that time, isn't -- isn't somebody at liberty to apply to vacate -- or have this
order not apply to that on the basis that there is no exigible property? Like, the only
5
6
reason why this order would apply is if someone is able to demonstrate that there's some
7
exigible property. If there's no exigible property caught by that, then shouldn't somebody
be able to go to court, and the court say, Get rid of the order? Like, I'm -8
9
10 MR. PELLETIER:
Right, but you have to go back to court.
11
12 THE COURT:
Well, but -13
14 MR. PELLETIER:
And this is what -15
16 THE COURT:
-- what should -17
18 MR. PELLETIER:
This is the problem -19
20 THE COURT:
Why wouldn't you have to go back to court -21
isn't part of that -- you only have to go back to court if there is some reasonable prospect
22
of it being exigible property that's affected. If there's no exigible property affected, then
23
maybe you have to go back to court but it should be a pretty quick application. If there is
24
exigible property affected, shouldn't it be caught by the receivership?
25
26 MR. PELLETIER:
'The -- no, I don't think sa because what we're
27
dealing with here is a situation of a court order granted in February 2014 that has only
28
been -not only been, has been, excuse me -stayed for a lengthy period of time. We
29
revert to execution on that order, and we also would have the related claim by some of
3Q
the investors -that's Mr. Halyn's clients -against that -- against that situation, such that I
31
don't believe it would. We would -- we're in the situation here where the receiver was
32
applied for by a judgment creditor about a year after the original stay of enforcement
application was made. And so, if this receiver appointment is put in in such a way that it
33
34
creates an indirect stay of enforcement, what we have is Access Mortgage doing
35
indirectly -36
37 THE COURT:
But it's not -38
39 MR. PELLETIER:
-- what it can't do directly.
40
41 THE COURT:
-- an indirect -- you've lost me on that

21
particular issue. The only time this is going to become relevant is in the event that the
1
2
appeal is dismissed, and at that time the order would -- would revert, or the foreclosure
3
order would revert. If it turns out, at that time, the way the foreclosure order -- and,
4
again, you are all way more -- I mean, even though I was involved with this, it's been a
5
little while.
6
7 MR. PELLETIER:
Of course.
S
9 THE COURT:
If there is some money spinning out of that to
10
Arres, as I recall there was, if that money is going to spin out to Arres and that is exigible
11
cash, then that should go to the receiver. If there is money spinning out to Ames and it's
12
not exigible property because it's assigned to somebody else, or for whatever reason it
13
shouldn't be going to Arres, it should be going to somebody else, then it shouldn't but -14
so that's why I'm -- and, at that point in time, it's not being stayed, it's simply saying -15
it doesn't stay that order, it simply says that -- that the -- before -- before the order -1C
before that can be discharged, somebody is going to need to make sure that, if there is
17
exigible property coming out of that, that it's going to the receiver. That seems to be all
18
that that does, isn't it?
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
It does but the problem of requiring the
21
additional application is the -- is the problem.
22
23 THE COURT:
Well, but the -- well, we have to weigh the cost
24
of an additional application versus allowing Arres access to money that is exigible
25
property without it being caught by the receiver, and that would seem to kind of defeat
26
this whole exercise we're spending time on. And if the only cost that you're telling me is
27
having to come to court, that doesn't seem to be, in the balancing, all that expensive, so
28
to speak.
29
30 MR. PELLETIER:
Right. There wouldn't be any actual cash
coming out of that transaction. It was the transfer -- it was the transfer around of
31
.
32
property. There wouldn't be any -- there -33
34 THE COURT:
Well, there's exigible interest. As 1 recall,
35
exigible -- Arres got the property, and then Arres transferred it immediately to somebody
36
else.
37
38 MR.PELLETIER:
Right. And then -39
40 THE COURT:
And didn't somebody get some money?
41

22
1 MR. SILVER:
Terrapin.
2
3 MR. PELLETIER:
Terrapin.
There's a lender -- mortgage
4
lender -5
6 THE COURT:
Terrapin funded it.
7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. And that brings in then, if this order -9
this order here is going to allow a registration on title to those properties that will require
l0
a further court order, like that -- the approach suggested whereby this receivership order
11
takes some sort of super-priority in relation to foreclosure orders and prior or future orders
12
of the court, in the Graybriar matter I'd submit would require -- we're impacting, then,
13
the interests of Terrapin and 179, as well. We're not -14
15 THE COURT:
But isn't -- wouldn't that be -- wouldn't the
16
receiver be able to register acaveat -- oh, you're saying that the difference between this
17
paragraph -your paragraph - is that, if the receiver registered this as a caveat, it's going
1S
to be subsequent, so it's going to he struck off; is that what your argument is?
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
I'm looking for the actual clause. Bear with me
21
for one moment, please.
22
23 THE COURT:
Sorry, I'm just not sure which paragraph it is
24
you're concerned about.
25
26 MR. PELLETIER:
It's the -- if you look at the blacklined that was
27
in my letter, it's on page 6 of the blacklined, paragraph 10 of the deleted parts.
28
29 THE COURT:
Page 6.
30
31 MR.PELLETIER:
Page 6 of the blacklined, paragraph 10. And
32
there's a strikeout of the last half of the last sentence, which says: (as read)
33
34
. . .and shall not be discharged by the court unless the discharge
35
of such caveat or encumbrance is specifically directed by the
36
court.
37
38
That's the offending section. Pretty much the rest of that my client agrees with -39
40 THE COURT:
Okay, but -41

23
1 MR. PELLETIER:
-- because that's -2
3 THE COURT:
-- I'm just looking at .. .
4
5 MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry, I'm at schedule B of my April 20th
letter.
6
7
8 THE COURT:
Okay. Okay.
9
10 MR. PELLETIER:
And that's what I'm saying. Even in the other
11
two matters I mentioned in my letter, the Jervis and the Dockman matters, those are
12
proceeding through a foreclosure process.
13
14 THE COURT:
Okay.
15
16 MR. PELLETIER:
There's -17
18 THE COURT:
You're saying that -- that, if -- if the -- at this
19
point in time, the receiver has got notice -- everyone's got notice of what's happening
20
there, and, if somebody wants to get someone to knock that off, that they should be doing
21
that directly in that application? If -- or I'm just trying to understand what it is you're -22
23 MR. PELLETIER:
It's the giving of the -- giving the -- this order,
24
excuse me, some sort of super-priority, and effectively directing that, despite what may be
25
happening in relation to the foreclosures, the appeals, the -- you know, particularly with
26
reference to the three actions -- or three projects, excuse me, I mentioned in my letter,
27
that the super-priority will impact the interests of all of the parties, then that is we11 above
28
and beyond. the interests of Access and Arres and the trustee. And it will also create a
29
situation in which Access and the group of investors that they are aligned with legally in
30
these different projects will effectively be given a stay of enforcement of whatever
31
happens in any of those projects, because the parties -- it doesn't matter what you do, the
32
parties are ultimately going to have to come to court. And Jervis is in BC, so we've got
33
to complete a foreclosure on a project in BC and then have to come back to this court to
34
get an order that specifically deals with this receivership order, which can then be
35
reciprocally enforced back in BC, and they've got a stay of enforcement regardless of
36
what actually happens in any of these actions. So they get -- they get -37
38 THE COURT:
Okay.
39
40 MR. PELLETIER:
-- two kicks at the can of the argument and
41
their position. And all I'm saying is you strike that out and the receiver -- that last half

24
of that sentence as I've done in the -- the black line, and the receiver still has the same
1
2
powers, the same protections are there, the same ability to identify and hold and receive
3
exigible property is still there, you just -- excuse me, this Court would just do it without
4
granting a super priority and an indirect stay of enforcement. Because what has been
5
Access' and some of the investor's positions in several of these projects is, effectively, in
6
addition to whatever claims they may have against Arres, that these things should all be
7
proceeding differently than what Arres is doing, and so there is a fight at every step to get
8
through these foreclosures, to get through these transactions and get through these
9
projects. Adding this extra sentence about needing an order -10
1 1 THE COURT:
Okay.
12
13 MR. PELLETIER:
-- specifically dealing with it adds to that -14
15 THE COURT:
Okay.
16
17 MR. PELLETIER:
-- process in their favour.
18
19 THE COURT:
Okay. Anything else, or should we just -20
should Iget Mr. Silver back up and we should start going thxough this on a line by line
21
basis -- or, a paragraph by paragraph basis?
22
23 MR. PELLETIER:
Just one comment made by Mr. Silver. It's
24
paragraph 7 of my draft. It seems that that paragraph 7 would cover off any concern in
25
relation to gathering and obtaining information. I'm not sure what else could be added to
26
that and if I -- my note may be slightly wrong, but if I recall correctly, Mr. Silver -27
28 THE COURT:
Okay. Yes.
29
30 MR. PELLETIER:
-- suggests -31
32 THE COURT:
I -- and I -- I guess this is addressing this
33
question about solicitor-client privilege that -- that he -- he raised.
34
35 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
36
37 THE COURT:
So perhaps you can tell me what your position
38
is with respect to -39
40 MR. PELLETIER:
Oh.
41
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1 THE COURT:
-- with respect to that.
2
3 MR. PELLETIER:
Is that even a standard forth receivership order
4
specifically includes a protection for solicitor-client privilege, and -5
6 THE COURT:
Right. And he's -7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
-- Mr. Silver's draft takes that out.
9
10 THE COURT:
As I understood from his argument, while it's
11
worded more broadly, and maybe I'll hear differently from him, he says, well, he didn't
12
seem to be concerned about accessing solicitor-client privileged materials or having the
13
receiver access privileged materials, he seemed to just want to know how much cash a -14
a -= is -- is on deposit with lawyers, seemed to be the issue that he had concern about.
15
16
And I guess, first of all, can you tell me whether that is an issue from Arres' point of
17
view of disclosing that information, and secondly, if Arres did have an issue about it, how
is that solicitor-client privileged? I mean I -- I understand solicitor-client privilege -18
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
21
22 THE COURT:
-- applies to communications, but I'm not sure I
23
am holding $100,000 or I am not holding anything on my -- in my trust account is -- is
24
privileged.
25
26 MR. PELLETIER:
There is an issue in relation to enforcement
27
against funds that have been paid in trust for legal fees in a solicitor's trust account. In
28
the normal course under the Civil En,forcement Act, leaving aside a receiver or anything,
29
the normal course, that is not exigible property. When a receiver or a trustee is
30
appointed, that receiver or trustee, as I understand it, if they step into the shoes of the
31
party, in this case Arres, they get the authority to direct counsel, and thus get access to
32
the information that's in the trust accounts.
33
34
Here, it's a little bit weird because, on the one hand, enforcement against any money in
trust accounts is not exigible property, however the receiver has the obligation to do a
35
36
report and to receive all information, books and records, et cetera, from counsel to
determine whether there is anything -37
38
39 THE COURT:
M-hm.
40
41 MR. PELLETIER:
-- held that -- in trust accounts, among other

26
1
things, that could be exigible property.
2
3
So Mr. Silver's -- I think the concern is with an exchange we previously had in relation
4
to, in the normal enforcement course, whether trust funds are exigible property. I had
5
taken the position that the -- I'm trying to remember exactly what my position was, the
6
position was that, you know, there was -- there wasn't anything available, first of all, and
7
second of all, in -- in relation to anything that was available, that was paid as trust for
8
reasonable legal fees to be incurred, but that cannot be exigible property. I produced a
9
case, we had a whole thing about that, we dropped it.
10
11
What Mr. Silver doesn't want to happen here, I think, is for any lawyers who are holding
12
money on behalf of Arres to say, well, that's just privileged. And I believe that -- that
13
concern is misplaced given that the receiver is given the full authority to get information
14
both from solicitors as well as from Arres, and then determine -15
16 THE COURT:
Okay. So -17
18 MR. PELLETIER:
-- what exigible property exists.
19
20 THE COURT:
-- just -- if I can just cut through that and say
21
that you -- you would say that, under your draft, the receiver could come to your office,
22
or any other office that Arres has legal -- or, Arres has counsel, and obtain from them
23
information as to whether it's $10 or $100,004 that they're holding in trust. But your
24
position is and Arres' position is, once you have that piece of information, you -- you will
25
have our position that that money is not exigible because it's trust monies, and we've got
26
good authority on that and that's -- that's basically it. So the information is available to
27
the receiver, the money isn't.
28
29 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. And that -- exactly. And removing -30
specifically removing the typical clause that, you know, the privilege attached to
31
solicitor-client communication and documents prepared in contemplation of litigation are
32
privileged is -- is inappropriate.
33
34 THE COURT:
Yeah. No, I understand -35
36 MR. PELLETIER:
Yeah.
37
38 THE COURT:
-- that argument. And -- I mean, but I -39
40 - MR. PELLETIER:
Yeah.
41

27
1 THE COURT:
-- I didn't understand that he was looking for
2
privileged materials, maybe he'll tell me he is, but the -- the issue that he seemed to be
3
looking for is something that, in principle, isn't an issue.
4
5 MR. PELLETIER:
I don't believe it is -6
7 THE COURT:
Okay.
8
9 MR. PELLETIER:
-- at all.
10
1 l 'THE CURT:
Okay. Is there anything else, or -12
13 MR. PELLETIER:
I believe that -14
15 THE COURT:
Well, let's start going -16
17 MR. PELLETIER:
-- covers it.
18
19 THE COURT:
-- through it.
20
21 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
22
23 THE COURT:
Okay.
24
25 MR. SILVER:
There -- there are a lot of things to respond to
26
and I appreciate we only have another half-hour or so booked, but -27
28 THE COURT:
Well, let's -- okay. Then -- respond quickly
29
then
we'll
and
start going through it paragraph by paragraph. Okay?
30
31 MR. SILVER:
The problem -- one of the problems we have,
32
and you focussed on most of these in your discussion here with my friend, but one of the
33
problems we have is the period of time that we have before it's determined which
property is exigible and which property is not. As you've correctly identified, that is a
34
35
potential problem for us. So we have to really attempt to secure all of that -- identify it
36
and secure it until it's determine whether or not it's exigible or not.
37
38
This concept of exigible property, which obviously is contemplated by the Civil
39
Enforcement Act, is a -- it's a word that can be played with here a lot. Acres could take
40
the position that the property that's being attempted to be secured or realized on is not
41
exigible. Then we have a -- perhaps a court application to determine whether or nat

28
l
that's correct or not. But they would have potentially already have done something with
2
that money, saying we did that because it wasn't exigible property. Example, Graybriar.
3
4
So I don't want that to happen. I want this order to make sure that nothing can happen,
5
that everything is held on high ground pending a determination by the receiver of what is
6
exigible property.
7
8 THE COURT:
Okay. Well, that's -- but I think then -- but
9
what -- 1 guess what I need to get you to -- to address me on, Mr. Silver, is how you see
10
these actions proceeding that Arres wants to pursue and is -- would appear to be entitled
11
to pursue, and a number of your clients want to shut those down. Because that was part
12
of your initial application.
13
14 MR. SILVER:
Yes. The -- the big hole in all of this, again,
15
relates to the word exigibility and Arres' perception of itself with respect to its role in
16
connection with those receivables and interests that have been assigned. It doesn't even -17
Arres does not even regard itself as being fully out of its responsibilities with respect to
18
the assignment. Arres sees itself as a collection agency on behalf of the assignees, Wes
19
Serra's wife Stacey (phonetic) or her company -20
21 THE COURT:
Right.
22
23 MR. SILVER:
-- 875. So Arres is still in a position in that
24
role to be -- have its hand at the till. And when it's acting as agent for assignee, if the -25
if the collection of those funds relates to assigned receivables or an interest that has been
26
assigned, then it'll say it's not exigible.
27
28
So if that happens before the determination of exigibility takes place, the funds will have
29
ended up in Arres hands and ostensibly off to -30
31 THE COURT:
Okay. But -32
33 MR. SILVER:
-- Wes Serra's wife -34
35 THE COURT:
-- that's -- that's a different issue than the issue,
36
which is who's going to be proceeding with those actions? That's the question, as I
37
understand, that -- that Mr. Pelletier is concerned about. His position is, Arres is entitled
38
to pursue the investors for a bunch of money that he says -- or, Arres says the investors
39
owe. In -- a judgement creditor you would think would probably want Ages to go
40
aggressively against those people, collect that money and get that pool in there.
41
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It may be that that pool of money belongs to -- that the pool of money is either going to
end up going back to some other investors -- it's coming from some investors going to
other investors, as I understand it, right? Is that -MR. SILVER:
Well, the -- the issue of who owes money to
Arres, aside from its claim against Access, is something that I'm not even sure is going to
materialize, because that would involve numerous lawsuits being initiated by Arres against
those investors, which it has not yet undertaken, to my knowledge.
THE COURT:

Right. But if -- if it wants to undertake those --

MR. SILVER:

If it --

THE COURT:.

-- claims at its own expense --

MR. SILVER:

It's fine.

THE COURT:

-- it's entitled to do that. And it say --

MR. SILVER:

Yeah.

THE COURT:
do that, as I understand, because --

-- we have to get money from somebody else to

MR. SILVER:

Because it doesn't have any cashflow --

THE COURT:

-- it doesn't have any --

MR. SILVER:

-- of its own.

THE COURT:

-- cashflow. But --

MR. SILVER:
Well, that's fine. Whatever -- whatever
proceeds are realized from that litigation, or the fruits of that litigation, would potentially
be exigible property, either assigned or unassigned, depending on the validity of the
assignments.
THE COURT:

Right. Okay.

MR. SILVER:
lawsuits --

I'm not worried about -- about Acres initiating

30
1
2 THE COURT:
Okay. So what is it that you're worried about
3
then?
4
5 MR. SILVER:
What I'm worried about is the actions of Arres
6
to have its hand in the till at the time that it determines when a -- an interest is about to
7
be monetized and no protection is put into place to prevent those funds from going into
8
Arres' hands. Arres will then, as it has done in the past, render an invoice for fees owing
9
pursuant to its understanding of the trust agreement, and then attach those funds, and then
10
out they go. And that's one of the things that we wish to prevent.
11
12 THE COURT:
Okay. So -13
14 MR. SILVER:
Same thing with -15
16 THE COURT:
-- you don't -17
18 MR. SILVER:
-- respect -19
20 THE COURT:
-- you -- you're not looking for the receiver -21
although your draft would appear to allow the receiver to compromise claims, bring
22
claims, all of those kind of things, you're not really looking for that, you're quite happy
23
to have Acres and Mr. Pelletier proceed against all of those investors, spend whatever
24
much money they want, proceed as -- as they wish, as long as the receiver has an ability
25
to step in when any money is realized. Am I correct about that?
26
27 MR. SILVER:
With -- with respect to those collections -28
29 THE COURT:
Okay.
30
31 MR. SILVER:
-- it is.
32
33 THE COURT:
So there's, on those collections, that's -- that's
34
an issue. Okay. That's your position on that. If I can just ask Mr. Pelletier for a
35
moment. With respect to that, on that particular issue, are you on -- are you guys on the
36
same page on that?
37
38 MR. PELLETIER:
I thought so, but the -- the problem is -- I
39
thought my order -- or, my edit to the order addressed that. We said, look -40
41 THE COURT:
Okay. Then --
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MR. PELLETIER:

Butq yes.

THE COURT:

-- then that's a ~~ording thing. Qkay.

MR. PELLETIER:
Yeah. The receiver should be able to stand
there overseeing what's going on and have a -- have a protection there such that potential
exigible property gets identified -THE COURT:

Right.

MR. PELLETIER:

-- and determined.

THE COURT:
But so on this particular example, there's some
claims that -- that Arres wants to make that -- that Mr. Silver's clients thinks are frivolous
and ill-founded and shouldn't be brought, but nonetheless, Ames wants to go after these
people. And if it ultimately gets any money, your -- you -- Arres is quite happy to -- to
be at liberty to pursue those kinds of claims, but Arres will recognize that the receiver is
entitled to have sufficient information and be in a position to step in so that nothing that
gets realized out of those actions goes out to any third party -- anybody until either the
receiver agrees or the matter comes to court.
MR. SILVER:

Yeah.

MR. PELLETIER:

Yes.

THE COURT:

Okay.

MR. PELLETIER:

That makes sense.

MR. SILVER:
The -- the only difficulty with this, My Lady, if
I may point it out, are two -- two things. One, it promotes litigation where a bunch of
defendants, who probably don't have any liability whatsoever to Arres, are going to be
forced to spend money on lawyers to defend the lawsuit. And secondly, the law -THE COURT:

But how can I determine that right --

MR. SILVER:

Well, you --

THE COURT:

-- now?

32
1 MR. SILVER:
-- you cannot.
2
3 THE COURT:
I'm mean you're just -- you're telling me -4
Mr. Pelletier's telling me he's got a meritorious claim and you're telling me they don't.
5
If they don't, they'11 have a costs remedy or they can do whatever.
6
7 MR. SILVER:
Ah. Well -8
9 THE COURT:
I mean I -- I can't possibly decide that I'm
10
going to shut that down today because you're representing to me that it's a bogus claim
11
and that they shouldn't be wasting their time and money.
12
13 MR. SILVER:
I'm -- I'm not suggesting that you make that
14
decision, obviously, because you're quite correct. But you do bring up the one other
15
factor, and that is the costs remedy. The costs remedy. All right. First of all, there's
16
going to be a security for costs application and it's going to stop that claim dead in its
17
tracks because Ames will not have the ability.
18
19 THE COURT:
Well, maybe it will and maybe it won't.
20
21 MR. SILVER:
Maybe it won't. Right. So that's something
22
that, you know, from the point of view of Arres conducting a collection proceedings on its
23
own, certainly it can -- it can incur its own costs -24
25 THE COURT:
But this is where -26
27 MR. SILVER:
-- if it wishes to do so.
28
29 THE COURT:
-- this is where -30
31 MR. SILVER:
M-hm.
32
33 THE COURT:
-- Mr. Silver -34
35 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
36
37 THE COURT:
-- I must say I do get uncomfortable -38
39 MR. SILVER:
Yes.
40
41 THE COURT:
-- because the concerns that you are articulating
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now are directly contrary to the interests that your client, Access, supposedly has as a
judgment creditor. As a judgment creditor, you should want Arres to be spending as
much money as it can going after a bunch of investors, getting a bunch of money because
Mr. Pelletier has just told you that that money is going to be there so -- for the better .. .
So this is where I become concerned.
MR. SILVER:

I --

THE COURT:
I become concerned when I read the draft about
a number of these paragraphs that seem to relate to an interest that is not related to that of
a judgment creditor. So that's what I want to do, I want to start going through the draft -MR. SILVER:

M-hm.

THE COURT:
-- to make sure that what we're doing is
protecting -- we're granting an order that addresses the concerns that -- that Access has,
as a judgment creditor, and -- but does not -- does not provide -- does not affect or
prejudice Arres' ability to go after people that may -- including Access, if they have a
claim.
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MR. SILVER:
Well, then why wouldn't we just simply put
that into the hands of the receiver to do if the receiver felt that it was worth pursuing the
accounts receivable against any investor.
THE COURT:
Because -- because I'm not -- because with
respect to that particular issue, the receiver, first of all, is being paid out of exigible assets
and then being paid by your clients. Okay?
MR. SILVER:

Yes.

THE COURT:
And -- and if Arres wants to go and spend a
bunch of money doing something, they should be entitled to do that. I am not going to
shut that opportunity down. I am not going to use the receivership as an indirect way to
prevent someone from being sued by Arres. That is one thing I am not going to do.
MR. SILVER:

Okay.

THE COURT:
order.

Okay. So let's go and start going through the

MR. SILVER:

All right.

34
1
Decision
3
4 THE COURT:
Okay. So it looks like -- so you -- you look
5
like you've got somebody lined up, but they're not finalized yet; is that correct?
6
7 MR. SILVER:
That is correct, My Lady.
8
9 THE COURT:
And who is that? Sorry?
10
11 MR. SILVER:
We're looking at Hardie &Kelly, but they have
12
not been formally engaged at this point in time.
13
14 THE COURT:
Okay. Okay. So -- okay. So we've got -- in
15
the first paragraph we've got this -- this -- the only issue really is -- is the -- the term, do
16
we really use this exigible property or we talk about property. Okay. Okay. And so the
17
only thing is with respect to the paragraph -- sorry. Do either of you have anything to
18
add with respect to paragraph 2 beyond what's stated in your materials?
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry. Are you saying paragraph 2 of the
21
original drafted by Mr. Silver?
22
23 THE COURT:
Sorry. I'm -- what I'm looking at, just so that
24
I'm clear, is paragraph 2, which is -- yeah, paragraph 2 of the original. Okay. I think -25
26 MR. PELLETIER:
So yeah -27
28 THE COURT:
-- I think I know what the issue is there. Okay.
29
30
Paragraph 3. Sorry, let n1e take a look at the black line here.
31
32 MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry. It might be easier to go off of the black
33
line so we can see the -34
35 THE COURT:
Yeah.
36
37 MR. PELLETIER:
-- where the dispute is.
38
39 THE CURT:
Okay. Does that work for you, Mr. Silver?
40
41 MR. SILVER:
That's fine, thank you.
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1
2 THE COURT:
Okay. Okay. I -- I didn't ilnderstand,
Mr. Pelletier, your preamble.
3
4
5 MR. PELLETIER:
I -- I'm sorry. My preamble was the same as
6
Mr. Silver's.
7
8 MR. SILVER:
Are we talking about -9
10 MR. PELLETIER:
Oh. Oh. I'm sorry.
11
12 THE COURT:
Paragraph 3: (as read)
13
14
In...
15
lb MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry.
17
18 THE COURT:
(as read)
19
20
In exercising its powers, the receiver shall .. .
21
22
And then you've got: (as read)
23
24
First determine and calculate what exigible property is available
25
from the debtor and, in making this determination, the receiver
26
shall at least -- shall answer at least the following with relevant
27
time period commencing May 1st, 2009 and ending on the date of
28
such determination.
29
30 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. What I was attempting to do there is
31
make it clear that the receiver needs to produce a report. The report can go further as
32
they deem necessary, but it must include at least these things. And the time period to
33
cover is from May 1, 2009, because that's when the claim arose, up to the date of the
34
report.
35
36 THE COURT:
Okay. So that seems to be -- in some ways it's
broader than what Mr. Silver had in his order, because it -- your order basically says
37
38
items A through whatever letter we're at are to be considered by the receiver over the
39
time period of May 1st, 2009 to the present, whereas -- so that would require the receiver
40
to make a determination about what property was owned in May 2009. And -41

1 MR. PELLETIER:
So does Mr. Silver's, My Lady. if you go a
2
little bit into his, I believe it was clause -3
4 THE COURT:
Okay. So -5
6 MR. PELLETIER:
-- 3(d).
7
8 THE COURT:
Okay. So -- I -- I see. Okay. So, Mr. Silver,
9
do you have any -- any concern about the way Mr. Pelletier has just kind of broadened
10
that? I mean it seems to broaden the -- the scope of the -- of the order.
11
12 MR. SILVER:
You know -- well, it -- I agree, My Lady, it
13
looks a little broader, but they're pretty close to resembling one another.
14
15 THE COURT:
Okay. Is there any -- are we talking differences
16
without a distinction here, Mr. Pelletier? Is there anything important about the way
17
you've put that down there?
18
19 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes, because it applies a time period of May 1,
20
2009 forward to the whole report, as opposed to -21
22 THE COURT:
Okay.
23
24 MR. PELLETIER:
-- particular issues.
25
26 THE COURT:
Okay. You don't have a problem ~~~ith that, I
27
take it, Mr. Silver?
28
29 MR. SILVER:
No. That would be the date our debt arose -30
31 THE COURT:
Okay.
32
33 MR. SILVER:
-- in the first place.
34
35 THE COURT:
Okay. So then you've got, essentially, (a), (b},
36
(c) and (d). Sorry. What's wrong with (d), Mr. Pelletier?
37
38 MR. PELLETIER:
The -- I've added {e), which I believe is -39
deals with the second half of the original (d), but clarifies it a little bit better, and also
40
complies to the (a} through (d) have been drafted from the transcripts. I've been -- I've
41
been trying to keep it specific to what you directed us to do in -- or, sorry --
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1
2 THE COURT:
Okay.
3
4 MR. PELLETIER:
-- set do~~-n.
5
6 THE COURT:
Well -7
8 MR. PELLETIER:
And also then, by doing it as two parts as
9
opposed to in one, I believe it's clearer. That's all.
l0
1 1 THE COURT:
Well, as I look at this, one of the specific
12
things in {d) was the receiver was to determine if any property was transferred to any
13
third party out of the ordinary course of business. And you've taken that out for some
14
reason, right?
15
16 MR. PELLETIER:
Right. But if -- sorry. If you're going to be
17
doing a determination as to what property Arres had from May 1 to date, you're already
18
answering that question.
19
20 THE COURT:
Okay. Well, you don't have a problem them, I
21
take it, in principle leaving that in, you're just saying it's redundant?
22
23 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
24
25 THE COURT:
Okay.
26
27 MR. SILVER:
And then one of the other things, My Lady, if I
28
may. I don't think either order -- draft order includes this, but I believe we probably
29
should have a provision preventing Arres from dealing with any of its property at all
30
pending the determination of the exigible property by the receiver. That -- that preserves
31
everything in place without change until we have the determination of what's exigible.
32
33 THE COURT:
Dealing with or disposing of, what are you
34
talking about?
35
36 MR. SILVER:
Disposing of.
37
38 MR. PELLETIER:
I guess that's the issue we've been talking
39
about for the last hour-and-a-half.
40
41 THE COURT:
Well, yeah. I mean, but what's wrong with

38
1
preventing it from disposing of any property pending the determination of the exigible
2
property? Isn't -- I thought you said that was one of the principles in -- that you agreed
3
with at the beginning.
4
5 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. I -6
7 THE COURT:
The principles -- the four principles, that he has
8
to -- the receiver has to determine the property, and until that's been determined, Arres
9
can't be disposing of everything.
10
1 1 MR. PELLETIER:
Right. We have to be very careful on the
12
wording, there's a very big distinction between dealing with and -13
14 THE COURT:
I -- I understand -15
16 MR. PELLETIER:
-- disposing of.
17
18 THE COURT:
-- that.
19
20 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
21
22 THE COURT:
And disposing is what I'm talking about, I'm
23
not talking about dealing with. Okay.
24
25 MR. PELLETIER:
Yeah. Because they can receive the property -sorry -- potential exigible property should -- should be included. Sorry. And my issue, in
26
27
the power section then, if we want to make it clearer and we want to be careful in making
28
it: (as read)
29
30
Receive, take possession of, preserve, protect the exigible property.
31
32
33
We could add a couple of words to have that expand to potential exigible property -34
35 THE COURT:
Okay. Then -36
37 MR. PELLETIER:
-- or not to dispose of -38
39 TIC COURT:
Yeah.
40
41 MR. PELLETIER:
-- potential exigible property.
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THE COURT:
Okay. It seems that -- that the -- and the
definition of potential exigible property is the property of Arres that has -- that has -we11, it's basically Arres' property that has not been -- it's Arres' property that has not
been determined by the receiver to not be exigible. So you've got potential -- you've got
potential exigible property, which is basically all of -- all of Arres' property, and then
you've got exigible property, which is the property either that the receiver or a Court or
somebody has determined is Arres' exigible property.
So, basically, pending the determination of what Arres' exigible property is, Arres is not
to dispose of its property, but Arres is at liberty to deal with or, you know, to -- and by -by "deal with", it seems to be the issue that we're talking about is pursue these actions, it
can do all of those sorts of things, enforce those kinds of things, but it simply can't
dispose of any of that property.
MR. SILVER:
And -- and one of the things we wish to capture
in this regard are any of Arres' future invoices that may not constitute receivables at this
point in time, and therefore may not have been assigned, which is the method that they've
been using to scoop funds in the past. So l would like to address the -THE COURT:
But why do we need to address that if we're
addressing -- isn't that going to be caught by what we're talking about?
MR. SILVER:

I'm not certain it will be.

THE COURT:
How could a new invoice --

Well, how could it not be caught, Mr. Silver?

MR. SILVER:

M-hm.

THE COURT:

Is there some concern there`?

MR. SILVER:

Well --

THE COURT:

I'm trying to understand ~~-hat your concern is.

MR. SILVER:
It -- it's -- it's a timing item. When the funds
become available from a -- in a foreclosure situation for example, and the new invoice is
generated, if the funds get into Arres' hands in payment of that invoice, whether or not
the invoice is proper, the funds disappear. So I want to prevent that from happening with
this order.

I /J

1
2 THE COURT:
Well, I would have thought that the language
that you've talked about, current and future exigible property and what we're talking
3
4
about, should be able to address that particular issue. But if not, then I suggest you put
5
some language together. But I can't, frankly, understand what the concern is, Mr. Silver.
6
So in the absence of understanding what the concern is, I can't figure out how one would
7
draft something to address the concern.
S
Okay. With respect to determining the validity of the accounts receivable, you've got: (as
9
10
read)
11
12
In the extent to which the debtor is legally entitled to render
13
accounts for services rendered or to be rendered in the future with
14
respect to various loan administration management agreements and
15
trust agreements.
16
17
Why do you need that, Mr. Silver?
18
19 MR. SILVER:
Sorry. Whereabouts are we?
20
21 THE COURT:
I'm looking at your paragraph 3(e).
22
23 MR. SILVER:
3(e)? 3(d)? That's here. Your 3? Your 3?
24
25 MR.PELLETIER:
It's the black line. Sorry.
26
27 THE COURT:
Or is this Mr. Pelletier again? You just think
28
there's -- 3{e), the language that he's added is just redundant, in your view, but you don't
29
really have a problem with anything in there, do you?
30
31 MR. PELLETIER:
Well, the -32
33 MR. SILVER:
Well -34
35 MR. PELLETIER:
Actually I would because that's -- part of tl~e -36
37 MR. SILVER:
That's critical.
38
39 MR. PELLETIER:
-- the -- of course the clause -- of course my
40
clause saying you're to determine the validity of the current accounts receivable, the
41
debtor, is something obviously that the receiver needs to do. That -- we have no -- I

41
1
don't think we have any dispute over it. The issue is in then limiting -- well, sorry. And
2
then it becomes redundant, yes. Sorry.
3
4 THE COURT:
So, I mean, that's -5
6 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
7
8 THE COURT:
-- that's okay.
9
10 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
11
12 THE COURT:
Okay.
13
14 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. It's not taking away -15
16 THE COURT:
Yeah.
17
18 MR. PELLETIER:
-- any power, it's just saying -19
20 TTY COURT:
Okay. Mr. Silver, what's wrong with saying,
21
the practicality of enforcing. -- enforcing the valid accounts receivable?
22
23 MR. SILVER:
Nothing.
24
25 THE COURT:
Okay. So we'll add that in. Okay. And then:
26
(as read)
27
28
The receiver shall prepare a report.
29
30
Okay. And, now, with respect to -- okay. So then we're essentially -- okay. Now then,
31
the receiver is -- okay. Then, the receiver's powers. So then we go to (a). Okay.
32
33 MR. PELLETIER:
I combined -34
35 THE COURT:
(a) and (b) seem to be just a drafting thing, is
36
that right?
37
38 MR. PELLETIER:
Yeah. I was just about to say, I just
39
combined -40
41 THE COURT:
Okay.
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1
2 MR. PELLETIER:
-- his (a} and (b) into one.
3
4 THE COURT:
Right. Okay. Okay. So now we've got -- now
5
we're getting more to the: (as read)
6
7
To receive and collect all monies and accounts now properly owed
or hereafter property owing to the debtor and exercising all
8
9
remedies of the debtor in collecting such monies, including to
10
enforce any security held by the debtor.
I1
12
Okay. So what's the problem with that, Mr. Pelletier?
13
14 MR. PELLETIER:
It goes far beyond what was ordered. It is the
15
issue that we've been addressing here in relation to the receiver stepping in and acting for
16
Arres in relation to all of these agreements. The -- the receiving and collecting all
17
monies, I mean that's covered by paragraph 3(a), it's the -- the rest of it, saying
18
exercising all remedies of a debtor, collecting, basically that's acting for Arres. That is
19
exactly the issue that I thought you already -- just identified you did, not want to have in
20
this order.
21
22 THE COURT:
Okay. And if Arres is not taking any steps,
23
Arres sits on its hands, presumably, then the receiver could -- could come back to court
24
and broaden its powers, seek to amend its powers. I mean part of the -25
26 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
27
28 THE COURT:
-- idea is getting a receiver in there, and the
29
receiver can then figure out what makes sense to do.
30
31 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. That's true.
32
33 THE COURT:
Okay.
34
35 MR. PELLETIER:
Also, the assignees would have issue with Arres
36
for failing to collect on the receivables that they say that they're entitled to receive. So
37
there's other parties, third parties, that have an interest in that as well, that's why we -38
that's why we still it in the order.
39
40 THE COURT:
Well -- but you can't have a problem with to
41
receive and collect all monies and accounts now properly owed or properly owing to the
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]
debtor, it's the exercising the remedies that you have a -2
3 MR. PELLETIER:
Well, it's -4
5 THE COURT:
-- concern with.
6
7 MR. PELLETIER:
-- the -- that -- also the issue with that is,
8
hereinafter properly owing to the debtor. That goes beyond the exigible property, that's
9
why (a) is drafted the way it is.
l0
11 THE COURT:
But -- but the point is, all of this is going to
12
apply to exigible property. Let's say money is owing -- comes in tomorrow that you say
13
is assigned to ABC Company. The order is going to provide that, at this point in time,
14
that money is going to be held by the receiver until the receiver determines that it or ABC
15
Company are entitled to it. Because that's the only way we can deal with it and the order
16
needs to provide that, pending that determination, that asset has to go and be held by
17
Acres -- or by -- by the receiver. Right?
18
19 MR. PELLETIER:
Understood.
20
21 THE COURT:
Okay. So -- so that the -- the -- it's the -- the
collection of monies is fine, but the -- the remedies. And, Mr. -- Mr. Silver, any further
22
23
comments with respect to that?
24
25 MR. SILVER:
No. I believe we've discussed that.
26
27 THE COURT:
Okay. Settle and compromise, I don't think -28
we don't need to give the receiver the ability to do that at this point in time.
29
30
To execute, issue -- okay. It seems to me that at this point in time, what I see this being
31
is -- is an order that is going to -- is really focussed on the receiver getting in there and
determining what's going on. And then if it turns out that there is a bunch of exigible
32
property in there, the receiver may well want to come back to court and say, look at, I
33
don't like the way Acres is trying to -- or -- or there's a more efficient way to deal with
34
this, or Acres is -- has determined that it's not interested in pursuing these things anymore,
35
or whatever, then -- then the receiver, at that point, is in a position to -- to come back -3b
37
come back in. Because at this point in time it seems to me that Acres probably has a
stronger incentive perhaps even than the receiver to pursue those claims. If it turns out
38
that -- that a Court or the -- or, that the receiver and then ultimately a Court determines
39
40
that in fact that property is exigible property, then Acres' incentive to pursue those claims
41
may be not as great, and at that point the receiver may need the power to proceed with

1
those claims.
2
3
So it seems that -- that -- that this -- that the order could be structured in such a way
4
that -- that right now all the receiver is going to do is collect any monies, Arres can
5
pursue those monies and there is -- there will be a catchall phrase that allows the receiver
or any party to come back and -- and seek to modify the order. So I don't think, on that
6
7
basis, Mr. Silver, that we really need (e),(~,(g) and (h) and (i) of your paragraph at this
present time.
8
9
10 MR. SILVER:
Okay.
11
12 TIC COURT:
Is that -- I'm going through this and -- and I'm
13
asking that with a question, because I've given you sort of an idea of what I'm thinking,
14
but if there's something I'm missing, because obviously you guys are a lot more familiar
with this than I am. But in principle, is there anything in particular that -15

16
17 MR. SILVER:
Well -18
19 THE COURT:
-- you think the receiver should have?
20
21 MR. SILVER:
-- really, the -- those particular paragraphs deal
22
more with realization than they deal with preservation -23
24 THE COURT:
Yeah.
25
26 MR. SILVER:
-- in my mind. And if Your Ladyship is
thinking that our catchall clause for advice and directions certainly that the receiver may
27
have would be something that the receiver can do in the future if it needs to take some
28
29
further steps to broaden its powers, certainly that's available to it. But some of this is a
bit like chicken soup, it doesn't hurt to have it in already, if the -- if the receiver should
30
have these powers.
31
32
33 THE COURT:
Yeah. Okay. Well, receivership, in my view,
34
is a very -- it's an intrusive remedy. And if -- if there's a -- a need -- a specific need, but
35
if there's no plan to sell assets tomorrow, I don't see a need to have those provisions in
there right now.
36
37
38 MR. PELLETIER:
And there's one more provision that relates to
39
those, it's further down, it's originally (1), "starts to manage and administer all trust
agreements".
40
41
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THE COURT:

Right.

MR. PELLETIER:

I believe that's included in that group.

MR. SILVER:

Yeah.

THE COURT:
Yeah. Okay. Okay. And then the other ones,
to report, register a property. Okay. Otherwise everything looks okay there.
With respect to paragraph 6 then. Paragraph -- so your old paragraph -- the old paragraph
5, now paragraph 6 in the black line, that -- that looks like it's pretty well -- fine.
Nobody seems to have any big issues with that.
With respect to 7, the -- you heard my exchange, Mr. Silver, with Mr. Pelletier about the
solicitor-client communications. Is there anything that you need beyond how much
money is in the trust account -- or, how much money is in the trust accounts?
MR. SILVER:
That is all we're looking for at this point in
time, but I understand from my previous exchange with my friend that the funds may not
be held specifically in the name of Arres Capital Inc., there may be somebody called
Aires Group of Companies, it's anon-entity, it's just a name. So, I mean, whatever Arres
has potentially an interest in, either directly or indirectly, is really what we're looking for
disclosure -THE COURT:

M-hm.

MR. SILVER:

-- about.

THE COURT:

Okay.

MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry. I -- I don't -- I don't understand that,
unless -- unless what's being sought is to prevent my accounts from being paid.. If I'm to
render an account to Arres and a third party pays that account, or a third party puts
money into my trust account to continue to litigate for Arres Capital on specific trust
conditions, that can't be caught by this receivership order, bankruptcy, any sort of
situation. I don't -- so I -- I don't think that's -THE COURT:

Yeah.

MR. PELLETIER:
-- actually in the original order, so that's why
I'm confused, that's why I'm kind of stuttering.
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1
2 THE COURT:
Okay.
3
4 MR. SILVER:
You kno«~, it -5
6 THE COURT:
Mr. Silver?
7
8 MR. SILVER:
-- it's not that we're trying -- as you mentioned
already with your discussion with my friend, that we're trying at this point in time to
9
10
attach those funds, we just want to know what the funds are. If there's a source of the
11
funds other than Arres Capital, fine, he can identify it. The receiver will make a
determination as to whether or not those funds are potentially exigible or not.
12
13
14 THE COURT:
But if -- if in fact what we're talking about is
15
funds that are funds over which Ames Capital has an interest, that's -- that's fine. I
16
thought that's what you wanted to know, whether Arres Capital has funds that are in a
17
lawyer's trust account. But if Arres Capital XYZ 2015 Ltd. is a new entity that is
18
paying -- funding the litigation, how, on a receivership order, is -- is that information that
19
you should be entitled to -- to get?
20
21 MR. SILVER:
If it was truly arm's length, I wouldn't have a
22
problem with it. If it's potentially non-arm's length, potentially there's a problem. That's
23
all I can say, it's speculation at this point in time.
24
25 THE COURT:
Okay. Okay. Well, I'm not going to order that
information be provided with respect to funds in -- that are -- are -- axe not funds that -- it
26
27
seems to me that the receiver is entitled -- should be entitled to access any bills that Arres
28
has and any bills that Arres is paying, like Arres is -- is -- should be entitled to -- and -29
and should be entitled to know where the money is coming from to pay those bills. But I
30
don't think it's entitled to know how much money is available that's coming from a third
31
party to pay those bills, it -- it seems to me.
32
33 MR. PELLETIER:
And they wouldn't be able -- sorry. And part
34
of that too is, if we think it logically through, if the receiver is allowed to go after money
coming from a related third party that's paying accounts -- and bear in mind there's other
35
36
lawyers in other provinces, it's not just myself I'm -37
38 THE COURT:
Yeah.
39
40 MR. PELLETIER:
-- looking out for here. The -- if those third
41
parties are paying money to fund Arres, Arres wouldn't ever have an interest in that
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money, it would go toward -- and the receiver would be entitled to know what accounts
are being rendered to Arres, they would likely be entitled to know, you know, what the
source of the funds are to pay those accounts, but that's where it would have to end,
'cause -THE COURT:

Yeah.

MR. PELLETIER:

-- otherwise we -- yeah.

THE COURT:
I -- I'm certainly prepared to -- to go that far,
but not any further at this point in time.
Okay. So then we get to -- then you get to paragraph 9. Okay. You had: (as read)
No proceedings commenced against the debtor except with the
written consent of the receiver.
MR. PELLETIER:

Oh.

THE COURT:
And that was struck out. So I guess my -- my
question, first of all, is, why do we need that, Mr. Silver, and why would -- why do you
strike that out, Mr. Pelletier?
MR. PELLETIER:
Against the receiver -- sorry, pardon me. Of
course the clause about no actions against the receiver. The no proceedings against the
debtor or the property goes along with what we've been talking about before, about the
receiver not, sort of, overstepping what it is that your direction is in relation to the
exigible property. Because what we have here -- the stay of enforcement is there because
the receiver is coming in and taking -- in -- in the normal course, is coming in and taking
control of the entirety of the debtors', you know -THE COURT:

Right.

MR. PELLETIER:
relates to. If --

-- business, assets, property, that's what the stay

THE COURT:
Right, but -- yeah. Okay. I -- I'm just -- what
I'm trying to understand is, I'm trying to understand why Mr. Silver is asking for that
stay -MR. PELLETIER:

Oh.
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1
2 THE COURT:
-- and I'm trying to understand -3
4 MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry.
5
6 THE COURT:
-- to some extent why -- and -- and I -- as I
7
understand what your point is, is even though it might be beneficial for your client to
8
have a stay, you don't think that it's necessarily appropriate given the type of receivership
9
order that we've structured here.
10
1 1 MR. PELLETIER:
Yes.
12
13 THE COURT:
Am I correct -14
15 MR. PELLETIER:
Sorry.
lb
17 THE COURT:
-- about that? Okay. Mr. Silver, what -- why
18
should there be a stay? If -- if a landlord or somebody wants to sue Arres, why do your
19
clients care?
20
21 MR. SILVER:
We don't -- we don't need the stay so much,
22
we just need to be notified of all proceedings.
23
24 THE COURT:
Okay. Okay. So that's -- that shouldn't be a
25
problem then, if we just turn that into that notice of any proceedings brought against the
26
debtor or the property shall be provided to the receiver -- or, given to the receiver. Is
27
that -28
29 MR. SILVER:
I think that will do the trick.
30
31 THE COURT:
-- that addresses your concern? Okay.
32
Mr. Pelletier, you don't have a problem with that?
33
34 MR. PELLETIER:
That's fine. Thank you.
35
36 THE COURT:
Okay. Now we get to the caveats. Okay. So
37
what do we have -- what's the difference we've got here? I've gotten lost in the draft
38
here, now where am I.
39
40
(as read)
41

1

1
The receiver {INDISCERNIBLE} to register a caveat.
2
3
Okay. So that's just a paragraph here, that's -- that was your number 2. Okay. And so I
4
guess as well, Mr. Silver, not only are you looking for a notice of any proceedings, but
5
you're looking for the receiver to be given notice of any applications, like notice -- notice
6
of any proceedings and notice of any applications so -7
S MR. SILVER:
That's correct.
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THE COURT:
-- the receiver is kept up-to-date with respect to
what -- what's happening in -- in the litigation.
MR. SILVER:

Exactly. And --

THE COURT:

Okay.

MR. SILVER:
to do with respect to such action or --

-- then the receiver can determine what it wants

THE COURT:

Okay.

MR. SILVER:

-- application.

THE COURT:

Mr. Pelletier?

MR. PELLETIER:
And I agree. I think that's fine and it makes
sense and it would be the effect of registering the encumbrance. And Idon't -- I don't
mean to go over this again, it's just the part about having a -- requiring a specific
additional order to discharge any such encumbrance.
THE COURT:

Okay. Right. And can Ihear -- I didn't -- I

32
didn't hear from Mx. Silver yet on that.
33
34 MR. SILVER:
We included that provision, it was obviously
35
with respect to foreclosure actions. When the foreclosure -- foreclosure order was
36
granted, everything after the mortgage falls off the title, so I put in a mechanism by which
37
the order would not -- or the caveat or encumbrance would not fall off the title as a result
38
of that foreclosure process. And as you -39
40 THE COURT:
But that's -- isn't that, Mr. Silver, going to
41
defeat the purpose if {INDISCERNIBLE) going all the way up to the Court of Appeal to

50
deal with that particular order, if your appeal -- or, Access' appeal is unsuccessful, then
1
2
why shouldn't that order go ahead at this point in time?
3
4 MR. SILVER:
Well, I think it has to do again with the
5
exigibility issue. To go to the Graybriax situation, and, again, I'm not counsel, but as I
6
understand it, Arres was the registered owner of the property -- of the mortgage, rather,
7
they foreclosed. Title would normally have gone into Arres' name and to the Rice order.
It didn't. Arres arranged for title to be transferred to 179, notwithstanding the assignment
8
9
to Stacey or 875. It transferred the property to 179, 179 was supposedly buying this
10
property from Arres, but Arres wasn't receiving any money. The funding for the purchase
11
was provided by Terrapin and it was funded through protocol before registration could be
12
completed, and that was stopped by the order of Justice Hillier and the rest is history.
13
14
So -15
16 THE COURT:
Okay. I'm not going to grant that order right
17
now, I'm not going to say that that's going to stay on. The receiver will get in there and
18
the receiver can figure out whether there's something in there that it wants to do. But
that particular order was granted because of the circumstances that -- that -- the history
19
20
that -- that -- how that situation evolved and I am not -- I am not going to -- to grant an
order now that -- that is going to, as Mr. Pelletier says, defeat the whole purpose and
21
22
grant, in effect, a stay.
23
If in fact the receiver thinks at some point that there is something in there that it should
24
25
be entitled to get, then it can try and figure out why it should be able to do it, but I am
26
not going to grant that at this present time.
27
28 MR. SILVER:
Thank you.
29
30 THE COURT:
So that's -- that -- that is simply not -- not -31
you know, the -- there were lots of opportunities for how that could have played out, but
...
32
33
34
So we then take it to the stayed action. So there's -- the parties are in general agreement
with respect to the stayed actions. And the paragraph dealing with the caveat, that's
35
paragraph 10. Okay. Okay.
36
37
38
So paragraph -- what -- what these paragraphs should be worded is they should talk about
potential exigible property. So when you re-draft this order, the order will be re-drafted
39
40
so that it initially catches all potential exigible property until what is exigible property is
determined, and then by the -- by the receiver.
41
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MR. PELLETIER:

Are you speaking of the new paragraph 1 d?

THE COURT:

I'm talking about the new paragraph 10.

MR. PELLETIER:

I -- I thought I had done that.

THE COURT:
You have "available exigible property", I was
just using that as an example of -- of the drafting -MR. PELLETIER:

Oh. Okay.

THE COURT:

-- the -- the comments there. Okay.

Everybody's in agreement with these actions being stayed pending -- pending delivery of
the receiver's report and further order of the court. And then you had the old paragraph,
paragraph 10, which was -- oh. That's the one we've just talked about. We're not going
to stay everybody else going after the debtor, but the notice is going to be required to be
given.
No interference with the debtor. Again, why -- why, Mr. Silver, is this paragraph needed?
MR. SILVER:
isn't required any longer.

In view of the removal of other provisions, this

THE COURT:
Okay. Receiver to hold all funds. Okay. So
this should clear -- so this should be that all potential exigible property received or
collected is to be held and deposited into this account and held pending further order of
the court.
Limitation on the receiver's liability. Why are we referring to paragraph -- section 14 -provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act?
MR. SILVER:
might require.

That's just standard protection that the receiver

THE COURT:
We11, but that -- doesn't -- don't those
provisions apply if you -- to a receiver appointed under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency
Act?
MR. SILVER:

Well, we can end it at, any applicable law.
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1
2 THE COURT:
Okay.
3
4 MR. SILVER:
That's fine.
5
6 THE COURT:
Okay. I just -- unless there's some reason why
7
those are needed, I'm not sure why they would apply. Same thing with respect to the
8
receiver's accounts. Okay.
9
10
That -- that then takes us to the provision, the old 23, which is -- what was wrong with
11
that -- what's wrong with the provision that says -- Mr. Pelletier, that says nothing in the
12
order shall prevent the receiver from acting as a trustee in the bankruptcy?
13
14 MR. PELLETIER:
My understanding is that was a provision that
15
was, you know, up until -- sorry, it's an old provision that was used back before there
16
were standard form orders in Ontario and Alberta. When the committee or commission
17
sat in both Ontario and Alberta to draft the template form of order they actually took that
18
clause out. So, to be honest, I'm -- I don't see it as being part of the template order, if it
19
was a standard receivership I'd be objecting to it being included because the committee
20
removed it.
21
22
Here I don't see it adding anything and, quite honestly, it runs the risk of implying that
23
this Court is somehow granting a -- a blessing to this ultimately ending up in a
24
bankruptcy court and the trustee continuing through -- or, excuse me, receiver continuing
25
through, which I'd obviously like to avoid for a number of reasons which I don't think I
26
need to go into.
27
28 THE COURT:
Okay. So then your -- your provision -- your
29
concern is that you think it's redundant and you're concerned about a potential prejudice.
So presumably -- so what -- one could easily address that by saying, nothing in this order
30
shall -- because, as I understand, Mr. Silver's concern the other way, that -- that in the
31
absence of -- of a provision to that effect, there might be a concern that the receiver
32
shouldn't be able to act as trustee.
33
34
35
In my view, whether or not -- that -- that's an issue for another court. So I think we
36
could simply say nothing (INDISCERNIBLE} this order should prevent or -- and I don't
37
know what the other -- the correct word is, but it's -- the -- the implication is that it shall
38
give the -- shall either prevent or give the receiver precedence -- you know, it shall
39
prevent him or -- or -- not -40
41 MR. PELLETIER:
No prejudice or determination or create any
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precedent.
1
2
3 THE COURT:
Yeah. Or -4
5 MR. PELLETIER:
Something like that.
6
7 THE COURT:
-- something like that, yeah.
Okay?
Mr. Silver, that, I think, addresses your concern as well?
8
9
10 MR. SILVER:
It does. Thank you.
11
12 THE COURT:
Okay. Now, number 21. I'm all in favour of
13
some kind of a deadline, but is two months realistic?
14
15 MR. PELLETIER:
I don't know.
16
17 THE COURT:
Okay. Mr. Silver?
18
19 MR. SILVER:
Also I don't know because we haven't even
20
have the consent -21
22 THE COURT:
Okay. Well, let's say that at least they shall
23
provide a preliminary report. And two months is -- is probably not going to be -- two
24
months will go by before you know it. How about we say either that they shall provide
25
a -- shall submit areport -- a receiver's report respecting the matters set out no later than,
26
let's say -- where -- where are we right now? We are at the end of -27
28 MR. SILVER:
April 22nd.
29
30 THE COURT:
-- middle of April, so May, June, July. Okay.
Why don't we say four months, that will take us to the end of August, and they shall
31
provide areport -- so, complete and submit -- I -- I'm looking for -- I think we want -32
33
okay. I'm looking to see what -- what counsel think. We can deal with this in one of
34
two ways. We can make it a shorter thing and say at least provide a preliminary report,
35
you know, in -- in three months or something like that, or we can say, you know, provide
a report in -- in four months.
36
37
And, again, the -- the issue that I see is, if the -- if the receiver is given the option of
38
39
providing a preliminary report, you're probably going to get something fairly preliminary,
40
we've started looking at this, blab, blab, blah. And whereas if it -- it at least directs that
41
they provide a report and we could say, yeah, provide a report respecting the matters set
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out in paragraph 3, and then maybe just add the words "to the extent practicable" -MR. SILVER:

yeah.

TI-~ COURT:

-- or something like that.

MR. SILVER:
speaking, is, once we finalize --

Well, what I anticipate happening, practically

THE COURT:

M-hm.

MR. SILVER:
-- this order and, of course, you've signed it,
and we have a -- a receiver consenting to act and been retained, they will look at this
order and I believe they will -- they may want to make some modifications right off the
bat.
THE COURT:

Yeah.

MR. SILVER:

And so I'm going to leave that to them to --

THE COURT:

Okay.

MR. SILVER:
-- to determine. And we can put in whatever
date you want at this point, that may be something that they would then determine that
needs change.
THE COURT:

Okay.

MR. SILVER:

Does that make sense?

THE COURT:

Mr. Pelletier, does that make sense?

MR. PELLETIER:
Yes. And a -- a consent provision or something
would make sense. I -- I -- the reason I put it in there and I put it as two months is I was
hoping to get some sort of guideline so I could go back to my client and say, look, we're
going to -- we have some -- we have a good chance of having -THE COURT:

Yeah.

MR. PELLETIER:
-- some certainty about all of these issues in a
two month timeframe. But taking into account the fact that, yeah, this is a big job --
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1
2 THE COURT:
Yeah.
3
4 MR. PELLETIER:
-- so setting a relatively short timeframe that it
5
can be extended on consent or, you know, advice from the receiver of a reasonable time is
6
just fine.
7
8 THE COURT:
Yeah. Okay. Okay. I think that that's -- that
9
that sounds good. And I -- this -- this has been in play for a long time, so let's put in
10
four months, which would take it to roughly probably towards the end of the summer.
11
12 MR. SILVER:
Yeah. And -- and maybe I'll just add, or such
13
other time as either the parties may agree or the Court further directs.
14
15 THE COURT:
Yeah. Okay. That sounds good. And then I
16
think that's largely everything. Okay?
17
18
So hopefully you will be able to re-draft something that -- that addresses all of those
19
issues. If you can't, if you could each send me your letter with an explanation as to why
20
you're apart on whatever small portions those will be, then hopefully we can get this
finalized.
21
Okay?
22
23 MR. SILVER:
Appreciate the help, My Lady.
24
25 THE COURT:
And thank you. I appreciate that -- that there
26
were a number of issues getting, I'm sure, to this took a fair bit of work, and I commend
27
you both on your efforts in that regard. Thank you.
28
29 MR. PELLETIER:
Thank you, My Lady.
30
31 MR. SILVER:
Thank you.
32
33 THE COURT CLERK:
Order in court. Court stands adjourned.
34
35
36 PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED
37
38
39
40
41
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1 Certificate of Transcript
2
3
I, Lee Bowers, certify that
4
5
(a) I transcribed the record, which was recorded by asound-recording machine, to the
6
best of my skill and ability and the foregoing pages are a complete and accurate transcript
7
of the contents of the record, and
8
J
the Certificate of Record for these proceedings was included orally on the record
(b)
10
and is transcribed in the transcript.
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NOTECE TO DEFENDANT
You are being sued. You are a defendant.
Go to the end of this document to see what you can do and when you mt~s4 do it.
Statement ~f facts retied on:
The Parties
~

1,

The corparate plaintiffs, Richcrooks Enterprises (2000) Ltd., Richcrooks Holdings
L#d., 515476 Alberta Ltd.,L Demei Financial Coup, Greenman Hoidings Enc.,
.Access Mortctaa~e Investment Corporation 2004) Limited. 4-A Professional
services Ltd. Tempest Management Inc., Hudson Princitale {nvestments Ltd..
Swartz Bros. Limited and Christopher achultz Co~sultinq Inc. are corporations
registered in the Province of Alberta.

2.

The Plaintiff. Curlew Finance, is a registered partnership in the Province of
Alberta.

3.

The individual alaintiffs. Paul Komvlo. Max Feldman. Sonya Smith, Norman
Martln, Bernice Martin, R. Bruce Carson, Delores Carson, Leela Krishnomourthv,
Artarqusrite McRitchie. Priti Gaur, Madhu Gaur, Wendt/ McKenna, Janet Larraine
Watson, Jim Watt, Gaston Raiakaruna, Shir~ev Raiakaruna, Gann Qrefs, Robart

!

Armstrong, Michael Kurtz, Marlene Kurtz. Kevin R. Pedersen. Susan Fine, Carol
Kimiva Sekiva, and Holly Sekiya each reside in Cal~arv. Alberta. Thy Plaintiff.
Steven Oq~~ resides in tha State of New York 4JSA

4.

The defendant, Arras Capita! inc. ("Arras"), is a corporation registered in the
Province of Alberta and carries on business in Calgary, Alberta as a mortgage

`

braker anc! trustee, manacaina syndicated loans funded by investors, including the
Plaintiffs provided to third party borrowers; securin4 such _loins thraus~h land
mortgages and other security: and rrianaginq the ~flection of loan ~avtr~ents
►~
I

fram the thfrd party borrowers and dist~butinq those {oan payments amongst the
Investors, less Arres' costs in administer~ng_the I~ares, aN in accordance fhe terms
and provisions of written trust agreements b~~nreen Ames and the Investors.

5.

Ames arrar~ged a syndicated loan to Graybn~r Land Company Ltd. and Graybriar
Greens Inc, (collectively "~r~ybriar'} funded by multiple investors, The plaintiffs
are investors in the syndicated loan to Graybriar administered and serviced by
Ares pursuant to a written agreement dated July 3D, 2008 and styled "Trust
Agreement Graybriar Greens Inc, -- Phase 2" (the "Trust Agreement'). ^The
Trust Agreements between each Plaintiff and Acres ara identical ar st~bstantially
similar in form and cantent such ti~a# they are not m~terially different in regard to
the issues i~ this matter.

6.
i

The Graybriar 1oar~ was secured through land mortgages and other security with
Acres rnar~aging the colPection of loan payments from Graybriar and distributed
those loan payments amongst the investors, Isss Arres' costs in administering
the (oan, all in accordance the terms and provisions of the Trust Agreemen#,

7,

The Grayb~iar fo~n was to fund the subdivision of fans and the construction and
sale of candomsnium units ors those lands iacated in or near the Town of Stony
Plain.

';

~.

The defendant, Wesley Serra ("Serra"), resides in Calgary, Alberta and at all
material times was the s~e~ director and controlling mind of Arras.

9.

At all material times, one or both of the defendants were licensed, registered and

~~~

authorized as a "mortgage broker" pursuant to the provisions of the Real Estade

f

Act, F2.~.A. 200Q, c. R-b and thereby subject to that Apt and the rules and bylaws
constituted thereunder applicable to mor#gage brokers.

..

3
,::-1

The Trust,Agreement
10.

?he Trust Agreement imposes upon Arras the following materiaP abJigations:
a.

i

Arres must exercise its powers and discharge its duties at al! times
honestly, in goad faith and in the best collective interest of the plaintiffs

'

and other Graybriar investors participating in the syndicated loan to

t

Craybriar, exercising the cage, dsligence and skitP that a reasonably
prudent lender would exercise in comparable circumstances;

'
:~
b.

Arres must maintain proper records and accounts showing a!I receipts,
payments and disbursements with respect to the Graybriar loan and to

,~

provide the plaintiffs with ~ periodic accounting ~f the loan, including

t

interest earned and payments received from Graybriar; and

c.

Ames must remit to the plaintiffs on a manth~y basis etch a,~aintiff investor's
pro~or#ionate share (being each plaintiff investor's ~~veskment amount
compered with the total syndicated loan to Graybriar) of all am~unis
received by Arres from Graybriar less any expenses or disbursements

a

properly payable to Arras by each plaintiff investor wi#h regard to the
Graybnar loan,

7 7.
i

Under the Truss Agreement, the plaintiffs are entitled fio receive interest on its
investment at the rate of 15% per ann~rn. Graybnar was charged interest an the
syndicated loan at the rate of 15% per annum. 'fhe considaratson to Arres under
9h~ syndicated loan is Graybriar was limited to a lender fee of $20,000 and

.~

reimbursement of Arres' actual expenses artd disbursements in adminis#ering
and servicing the loan.
12.

Under the Trusf Agreement, Acres is subject to contractual, equitable and
fiduciary duties owed to the Diaintiffs of fidelity, honesty and utmost goad faith
4

,,:

with a requirement to avoid any convicts of interests and at aH times to act in the
best interests of the plaintiffs and other Graybriar ~yndicaled loan investors. AVi
funds received by Ames from Graybriar must be received by Arres en trust for the
benefiit of the piafntiffs and ether Graybriar invests~rs wit} the right of Arres to
make on(y such deductions as are provided for under the terms and provisions of
the Trust Agreement.
Backctround to the Claim
13.

Graybriar Land Company Ltd. owns property Icrcated in or near the Town of
Stony Plain legally described a~ Plan 0520941, Block 1, Lot C (the "Graybriar
Lands"). Arres arranged to syndicate a loar~ to Graybriar to be secured with a
mortgage against the Graybriar Lands ire the amount of $9,700,000 (the
"Graybriar Mortgage"). ^

14.

The loan funds provided by Acres to Graybriar pursuant to the Graybriar
Mortgage were obtained by Acres from various financ►al contributions received
from in~estars (the "Graybr~ar Investors"), including the p{aintiffs, pursuant to
Truss Agreements which designated Acres as a bare trustee for each investor.
Consequently, Acres is the bars trustee for the plaintiffs to the extent of their
proportionate contributians towards the total funds loaned t~ Graybriar under the
Graybriar Mortgage, rendering the Qlaintiffs beneficial owners of a portion of the
Graybriar Mortgage.

15.

The Graybriar Mortgage funds advanced to Grayb~ar by Acres were rased for the
purpose ofi subdividing the Graybriar Lands and constructing a condominium
development. During tl~~ course of construction, Gr~ybriar became insolvent,
went into receivership and Acres commenced foreclosure prace~drngs to enforce
the Graybriar Mortgage.

16.

At no time during the course of Acres prosec~atinq the Grav~riar fvrec{osure did

Arres evgr calm or advise the Graybriar investors that there were anY mortaaq~
renewal fees owing by Gravbria~ that were pavabie to Arres. Affidayits of Default
sworn and filed by Arres in the foreclosure did nod claim anv unpaid mortgage
renewal fees as owing by Gravbriar under or in connection with the Graybriar
Mortgacte.

t T,

The ~4aintiffs were advised by Arras that those foreclasure proceedings ultimately
resulted in arrangements to incorporate a new company that would assume
ownership of the Graybriar Lands and the Graybna~ Investors would become
shareholders in the new corporation In the same proportion to their proportionate
share in the Graybr3ar Mortgage. The plaintiffs were advised by Arres that
1655801 Alberta Ltd. was the new corporation intended to lake title to the
Graybriar Lands.

18.

The plaintiffs were advised by Arres that as the Graybriar condominium units
were sold, the sale proceeds would be applied against the indebtedness owing
under the Graybriar Mortgage, and the net sale proceeds, after Arres made
deductions far its actual expenses and disbursements in administering and
servicing the IQan, would be distributed to the Graybrlar investors, wlth the
plaintiffs receiving their respective proportionate share of those funds.

19.

Despite Arres advising the plaintiffis repeatedly that the Graybriar Lands would be
transferred to 1655801 Alberta Ltd., such transfer never occurred. Eventually
the Graybriar Lands were "candominiumized" with Arres managing the sale of the
individual condominium units, thereby resulting in Arres maintaining control over
the receipt, disbursement and distribution of monies realized from the sale of
Grayb~ia~ condominium units.

20.
~ ~
. •...1

In or about October 2412 legal counsel for Ares sent $998,079.69 to Arres in
conjunction with the sale of several condominium units tF►at were sold. Acres
6

:
r ,~

: 4
--'
L

repotted to the plaintiff's that it had received $9 8,079.69 and accounted for that
amount to the Graybri~r Investors. No sxpSanation has been provided by Arres
to tt~e plaintiffs regarding the mEssing $10,0(30,

t

21.

Natt~vvithstanding that Arres had deducted expenses and disbursements

j

associated with administering ~r~d servicing the Graybriar Mortgage during tine

.~ i

course of the mortgage being paid dawn and thereafter in Gonnectfon with the

;.~
'~

sale of condominium units, by correspondence dated November 10, 20'f 2, Arres
disclosed to the plaintiffs that ik had total expenses and disburseme,~ts of

i'

~

$473,054.30 of which only $183,420.54 had been laid to Arres, resulting in a
balance claimed owing to Ames of $2~9,fi29.76.

l
t~,
22.

Moreover, by correspondence dated Ju(y 4, 2 13, Acres informed tine plaint+ffs it
was holding back from ne4 sale praceecis associated with a condominium unit
recently sold the amount at $1t5,000 for "New Home Warranty Coverage" and

4

$10,000 for future progress payments. Such holdbacks are not provided far in
the Truss Agreement,

i

; 4

, ,

23.

'
'

By letter dated October 18, 2013 from Acres to the plaintiffs and other Gravbriar
ir~v~stors, Acres advised that it had taken and retainer! X481,829,23, COs1'lprisinq
virtually all of the net sale prac~eds from the recent safe df two Gravbriar
condominium units. Acres retained these funds claiming a mort~a~e renews{ fee
of $738,181.26 relating to the renewal of the GraYbri~r mortaac1e back in 2008,

~~ ~

24.

Additionally, approximately $80,000 was taken by Acres from the trust account of
legal counsel associated with the sale of the Graybriar condominium units that
has not been accounted for to the Graybriar Investors.

.~ .
25.

The~laintiffs dispute:

a.
I

Acres' dedi~~tion anti retention, fr~rr~ the net sale ~rviceeds derived from
7

Gr~Ybnar _cor~damirrium units sold, of amounts tata4ina X665,249.77
t~urportedl~relatlnq to Arres' expenses and disbursements associated with
administering and servicing the Gravbriar M~rtaaae and claimed 2008
E

mortgaQe renews! fee~hat was undisclosed until October 18, 2013;
b.

'

Arres° claim that additional monies are awing by the Gravbriar investors,
comprised of expenses and disbursements of X289,829,76 associated with

i

~

administerir~ and servicing the Graybriar Mortgage;

t
c.

Acres retaining X90.000 associated with the sale of Graybrier condominium
units, which amount has got been accounted for to the Graybriar Investors;
an

~
d.

Acres holdi~t4 back from d►stribution to the Gra~b~iar investors the amours#s
of~115,0~0 for "New Horne Warranty Coverage" and $1D,U00 for future
progress payments.

~•

2S.

The plaintiffs dispute Acres' ability under the Tr~asS Agreement to unilaterally hold
bask monies from distribution to the Grayb~iar investors.

The C4aims
3

~i

: i

27.

The plaintiffs seek a full accounting from Acres under the Trust Agreement

~`

regarding monies received and disbursed relating to the Graybriar Mortgage and
sale of Graybriar condominium units. 7'o the extent Acres has wrongfully taken

: .

monies that would otherwise be payable !o the Grayb►ia~ Investors, $h8 pl~iRtilffS
c4airn far reimbursement of their proportionate sham of those monies wrongfully
taken.

. 4~,
~
_.{
',
.~

28.

Acres has wrongfully rr~isappropriated and converted the following improper
8

deductions taken from monies received under the Graybriar Mortgage or
pursuant to the sale of Graybriar condaminiurr► units:
a.

Claimed expenses and disbursements totaling $665.249.77 purportedly
relating to an alleged 2008 mortgage renewal fee owing t~ Arres and Arres
gen~rall~ adrriinlsterinq and servicingth~ Gravbriar Mortgage;

b.

New Home WaRanty Coverage holdback of $115,000;

c.

Future progress payments holdback of $10,4fl0; and

d.

Funds in the amount of approximately $SO,000 taken by Arres from the
trust account of legal counsel associated with the sale of the Graybriar
condomlr~ium units that have not been accounted for to the Graybriar
Investors.

29.

The p{aintiffs, Richcrooks Enterprises,~2000) Ltd. and Richcrooks NoSdings ltd.
thraugh legal counsel have demanded in writing mn September 2013 a full
accoaanting from Arres as we41 as capies of al{ records, whether in paper or digital
computer form, in the possession of Arres related to that accounting. Ames has
failed to cornpfy with that demand, which constitutes a further breach of Arres'
contractual, legal and equitable duties owed to the pl~in4iffs of fidelity, honesty
and utmost goad #with,

30.

The plaintiffs assert that the conduct of Arres regarding its receipt, distribution,
deduction and wrongful misappropriation and cor~v~rsion of funds relating to the
Graybriar Mortgage payments and sale of Graybrlar condominium units is
particularPy egregious, was done w9th malice intent and in Gear breach of the
terms and provisions of 4he tslaintiffs' TrusB Agreement and Ames' ~on4ract~al,
equitable and fiduciary duties owed to the plaintiffs such that aggravated,
exemplary and punitive damages are justified.

31

Additionally, Arres' conduct i~ connection with the receipt and disburserr~ent of
payments made under the Graybriar MDrtgage and safe prcaceed~ from the sale
of Graybriar condominium uni#s:
E

S

t

a.

hia~ been ct~ntrary to the terms fn the plaintiffs' Trust Agreement;

b.

Has breached Arses' contractual, equitable and fidueiar~o duties owed to
the R~~intiffs;

c.

Has been contrary to the provisions gt the Real Esfate Act, R.S.A, 2000, c.
R-5 and rules and bylaws constituted thereunder applicable to mortgage
brokers; and

d.

Has b~nefitted the interests of the Defendants to the detriment and
prejudice of the plaintiffs, thereby creating an irreconcilable conflict of
interest.

In addition, Arres is subLect to bankrut~tcv proceedings which gives rise to the
right of the plaintif#s under the Trust A4reement to terminate Arre~ ~s trustee for
their respective investments ~n the Gra}~briar condominium groiect and mortgage.
Consequently, Arres can no longer continue to act as trustee for end on beha{t of
the plaintiffs pursuan# to She Trust Agreement.

E
. ~.
32.

Serra had full knowledge of the plaintiffs' Trust Agreement and Arres' contractual,

,_.`,

equitable and fd~ciary duties and abligations owed to tY~e plaintiffs and

,';

nevertheless, with malice intent arrd forethought, directed and caused Ages to

i

breach those du4ies and obligations as descrebed af~ove, and as a resuEt of such
breaches Serra personally benefited by receiving some or a1f ofi the monies
misappropriated end wrongfully converted by Ames from the Graybriar Mortgage
payments and proceeds of sales of Graybriar condominium units. Consequently,
Serra has:
a.

unPawfuldy induced Arres to breach the Trust Agreement and breach its
contractual, equitable and fiduciary duties owed to the plaintiffs, and

b.

unlawfully interfered wi#h the legal and economic relations between Acres
and the plaintiffs and other Graybriar Investors,

io
h::7

far which Serra is jointly and severally liable for aU damages suffered by
~

lain ills as a result, Inc{uding aggravated, ~xempiary and/or punitive damages.
33.

The p{aintiffs propose that the trial of this action be held before the Court of
Queen's Benci~ at the ~algacy Courts Gentre at 601 - 5 Street S.W., Calgary,
Alberta, T2P 5P7 and in the opinion of the plaintiffs the trial is not expected to
exceed 25 days.

Remedy sought:

34.

A temporary and psr~nan~nt injunction enjoining Acres from continuing to act as
trustee for the plaintiffs in conr~~ction with the Trust Agreement and requiring
Acres to fully and properly account to the plaintiffs for aft monies received and
disbursed relating to the Graybriar Mortgage and sale of Graybnar condominium
units.

35.

Judgment against the Defendants jointly and severally for the total amount of
funds misappropriated and wrongfully converted by Acres from the Caraybriar
Mortgage payments and safe of Graybriar eando units that would be atherwlse
payable to the plaintiffs pursuant to the Trust Agreement.

36.

Judgment against the Defendants jointly and severaNy for aggravated, exemplary
and/ar punitive damages in the #ot~l amount of $250,000 or such o#her amount
as proven at the trial of this action.

37.

Interest on the proven Ioss~s and cSam~ges suffered by the plaintiffs, both before
aced after trial, in accordance irrith the Trust Agreement or at such rate and for
such period of time as this Honorable Court determines appropriate.

.

:;
~
li

. r,,J

38.

Casts to the alaintiffs an asolicitor-client, full indemnity basis or at such level as
this Honourable Court determines appropriate.

39.

Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and this Honourab{e Caurt
may permit.

JJOTiCE TO THE D~FENDANT(S)
You only have a short time to do something to defend yourself against this claim:
20 days if you are served in Alberta
1 month if you are served outside Alberta but in Canada
2 months if you are served outside Canada.
You can respond by filing a statemer~t of defence or a demand for notice in the once
of the clerk of the Court of Queen's Bench at CALGARY, Alberta, AND serving your
statement of defence or a demand for notice Qn the plaintiffs(s') address fior service.
WARNING
if you do not foie and ~err~e a statement of defence or a demand fior notice within yaur
lime p~riDd, you risk losing the law suit automatically. If you do not file, or d~ not
serve, or are cafe in doing either of these things, a court may give a judgment to the
plaintiff{s} against you.
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NOTfCE TO DEFENDANTS}
You are being sued. You are a defendant.
Go to the end of Phis document to see what you can do and when you must cto it.
Note; State below only facts and not evidence (Rule 13.6)
Statement of facts relied on:
1.

The Plaintiff is a body corporate duly incorporated pursuant to the caws of Ehe Province of Aiberta and having
offices at the City of Calgary, in tf~e said Province.

2.

The Defendant Acres Capifal (nc. {herein referred to as "Acres Capital") is a body corporate duly incorporated
pursuant to the laws of the Province of Alberta and having offices at the City of Calgary, in the sa'sd province.

3.

1"tie Defendant Acres N~I~ings Inc. (herein referred to as "Acres HoSdings"} is a body corporate duly
incorporated pursuant to fhe Paws of the Province of Alberta and having offices at the City of Calgary, in the
said f~ravince,

4.

The Defendant 875892 A{berta Ltd. (herein referred to as "875892") is a body corporate duly incorporated
t pursuant to the laws of the Province of Alberta and having o~ces at the City of Calgary, in the said Province.

5.

The Defendant Wesley Serra (herein referred fo as "Wesley"), to the best of the best of the Plaintiffs
knowledge, resides at the Cify of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta.

6.

The Defendant Stacia Serra (herein referred to as "Stacia"), to the best of the best of the Plaintiffs
knowledge, resides at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Aibe~fa.

z

7,

At all material times hereto, Wesley was the sole shareholder, officer and director of Arres Holdings and
Acres Capital.

8.

At some point in lime, UVesley transferred his shares in Acres Capital to Acres Holdings. Wesley remains the
sole shareholder of Acres Hafdings and soli director of Acres Capital and Acres Holdings.

9,

At all material times hereto, Stacia was tine sole shareholder, officer and director of 875892.

Acres' Indebtedness fo the Plaintiff
10.

To the best ~f the Piainti~'s knowledge, Wesley was fhe sole officer, director and sharehofd~r of Acres
Capital up to or abaut May 9, 2011.

1 1.

As at June 30, 2009, Acres Capital was indebted to the Plaintiff in the sum of $1,028,879.99 representing an
overpayment of fees paid by the Plaintiff to Acres Capital for the period Apri! 1, 2008 to March 31, 2009
pursuant to a Management Agreement dated August 1, 2004 by virtue of which Acres Capital was requ6red
fo prov(de certain management services to the Plaintiff pertaining to the P'laintiff's mortgage portfolio (the
"Debt").

12.

Commencing in or about April, 2009 and throughout the remainder of 2009, 2010 and the fcrst few months of
2011, Wesley and Acres Capital were aware of the obligation of Acres Capital to pay tine Debt to the Plaintiff.
!n fact, Acres Capita{ acknowledged such obligation by signing an Interim Management Agreement on or
about May 5, 2009.

1 3.

On or about March 11, 2011, the Plaintiff fi4ed a Statement of Claim against Acres Capita4 in Court of
Queen's Bench of Alberta Actian Number 1107-03481 in order to collecE the Debt (the "Debt Action"),

14.

pn or about May 24, 2013, Justice Hunt-McOonafd granted summary judgment against Acres Capita! in the
Debt Action for $x,028,879,99 subject to some adjusfrrient, plus interest and costs (the "Judgment"j, which
Judgment has been appealed to the Court of Appeal by Acres (the "Appeal"). The Court of Appeal has
stayed enforcement of the Judgment pending hearing of the Appeal.

1494166 Alberta Lid,
15.

The Plaintiff, 875882 and Acres Capital were shareholders of 1494166 Alberta Ltd. (herein referred to as
"1494166"}, The Plaintiff holds 1,050,000 of the 2,000,000 shares issued in the capita! stock of 1494166 and
Acres Capital held 380,000 shares (the "Acres Shares"). 875892 held 7Q,000 shares in the capital stock of
7494166 (the "Stacia shares"),

16.

During 2010 and possib{y on February 15, 2010, to the best of the P4ainti~'s knowledge, Acres Capital
purported to transfer 330,000 of the Acres Shares to Acres Holdings and 50,000 of the Acres Shares to
Stacia. The latter transfer of 5Q,000 shares to Stacia may have occurred in September, 2011.

17.

During 2070 and possibly on February 15, 2010, to the best of the Plaintiffs knowledge, 8y5892 purported
to transfer the Sfacia Shares to Stacia.

18.

On or about February 14, 2013, Acres Capital, as well as 1516280 Alberta Ltd. and 1514462 Alberta Ltd., of
which number companies Wesley was the sole director, issued a Direction for Payment of Mortgage

--
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Proceeds and Release to covnsei for 1494166 in which they requested certain amounts otherwise payable
by 1494166 to Acres Capital to Acres H~Idings and to Stacia, Wesley's spouse.
Sale Proceeds Realized by 1494166
19.

During June, 2013, 1494166 received proceeds realized from the sale of property owned by 1494166 (the
"Sale Proceeds"), which Sale Proceeds were to be distributed to the shareholders of 1494166.

20.

The owner of the Acres Shares was entitled to receive an estimated payment of $753,000,00 from the Sale
Proceeds.

21.

A dispute arose between the Plaintiff and the Defendants regarding entitlement of Acres Holdings and Stacia
to payment of the share of the Sale Proceeds payable to the ho4der of the Acres Shares.

22.

The sum of $168,561.60 (the "Disputed Funds") were paid into Court by the solicitor for 1494166 pursuant ko
a Consent Order granted by Master Hanebury on July 2, 2013 in Court of Queen's Sench of Alberta Action
No. 7 301-07437.

23.

Access states that the transfer of Acres Shares from Acres Capital to Acres Holdings and Stacia was not
arms-length and was stone for the sole purpose of shielding the amounts paid pursuanf fo the Acres Shares

_.

from Access, when Acres Capital knew that it was indebted to Access. Access states fhat such transfers are
contrary to the Fraudulent Preferences ACt, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-24 as amended and Access also relies on the

•—

Stafute of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz. 7, c, 5.
24.

Access further states that as the sole director of Acres Capital and Acres Holdings, antl as the effective so{e
shareholder of Acres Capital and Acres Holdings, Wesley was the directing mind behind, and had complete
control over the actions of, Acres Capikal and Arles Holdings. As a result, Access states that Wesley is liable
for the actions of Acres Capital and Acres Holdings set out above.

25.

Further and in the alternative, Wesley, as the sole director of Acres Capital and Acres Holdings owes a duly
of care to act in the best interests of those corporations. Wesley breached his duty of care, the particulars of
which include, but are not limited to:
a. Engaging in the transfer of the Acres Shares in contravention of the Fraudulent Preferences Acf,
R.S,A. 2Q40, c, F-24 as amended and the Plaintiff also relies on the Statute of Elizabeth, 13 ~1iz. 1,
c. 5; and
b. Such further and other particulars as may be proven at the trial of this Action.
Access pf2ads and relies upon the provisions of the Business Corparafions Acf, R.S.A. 2000, c. B-9, as
amended from time to time.

26.

Access states that the transfer of the Stacia Shares from 875892 to Stacia was not arms-length ancf was
done far the sole purpose of shielding the amounts paid pursuant to the Stacia Snares from the Plaintiff,
when 875892 knew that it was indebted to the Access. Access states that such transfers are contrary to the
FrauduJenf Preferences Acf, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-24 as amended and Access also relies on the Statute of
Elizabeth, 13 Eliz, 1, c. 5.

~ ~~

27.

Access further states that as the sole director of 875892, and as the sole shareholder of 875892, Stacia was
the directing mind behind, and had complete control over the actions of, 875892. As a result, Access states
that Stacia is 4iable for the actions of 875892 as set out above.

2$.

Further and in the alternative, Stacia, as the sole director of 875892, awes a duly of care to act in the best
interests of that corporation. Stacia breached her duty of care, the particulars of which include, but are naf
limited to:
a. Engaging in the transfer of the Stacia Shares in contravention of the Fraudulent Preferences Act>
R.S,A. 2000, c. F-24 as amended and the Plaintiff also relies on the Statute of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz, 1,
c. 5; and
b. Suci~ further and other particulars as may be proven at the trial of this Action.

29,

Access pleads and relies upon the provls'sons of the Business Corporations Acf, R.S.A. 2000, c. B-9, as
amended from time to time.

Remedy sought;
30.

A decEaration that the transfer of the Arres Shares from Arres Capital 10 Arres Holdings contravened the
provisions of the Fraudulent P. references Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-24 or the Statute of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz. 1, c.
5.

31.

A declaration that the transfer of the Arres Shares from Arres Capital to Stacia contravened the provisions of
the Fraudulent Preferences Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-24 or the Sfatute of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz. 1, c. 5.

32.

A declacatian that the transfer of the Stacie Shares from 87 892 to Stacie contravened the provisions of the
Fraua`ulent Preferences Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-24 or the Statute of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz. 1, c. 5.

33.

An Order directing that the Arres Shares wrongfully transferred to Arres Holdings and Stacie he transferred
back to Arres Capital.

34.

An Order directing fhat tt~e Stacie Shares wrongfully transferred to Stacie be transferred back to 875892.

35.

Judgment against Arres Capital in an amount fo be determined at trial, including but not fimiied to fhe
proportionate share of the Disputed Funds owing from 1494966.

36.

Judgment against Arres Holdings in an amount to be determined a# trial, including but not limited to the
propoclionate share of the Disputed Funds owing from 149466.

37.

Judgment agains# Stacie in an amoun# to be dofermined at trial, including but not limited to the proportionate
share of the Disputed Funds owing from 1494166.

38.

Judgment aga'snst 875892 in an amount of be determined at trial, including but not limited to the
proportionate share of the Disputed Funds owing from 1494166.

39.

Judgment against Wesley in an amount to be determined at trial.

40.

Interest pursuant to the Judgment Interest Act.

--
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47.

All legal costs and expenses incurred by the Plaintiff including those costs on a solicitor and his own client
indemnity basis.

42,

Such other relief as the case may require, and to this Wonourabfe Court may seem just.

N O7iC~ 74 THE DEFENDANTS)
You only have a short time to do something to defend yourself against this claim:
20 days if you are served in Alberta
1 month 4f you are served outside Alberta but in Canada
2 months if you are served outside Canada.
You can respond by f+ling a statement of defence or a demand for notice in the office of the clerk of tie Court of
Queen's Bench at Calgary, Alberta, AND serving your statement of defence or a demand for notice on the
plafntiff's(s') address for service.
WARNING
If you do not file and serve a statement of defence or a demand for notice within your time period, you risk losing
the taw suit automatically. If you do not file, or do not serve, or are late i~ doing either of these things, a curt may
give a judgment to the plaintiffs) against you.

This is Exhibit "Q"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Comstock
Richard
September 21, 2t?~..
My Commission ExP~~s
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NO'C10E TO DEFENDAN7"~S)
You are being sued. You are a defendant.
Go to the end of ibis document to see what you can do and when you must do 1t.
Note: State below only facfis ar~d not evld~nc~ (Rule 13.6)

_

~t,~temen~ ~f faces refi~d on:
7,

The P{aintiff (sometimes r~~erred to herein as "Access") is a body corporate duly incorporated pursuant to
the Paws of the Province of Alberta and having o~c~s aY the Gity of Calgary, in the said Pravince.

2.

The Defendant Arras C~pi~al lr~c, (herein refer~sd to as "Arras CapitalA} is a body corporate d~rly incorporated
pursuant to the laws of the Province of Alberta and havEng offices at the City of Calgary, in the said Province,

3,

The [defendant 875892 Aiberfa Ltd. (herelr~ re~srred to as "875 AB") is a body corporate duly incorporated
pursuant to the Eaws o~ the Province of Alberta and having offices at tine City of Calgary, [n the said Province,

i

~ ~ :;:
~~ ,
I ~

~~~ ;-_
~:.~ .

4.

The Defiendant 1798582 Afber~a Lod. (herein referred to as " 798582 A~"} is a body corporate duly
incorporated pursuant to the laws of the Province of Alberta and having offices at the City of Calgary, in the

5.

said Province.

~ ~.
1::.

The Defendant Wesley Serra (herein referred fo as "Wesley"), fo the best of tie best of the plaintiffs

~~::
I~~

knowledge, resides at the City of Calgary, ire the Bald Province.
~.

The Defendant Stacie Serra (herein referred to as "Stacie"), fo the best of the best of the P1~Int6ffs
knowledge, resides at the City of Calgary, in the said Province.

7,

8.

r.,
~E •• "
~.

i ~
i ~

is
, ~...

. ~.
~~.
~ .
~~
:
}
; ~:

Af ail ma#erial times hereto, Wesley was the sole shareholder, officer and director of Arres Holdings Inc.

l~~ ~-~~

("Ayres Haldings"}. At all material times hereto, Ayres Holdings vdas the sole shareholder of Ayres Capi4al.

~.

At all rnaterlal times hereto, Stacfa was the safe shareholder, officer and director of 875 AB and 179 AB and
was maRied to Wesley.

~ .
~.
,.
~.

ARRES` 1NDE~TEBNESS TO THE PLAINT6~F
9.

Tn the best of the Plaintiffs knowledge, Wesley was the sole o~cer, director and sharehaldsr of Ayres
Capi#al up to or about May 9, 2011,

10.

As at June 30, 2009, Ayres Capital way indebted fo the Plaintiff In t1~~ sure of $1,028,879.99 representing an
overpayment offees paid by the Plaintiff #o Ayres Capital far the period April 1, 20 8 to March 31, 2~~9
pursuant to a Management Agreement dated August 1, 2004 by virtue of which Ayres Capital was required
4o provide certain management services 4o the Plaintiff perYalning to the P(a~ntlff's mortgage portfolio (the
"Debt").

~ 1.

Commencing 1n or about April, 2009 and throughout the r~maindee of 2fl09, 2D~ 0 and the first few manths of
2011, Wesley and Ayres Capital were aware of the obligation of Ayres Capital fo pay the Debt to the Plalnt~ff.
In fact, Ayres Capital ~cknawledged such oblfgatEon by slgr~ir~g an Inferirn Mar~agemenf Agreement o~ ac
about May 5, 2009.

92.

On or about March 11, 2011, the Plalnfiff filed a Statement of Cfalm against Ayres Gapltal in Court of
Queen's Sench afi Alberta Action Number 1101-03481 In order to collect the Debt (fire uDebt Actionx).

~1 ~.

On or about flay 24, 2013, Jusfilr,~ H~r►t-IVicDonal~ granted summary judgment against Ayres Capital in the
Debt Action for $1,028,879.99 subject to some adjustment, plus interest and costs (the °Judgment"), which
Judgmenk has been appealed to the Court of Appeal by Ayres (the-Appeal"). The Court of Appea9 has
upheld the Judgment and dismissed the Appeal.

,~. .
;..
i ~

;,•
~ •

ASSIGNMENT O~ ACCOUNTS RECEIVA~L~ and INVESTMENTS
STRATHMORE PROJECT
14.

On or about March 15, 2010, pursuant to an Assignment of Mortgage agreement(the "Strathmore
Assignment") Arres Capital and Arres Holdings purported to assign all of its original principal investment
with respect to a mortgage securing repayment of $2 mili(on registered against lands located in
Strathmore{the "Strathmore Mortgage"} and ail of their "rights, title and ongoing accrued in#erest in and to
that portion of the loan and related security over the lands and premises" tv Stacla and/or 875892 AB in
consideration of the payment of $228,004 (thy ~Sfrathmore Payment").

15.

Arras Capital and Arres Holdings purported to assign "all of its receivables with respect to the {oan
administration agreement'' to Stacia andlor 875892 AB pursuant to the Strathmore Assignmen4.

TIMBER CREEK PROJECT
16,

On or about October 7 8, 2010, pursuant to an Ass(gnment of Account Receivable agreement (tire `7irnber
Creek Assignment") Arres Capital purported to ass(gn uali of its original principal investment and afl of its
tights, title and ongoing interest in and to that por#fon of the (oan and r~fated security over the lands and
premises "with respect to the T[mber Creek Mobile project to Sfacia andlor 875892 AB in consideration of
the payment of $7 2,500 {the "Timber Creek Payment").

17.

Arres Capital purported to assign "ai! of its receivables with respect to the loan administra4fon agreement„ on
the Timber Creek Mobi{e project to Stacia andlor 875892 Ag pursuant to the Timber Creek Assignment.

KOL.L~R and CHATEAU PROJECT

18.

On or about ,lune 29, 20'I0, pursuant to an Assignment of Account Receivable agreemen4 (the
"KaflarlChateau Assignment") Arres Capital purported to assign all of Its original principal investment and all
of their "rights, tIt{e and ongoing accrued interest Jn and to that portion of the loan and related security over
tf~e lands and premises" with respect to the Kollar and Chateau project to Sfacia and/ar 875892 A~ fn
consideration of the payment of $31,Oa0(the "Kollar/Chateau Payment"~.

19.

Acres Capital purported to assign "all of its receivables vrith respect to the loan administration agreement" on
the Kollar/Chateau praJect to Stacia andJor 875892 A~ pursuant to the Kollar/Chateau Assignment.

GRAYBRIAR 2 PROJECT
20.

On or about September 30, 2010, pursuant to ~n Asslgnm~nt of Account Receivable agreement {the
uGraybriar 2 Assignment") Acres Capital purported to assign all of its original principal investment and all of
tf~eir "rights, title and ongoing accrued In4erest In and to that portion of the loan and related security over the

~~

lands aid premises" wi4h respect fo the Graybriar 2 ptojec# to Stacia and/or 875892 AB in consideration of
the payment of $97,5x0 (the "Graybriar 2 Payment°).
21,

Arres Capital purpor#ed to assign calf o~ ifs receivables with respect to tha loan adminlstrafion agreement" on
the Ko11ar/chateau project to Stacia andlo~ 875892 AS pursuant to the Graybriar 2 Assignment.

BURNS BUILDING
22.

On or about May 11, 20~ 1, pursuant to an Assignment of Account Recei~ab{e agreement (the "Burns
Assignment") Arres Capital purported fo assign aii of its origins! principal investment and all of their "rights,
fifile and ongoing accrued lnter~st in and to that portion of the loan and reEateci securi#y over the lands and
premises" with respect fa the Burns Building to Stacia anchor 875892 AB in consideration o#the payment of
$50,213.56 (the "Burns Payment").

23.

Acres Capital purported #o assign "a!1 of Sts receEvabfes with respect to the loan administration agreement" on
the Surns Building to Stacfa and/or 875892 AB pursuant to the Burns Assignment.

24.

On or about May 11, 2011, Acres Capital agreed with Stacia and 875892 AB to "swap the Burns buflr~ing
receivable with the funds that are now received and paid for the Chateau assignment" in considers#ion of tl~e
payment of $50,213,56,

JERVI5 INLET RESORT
25.

On or about ocfober 77, 2x11, pursuan# to an Assigntnen4 ofAccounf Receivable agreement tthe °~6N1S
Assignment's Acres Capital purported to assign all of !ts original principal investment and ail of their "rights,
title and ongoing accrued interest in and to that portion of the loan and related sscuri#y over the lands and
premises" with respect to the Jervis protect to Stscia and/or 875892 AB in conslderatlor~ of the payment of
$96,000 (tf~e "Jervis Payment°},

26.

Ages Capital purported to assign °all of its receivables with respect fa the 4oan administration agreement" on
the Jervis project to Stacia andlor 875892 AB pursuant to the Jervis Assignment,

DOCKMAN ~v10RTGAGE
27.

On or about JuEy 11, 2012, pursuant to an Assignment of Account Receivable agreement (the "Dockman
Assignment") Acres Capital purported to assign all of its original principal investment and all of their "rights,
title and ongoing accrued interest in and to that portion of the loan and related security over the lands and
premises° with respect to the Dockman project to S4acia and/or 875892 AB in cansideratlon of the payment
of $905,359,59 (the "Dockman Payment").

28.

Acres Capital purp~r~ed to assign "all of its recelva~les with respect to the loan administra#ion agreement" on
the Dackman project to Stacfa andlor 87b892 P,E3 pursuant to the Dockman Assignment.

COPPER TREE MEADOWS
+~
'~

On or about February 29, 2012, pursuant to an Assignment of Accaunt Recelvabl~ agreement (the
"Copper~ree Ass(gnmentn) Arres Capital purported to assign "the interest in and to the accounts recetvab4e
togefher with the rate of in4erest of 16% per annum" with respect to the Copper Tree Meadows praJect to
Gordan and Mona Snyder (the "Snyders") In consideratEon of the payment of $62,500 (the °Snyder
Payment°}.
;~ ..
~,

30.

The Strathmore Assignmen4, the Timber Creek Assignment, the KollarlChateatt Assignmer~#, the Graybriar 2
Ass4gnment, the Buns Assignment, the ,1esvEs Assignment and the Dockman Assignment are herein
collecfively referred to as the "Ayres Assignments".

~1

I
31

i

The Plaintiff states that the Ayres Assignments were not arms-length and the Ayres Assignments and the

' I•

Coppertree Assignment were done for the sole purpose of shielding the amounts paid or payable to Arms

. ,

~I

Capital from the Pl~lntiff, when Ayres Capital and Serra knew that Ayres Capital was indebted fo the Plaintiff.
The Pialnti#f states that the Ayres Assignments are con#cary to the Fraudulent Preferences Act, R.S.A. 2000,
c. F~24 as amended and the Plaintiff also relies on the Statufe of ~'Jlzabeth, 13 Eilz. 1, c. 5.
7798582 AB and the GRAYBRIAR UN{TS

. ~~ 1
. .~
,:~ ,

32.

33.

In February, 2014, Ayres Capital obtained a foreclosure order In flB Action Number 0903-176 5 {the
"Foreclosure Action") vesting title fo seven condominium units in the Graybriar 2 project into Ayres Capital's
name.
Ayres Capital arranged for the sale of faur of stack units to 1798582 AB for the purported safe price of
$4 0,000 (the °Graybriar Transfer'}. Ayres Ca~itai further arranged for moc~gage financing from Terrapin
Mortgage Investment Carp. 4a be registered against the title to these four units in Qrder to provide purchase

_ i.
:~

~;
~:
{:
'i
s

flnancing for 1798582 AB.
34.

Ayres Capital retained funds or has but itself into 4he position to retain funds (n respect of the four
condominium units located In the Graybrlar 2 condominium proj~c4 as payment for the alleged trustee and
administration fees, nofinrithstanding that Ayres Capital's investment In the mortgage registered against the
title to such units and af! accounts receivable had been assigned to 875892 AB pursuant fo the Graybriar 2
Assignment.

35.

The Plaintiff states that Ages Capital !s not entitled 4o tt~e payment of any #urtds with respect to the Graybrlar
2 protect and had no right or authority to self or transfer title to the four units and is not entitled to the
payment o~ any proceeds realized ar rea4izable from the sale of such units or any of the Graybriar 2 units to
be transferred to Arms Capital in the Foreclosure Action.

36.

i

The Plalr~tiff states that the sa{e or transfer of the title to the flour uni4s by Arms Capital to 1798582 AB was
got arm's length and was done for the sole purpose of shielding the amounts paid or payable to Rrres
r
J

.~
~I

L .
~:. ~:

Capital from the Plaintfif, when Arres Capita( and Serra knew that Arres Capita{ was indebted to the Plaintiff.
The Plaintiff states that the Graybr~ar Transfer is contrary to the Fraudulent Preferences Act, R.S.A. 2000, c,
F-24 as amended and the Plaintiff also relies nn the Stafute of Elizabeth, 13 E11z. 1, c, 5.

Remedy sought:

37.

A declaration that the Arres Assignments and the Coppertree Assignment contravened the provisions of the
Fraudulenf Preferences Act, R.S,A, 20Q0, c. F-24 or the Stafufe of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz. 1, c. 5.

38.

A declaration that Arres Ass9gnrnents and the Cappertree Assignment contravened the provisions of 4he
Fraudulent Preferences Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-24 or the Statute of Elizabeth, 13 Eliz. 1, c. 5.

39.

A declaration that the Graybriar Transfer contravened tha provisions of the Fraudufent Preferences Rct, R.S.A.
2000, c. F-24 or the Sfafufe of Elizabeth, 73 Eliz. 1, c, 5.

40.

An Order directing that the interest of Arres Capital and Arres Holdings (n the investments, mortgages,
account receivables which Arres Capra! and Arres Holdings v~rrongfully transferred to Stacfa, 875892 A~ and
the Snyders be transferred back to Arres Capital,

47.

Interest p~rrsuant to the Judgment lnter~st Act.

42.

Ail legal costs and expenses incurred by the Plaintiff including those costs on a s~llcitor and his own client
indemnity basis.

43.

Such o#her relief as the case may require, and to this Honourable Court may seem just,

NOTICE T~ THE D~FENDANT4~}
You only have a short time to do something to defend yourself against this claim:
20 days i~ you are served in Alberta
~ 1 month if you are served outside Alberta bu4 in Canada
2 months if you are served outside Canada.
You can respond by filing a statemen4 at defence or a demand for notice In fh~ offiice of the clerk of the Court of
Queen's Bench at Calgary, Alberta, AND serving your statemen# of defence or a demand for notice on the
plainfiffs(s') address for service,
WARNING
ff you do not h1e and serve a statement of defence or a demand for notice within your time p~rlad, you risk losing
the taw suit aufomatical~y. if you do not fi}e, or do nQt serve, or are late in doing either of these things, a court may
give a judgment to the piaintiff(s} against you.

This is Exhibit"R"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for baths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Rj~~Srd C01Y1StOCeS September 21.20~
~mmission Exp
MY

F~ru~ 1~
[Rule 3.25]
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NOTICE TO DEFEI~I3ANT
You are being s«ed. You are a defendant.
Go to the end of this document to see what you can do and when you must do it.
Statement of facts relied ~n:
Parties
The Plaintiffs, Harvey Beck, A11an Beck, Carol Graham, Ray Scraba, Dwayne Scraba, Cheryl
Newman, Shelly deck, Alan Sommer, Kennet~i Sommer, Darlene Waroschuk, ~Iarvey Moore,
Steven Ogg, Carolyn Alexander, Robert Alexander, Wendy McI~..enna, Glenda Power, Albert
Snook, Alan Snook, Murray Sowerby, Sylvia Sowerby, Steven Reilly, Tracy H~tder~rand and
Robert Krebs, are individuals residing in CaI~ary, Alberta and elsewhere.
`
,
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2.

The Plaintiffs, Verus Mortgage Investment Corp., CME Holdings Ltd., Assured Mortgage
Investments Corp. and 515476 Alberta Ltd., are Alberta companies with registered offices in
Calgary.

3.

4.

The Defendant, Arres Captial Inc., is an Alberta company with its registered office in Calgary
(Acres}. Acres is a mortgage broke~•age firm with purported expertise i~ residential, commercial
first and second mortgages, builder's mortgages, debt consolidations and interim financing.
The Defendant, Wes Serra, is an individual residing in Calgary, Alberta. Serra is the sole director

and guiding mind of Acres.
5.

The Defendant, 1469601 Alberta Ltd., is an Alberta company with its registered office in Calgary
(1469). Serra is the sole director and voting shareholder of 1469.

The Mortgage Investment
6.

As part of its business, Acres arranges mortgage loans with borrowers, raises the mortgage funds
through a group of private investors ar~d then administers the mortgages (as trustee) on behalf of
the investors(as co-lenders).

7.

Yn or around the spring of 2009, the Plaintiffs and other investors (collectively the Investors)
entered into Loan Administration Agreements with Acres (the Trust Agreement) in connection
with a $3,900,000 mortgage loan granted to 1399236 Alberta Ltd.(the Mortgage).

8.

The Plaintiffs collectively funded approximately 90% ofthe $3,900,OQ4Mortgage.

9.

Under the Trust Agreement:
(a)

The Investors advanced funds to Acres in exchange for undivided ownership interests in
the Mortgage (pro-rata interests based on each Investor's loan amount and the principal
amount ofthe Mortgage);

(b)

Acres was appointed trustee of the Investors' ownership interests in the Mortgage and
given authority to enter into all cornmitrnents, contracts and obligations for and on behalf
ofthe Investors;

(c)

The Mortgage was to be registered in Arres' name (or the name of an affiliate appointed

by Acres) as nominee and bare trustee for and on behalf of the Investors.

10.

(d}

Acres was entrusted with full power and authority to hold, administer and manage the
Investors' ownership interests in the Mortgage; and

(e)

All rights, monies, payments, profits and advantages relating to the I~~vestors' interests in
the Mortgage were held in trust by Acres for the Investors' sole benefit and advantage.

The funds under the Mortgage were advanced to the borrower in June 2009. On June l b, 2009
the Mortgage was registered against real property owned by the borrower in or near Chestermere,
Alberta. The Mortgage was held in the names of Olympia Trust Company, 1469 and B2B Trust
as bare trustees on behalf of the Investors.

~__
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I l.

Interest payments on the Mortgage ~~vere paid by the borrower and collected by Arres until
December 2010. During that period Arres retained a 1% administration fee from the interest
owing to the Investors and distributed the balance to the Investors according to their pro rata
ownership interests in the Mortgage.

12.

In January 2011 the borrower defaulted under the Mortgage 'for non-payment and it has been in
default since then. Arres commenced a foreclosure action in April. 2012 (on behalf of the
registered mortgage holders} but has failed or refused to proceed with that action, or towards an
alternative resolution, with reasonable diligence or care.

13.

Arres owed the Plaintiffs (and other Investors participating in the Mortgage} contractual duties,
fiduciary duties, a duty of upmost good faith, confidence, fairness and honesty, and a duty to fully
disclose all matters relating to the Mortgage.

14.

Ames has repeatedly failed to act in the best interests of the Investors, breached its obligations
under the Trust Agreement and breached its fiduciary duties to the Investors. Particulars include:
(a)

Failing to take reasonable steps to enforce the Mortgage and protect the value and
security of the Mortgage;

(b)

Acting in a highhanded a~ld callous manner, and contrary to the instructions of Investors
with respect to the administration and enforcement of the Mortgage;

(c)

Acting in conflict of interest and for the purpose of profiting or attempting to profit from
fees and other charges paid by the borrower to the detriment of the Investors' interests in
the Mortgage;

(d)

Acting in conflict of interest by pursuing or entering into other business arrangements
with the borrower;

(e)

Refusing to keep timely, complete and accurate books of account and records relating to
the Mortgage;

(~

Misappropriating #rust funds including by wrongfully directing the payment of trust fiends
to itself, 1469, Serra or a company related to Serra; and

(g)

Refusing to account for trust funds and denying the Plaintiffs a reasonable opportunity to
inspect or audit books and records relating to the Mortgage and its administration.

15.

As a result of Anes' breaches, the PIaintiffs have suffered financial loss and damage in the form
of lost income, profit and opportunity, The Plaintiffs continue to suffer damage in relation to the
value and security ofthe Mortgage.

16.

Acres and 1469 are the alter egos of Serra. Serra is the guiding mind of both companies and
he used (and continues to use)them as devices to wrongfully conceal his impropriety and shelter
himselffrom persona] liability.

Remedy sought:
17.
,._ .'

An Order under the Tt•ustee Act terminating Arres as trustee under the Trust Agreement and
appointing a new trustee over the Mortgage;
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18.

An Order directing that any funds held, or any further payments received, by any of the
Defendants in respect of the Mortgage be paid into Court;

19.

An accounting and tracing of alI funds received or disbursed by any of the Defendants in relation
to the Mortgage;

Z0.

A Declaration that Arres and 149 are alter ego corporate vehicles of Serra.

21.

Damages as against the Defendants,jointly and severally, in an amount to be proven at the trial of
this Action;

22.

Interest pursuant to the Alberta.Iudgment Interest Act;

23.

Solicitor client costs against the Defendants on ajoint and several basis; and

24.

Such further or other reliefas this honourable Court deems appropriate:

I NOTICE TO'Y'HE DEFENDANT:
You only have a short time to da something to defend yourself against this claim:
2Q days if you are served in A1bEr~a
1 month if you are served outside Alberta but in Canada
~

2 months if you 'are served outside Canada.
You can respond by filing a Statement of Defence or Demand for Notice in the office of the Clerk
of the Court of Queen's Bench at Calgary, Alberta, AND serving your Statement of Defence or
Demand for Notice on fhe Plaintiffs address for service.

~' WA.RNING
If you do not file your Statement of Defence or Demand for Notice within your time period, you
risk losing the law suit automatically. If you do not file, or do not serve, or are late in doing either
of these things, a court may give a judgment to the Plaiyltiff against you after a notice of the
application has been served on you.

~..'
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This is Exhibit "S"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12t" day of June, 2017
..............
.. ...l:--~.~................
.~
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission Expires September 29,20,~,~
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PfOTICE TO DEFENDANT
You are being sued. You are a defendant.
Go to the end of this document to see what you can do and when you must do it.
Statement of facts relied on:
The Parties
1,

The Plaintiffs each reside in Calgary, Alberta, save Steven Ogg who resides in
fhe State of New York, USA, and are parties to separate written agreements
1

each styled as a "Evan Administration Agreement" between each Plaintiff and the
Defendant, Arres Capital lnc. ("Acres"). Ali of the Loan Administration
Agreements between each Plaintiff and Acres are identical or substantially 5imiiar
in form and content such that they are nat materially different fn regard to the
issues il~ this matter.
2.

Acres is a corporation registered in the Province of Alberta and extraprovincially
registered in the Province of Br+tish Columbia using the assumed name of
Western Acres Capital Inc. Arms carries on business as a mortgage broker and
trustee, managing syndicated loans funded by individual investors, including the
Plaintiffs, provided to third party borrowers; securing such loans through land
mortgages and other security; and managing the collec#ion of loan payments
from fhe third party borrowers and distributing those loan payments amongst the
individual investors, Jess Acres' costs in administering the loans, all in accordance
the terms and provisions of the Loan Administration Agreements.

3.

Acres' conduct under the Plaintiffs' Laan Administration Agreements is subject to
an overriding "Servicing Standard" that requires Acres to act at all times with
complete honesty and in good faith in exercising the care, skill, prudence and
diligence of a licensed mortgage broker and trustee

4.

Consequently, Acres is subject to contractual, equitable and fiduciary duties owed
to the Plaintiffs of fidelity, honesty and utmost good faith with a requirement to
avoid any conflicts of interests and at al! #imes to ac# in the best interests of the
Plaintiffs and other syndicated loan investors. AI! funds received by Acres from
third party borrowers relating to syndicated loans funded in Whole or in part by
the Plaintiffs must be received by Acres in tnrst for the benefrt of the Plaintiffs and
other investors with the right of Acres to make only such deductions as are
provided for under the terms and provisions of the Loan Administration
Agreements.

z

5.

The Defendant, Wesley Serra {"Serra"), resides in Calgary, Alberta and at alt
material times was the sole director and controlling mind of Arres,

6.

One or both of the Defendants are authorised ~s a "mortgage broker" pursuant to
the provisions of the Real Esfate Act, R.S.A. 2x00, c. R-5 and thereby subject to
that Act and the rules and bylaws constituted thereunder applicable to mortgage
brokers.

Background to the Claim
7.

Y-K Projects inc. ("Y-K") owns property located in British Columbia (the "Y-K BC
Lands"). Arres arranged to syndicate a loan to Y-K to be secured with a
mortgage against the Y-K SC Lands in the face amount of $3,5QO,D00 (the "Y-K
Mortgage"). The Plain#ills each provided funds tv Arres pursuant to Loan
Administration Agreements in order to participate in the syndicated Y-K
Mortgage,

The total amount due and owing under the Y-K Mortgage as of

August 31, 2012 was $2,542,105.05.

Arres, using the assumed name of

Western Arres Capita! lnc. in BC, is the mortgagee in respect of the Y-K
Mortgage registered on title to the Y-K 8C Lands.
8.

The specific original amounts invested by and awing fa each Plaintiff in respect of
the Y-K Mortgage are as follows:

a.

Kenzie Financial Investments Ltd.

$125,000.00

b,

Shelly Seck

$100,000.00

c.

Therese F. Daley

$250,000.40

d.

Linda Jaeger

$~20,000.QO

e.

Andrew and Laurie Little

$100,000.00

f.

Agnes M. 4berg

$100,000.00

g.

Steven Ogg

$200,000.00

h.

Lester S. Ikuta Professional Corporation

$180,aao.00
3

i.

Lester fkuta (Dlympia Trust - #80714)

$'17,628.Oa

J.

Mickey Ikuta(~fympia Trust - #80709)

$14,977.40

k.

Sandra Sommer(Qlympla Trust - #21957)

I.

Brian Sekiya (Olympia Trust - #7H676}

$175,000.00

m.

Holly Sekiya

$705,OQ0.00

n.

Marian Sommer (via Shelly Seck)

o.

Allan and Sandra Sommer

$300,000.00

p.

Steven Reilly

$350,000.00

q.

Swarts Bros. Limited

r.

Clara Mae Woroschuk

TOTAL PLAINTIFFS' Ct?NTRIBUTlONS

9.

$8,500.00

$55,000.00

$50, 00.40
$140,000.00

$2,399,105.00

The funds provided by Arres to Y-K pursuant to the Y-K Mortgage were obtained
by Arres from various financial contributions received from individual investors
(the "Y-K Mortgage Investors"}, including the Plaintiffs, pursuant to Laan
Administration Agreements which designs#ed Arres as a trustee fir each
investor. Consequently, Arres is the trustee for the Plaintiffs to the extent of their
respective proportionate contributions towards the to#al funds loaned to Y-K
under the Y-K Mortgage, rendering each P{aintiff a beneficial owner of a portion
of the Y-K Mortgage. Moreover, some of the Plaintiffs are also shareholders and
directors of Y-K and so have an added interest in ensuring ,4rres acts
reasonably, properly, honestly and in good faith regarding the administration by
Arres of the Y-K Mortgage and Arres' receipt and disbursement of Y-K Mortgage
payments in accordance with the Plaintiffs' respective Loan Administration
Agreements.

10.

The Y-K Mortgage matured and was due and owing 's n fu!( on May 21, 2012 and
from that point forward, Y-K was working towards making arrangements to fully
payout fhe Y-K Mortgage.

4

11.

With the intent to provide the Plaintiffs and other Y-K Mortgage Investors with the
consideration agreed to by each of them pursuant to a plan of corporate debt
restructuring and to thereby effect the discharge of the Y-K Mortgage from the YK BC Lands, Y-K delivered to Arres funds in the amount of $~,78~,526.05 (the
"Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") under cover of correspondence dated August 3`l,
2Q12; with Y-K purporting to impose an express trust condition upon Arres that
these funds were to bs used only to pay certain Y-K Mortgage Investors in
accordance with an attached payout spreadsheet.

12.

The ful! principal balance plus interest ow+ng under the Y-K Mortgage to August
31, 2012, was $2,542,105.05. Y-K had arranged with some of the Plaint+fFs and
other Y-K Mortgage Investors that these individual investors wire prepared to
accep#, as an alternative to payment, a direct security interest in the Y-K BC
Lands rather than receiving the return of their financial contribu#ion initially
provided to Arres and incorporated into the overall amount advanced to Y-K
under the syndicated Y-K Mortgage (the "Y-K Direct Security Investors"),
resul#ing in a total of $780,000 payable to these Y-K Direct Security Investors to
be rolled into and converted to a direct security interest over the Y-K BC Lands.
With interest owing in the amaunf of $25,421.05 for the month of August and the
arrangements made between Y-K and the Y-K Direct Security Investors, this had
the effect of reducing the amount of funds required to fully payout and retire the
Y-K Mortgage dawn from $2,542,705.05 to $1,787,526. 5, this reduced amount
being equivalent to the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds.

13.

Consequently, the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds were su~cienf to fully reimburse
those Plaintiffs and other Y-K Mortgage Investors seeking the return of their
respective financial contributions to Arres included within the overall amount
advanced to Y-K under the Y-K Mortgage. In the result, with the Y-K Direct
Security Jnvestors, whose financial cantributi~ns provided to Arres and
incorporated into the Y-K Mortgage totaled $780,000, willing to roll or convert
their respective financial contributions into a direct security interest in the Y-K BC
5

Lands, the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds provided to Arres were sufficient to
effectively payout the entire principal balance plus interest owing under the Y-K
Mortgage to the end of August 2012.

74.

Following Y-K paying to Arres the Y-4~ Mortgage Payout Funds on August 31,
2012, Arres provided to Y-K on September 5, 2412 a Y-K Mortgage payout
statement dated September 1, 2012 which indicated That the principal balance
owing as of September 9, 2012 was $2,542,105 plus additional interest of
$27,539,47 for the month of September as well as additional charges totaling
$269,296.55(the "Y-K Mortgage Additional Charges").

15.

The Y-K Mortgage Additional Charges asserted by Arres in its September 1,
2012 Y-K Mortgage payout statement include the following amaunis:

a.

Outstanding Borrower Costs

b.

Renewal Fee as of May 21, 2012:

c.

Interest Outstanding an Renewal fee:

d.

Legal Fees and Litigation Costs:
Legal Holdback:

$100,~~0.00

TOTAL:

$269,296.55

e.

16.

$15,510.Q8
$105,00.00
$3,'786.47
$45,000.00

Prior to September 1, 2072, Y-K had never received any prior indication from
Arres of the Y-K Mortgage Additional Charges or any additional charges
whatsoever. The Y-K Mortgage had not been renewed in or about May 2012 so
no renewal fee was owed and had never been the subject matter of any litigation
prior to Arres claiming legal fees and litigation costs of $45,400.

17.

Y-K has disputed the Y-K Mortgage Additional Charges and has commenced a
separate acfion against Arres seeking a determination and declaration regarding
6

what amounts, if any, remain due and owing by Y-K to Arres under the Y-K
IVlortgage as we(i as other consequential reliefi.

The Claims

18.

Upon Arres receiving the Y-K Mortgage Payauf Funds, it refused to comply with
the trust condition purportedly imposed by Y-K on the permissible use of those
funds by Arres. The courts determined on October 4, 2012 the trust condition YK attempted to impose upon Acres was not enforceable and thereafter Acres
made substantial deductions from the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds and retained
#hose deducted funds contrary to and in breach of the terms and pravisior~s of the
Plaintiffs` Loan Administration Agreements with Acres. Therefore, Acres
misappropriated from the Plaintiffs their respective proportiana#e shares of the
deducted funds and thus wrongfully converted such deducted funds to Acres'
sole use and benefit; with Acres thereby breaching its contractual, equitable and
fiduciary duties awed to the Plaintiffs.

19.

Specifically, Acres claimed and wrongfully misappropria#ed and converted the
following improper deductions taken from the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds:
a.

Claimed litigation costs of $52,000;

b.

CRaimed internal costs of Acres in the amount of $150,000 purportedly
associated with the administration of the Y-K Mortgage;

c.

Claimed Y-K Mortgage renewal fee of $108,000 when the Y-K Mortgage
was not renewed by Y-K and far which the Plaintiffs are not liable in any
event; and

d.

Funds in the amount of $100,000 purportedly associated with future legal
and litigation matters and withheld by Acres from distribution to the
Plaintiffs and other Y-K Mortgage Investors.

The total amount deducted and retained by Acres from the Y-K Mortgage Payout
Funds comes to $410,OOfl.
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20.

The Plaintiffs' Loan Adm(nis#ration Agreements with Arres permit Arres to dsduc#
and retain "Costs" that are defined as "all costs or expenses incurred by the
Trustee [Arres] in enforcing or prese~vfng or otherwise protecting the Security[YK Mortgage] or the Real Property the title of which is encumbered by the Security
jY-K BC Lands]".

21.

The Plaintiffs assert the litigation costs afi $52,OU0 deducted by Arres from the YK Mortgage Payout Funds do nat constitute "Costs" under the Plaintiffs' Loan
Administration Agreements or litigation costs that can otherwise be legally
deducted from the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds and that this amount was thereby
wrongfully misappropriated and converted by Arres. The Plaintiffs' proportionate
share of this amount is $46,$67.83.

22.

The Plaintiffs' Loan Administration Agreements define "fnterna! Costs" as either
the "Spread Rate" (being ~ %}; or if the Spread Rate is nat being used to
determine Arres' fees, then 1 %; "multiplied in either case by the face value of the
Mortgage every 12 months from the date upon which a Loan goes into default or,
if the default continues for a portion of a 12-month perFad, a pro rata portion of
eaci~ 72-month period during which the default contPnues until such time as the
Loan has been recovered or all enforcement proceeding have been concluded".

23.

Considering the Y-K Mortgage went into default on or about May 21, 2012, the
Internal Costs of Arres should be limited to no more than 1% of tY~e Y-K Mortgage
balance of $2.5M more or less, prorated for the approximately 4 - 5 months #hat
mortgage had been in default when the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds were paid to
Acres by Y-K, resulting in Internal Cos#s of no more than $10,500.

24.

fntern~l costs of $154,000 claimed and deduced by Acres from the Y-K Mortgage
Payout Funds greatly exceed the "Internal Costs" as provided for in the Plaintiffs'
Loan Administration Agreements and the Plaintiffs claim Acres has wrongfully

s

misappropriated and converted approximately $'140,000 otherwise payable to the
Plaintiffs and other Y-K Mortgage Investors. The Plaintiffs' proportronate snare
of this amount is $126,182.61

25.

As the Y-K Mortgage was nat renewed by Y-K, the $108,000 mortgage renewal
fee deducted and retained by Arres from the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds was
wrongfully misappropriated and converted by Arres. The Plaintiffs' proportionate
share of this amount is $97,340.87.

26.

The $100,000 deducted and withheld by Ares from distribution to the Plaintiffs
and other Y-K Mortgage (nvestars purportedly for future "legal and litigation
matters" is contrary to and in breach Qf the terms and provision of the Plaintiffs'
Loan Administration Agreement, such that Arres has wrongfully misappropriated
and converted these funds. The Plaintiffs' proportionate share of this amount is
$94,130.44.

27.

The Plaintiffs' Loan Administration Agreements clearly indicate That al! rights,
monies, payments, profits and advantages related to the Plaintiffs' participating
interest in the Y-K Mortgage belong to and sha11 be held for the use, benefit and
advantage of the Plaintiffs subject to the provisions of the agreement.

28.

In addition to the Plaintiffs contesting Arres deducting tine $108,000 mortgage
renewal tee and $100,OOQ legal and litigation withholding, some of the Plaintiffs
have demanded in writing in Uctober 2012 a fuN ~ccaunting from Ames regarding
the claimed, deducted and wrongfully misappropriated and converted litigation
casts of $52,000 and interns! costs of $150,000, including copies cif
substantiating legal invoices or bills and court records in connection with these
claimed litigation costs as well as copies of al! records, whether in paper or digital
computer form, in the possession of Arres related to these claimed internal
costs. Arres has failed to comply with that demand, which constitutes a further

breach of Arres' contractual, legal and equitable duties awed to the Plaintiffs of
fidelity, honesty and utmost good faith.

29.

Thy Plaintiffs' assert that the conduct of Arres regarding its r8ceipt, distribution,
deduction and wrongful misappropriation► and conversion of funds relating to fihe
Y-K Ma~tgage Payout funds is particularly egregious, was done with malice
intent and in clear breach of the terms and provisions of the Plaintiffs' Loan
Administration Agreements and Arres' contractual, equitable and fiduciary duties
owed to the Plaintiffs such that aggravated, exemplary and punitive damages are
justified.

30.

Additionally, insofar as Arres' conduct in connection with the receipt and
disbursement of the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds has:
a.

been contrary to the "Servicing Standard" set forth in the Plaintiffs' Loan
AdmPnistration Agreements;

b.

breached Arres' contractual, equitable and #+duclary duties owed to the
Plaintiffs;

c.

been contrary to the provisions of the Real Esfate Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. R-5
and riles and bylaws constituted thereunder applicable to mortgage
brokers; and

d.

benefitted the interests of the Defendants to the detriment and prejudice of
tf~e Plaintiffs, thereby creating an irreconci{able conflict of interest;

Arres can no longer continue to act as trustee for and on behalf of the Plaintiffs
regarding the Y-K Mortgage.
31.

Serra had fiu(I knowledge of the Plaintiffs' Loan Administration Agreements anci
Arres' contractual, equitable and fiduciary duties and abligatians owed to the
Plaintiffs and nevertheless, with malice intent and forethought, directed and
10

caused Arres to breach those duties'and obiigakions as described above, and as
a result of such breaches Serra personally benefited by receiving some or all of
the monies misappropriated and wrongfiully converted by Atres from the Y-K
MQ~tgag~ Payout Funds. Consequently, SErra has:
a.

unlawfully induced Arres to breach its respective Loan Administration
Agreements wifh each Plaintiff and breach its contractual, equitable and
fiduciary duties owed to the Plaintiffs, and

b.

unlawfully interfered with the legal and economic relations between Arres
and Y-K and between Arres and each Plaintiff,

for which Serra is jointly and severally liable for all damages suffered by the
Plaint+ffs as a result, includ'+ng aggravated, exemp{ary andlor punitive damages.
32.

The Plaintiffs propose that the trial of this action be held before the Court of
Queen's Bench at the Calgary Courts Centre at 601 - 5 Street S.W., Calgary,
Alberta, T2P 5P7 and in the opinion of the Plaintiffs the trial is not expected to
exceed 25 days.

Remedy sought:

33.

A de#ermination and declaration regarding what amounts, if any, may be properly
d educted by Arres from the Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds.

34.

A temporary and permanent injunction enjoining Arres from continuing to act as
trustee for the Plaintiffs in connection with the Y-K Mortgage and requiring Arres
to fully and properly account to the Plaintiffs #or all monies deducted and withheld
by Arres from distribution to the Plaintiffs with respect to the Y-K Mortgage
Payout Funds.
11

35.

Judgment against the Defiendants jaintiy and severally for the total amount of
funds misappropriated and wrongfu!!y converted by Arres from the Y-K Mortgage
Payout Finds that would be otherwise payable to tt~e Plaintiffs pursuant fa #heir
respective E.oan Administration Agreements.

36.

Judgment against the Defendants jointly and severally for aggravated, exemplary
and/or punitive damages ire the total amount of $250,000 or such other amount
as proven at the trial of this action.

37.

Interest on the proven losses and damages suffered by the Plaintiffs, both before
and after trial, pursuant to the Judgment lnteres# Acf(Alberta) or at such rate and
for such period of time as this Honourable Court determines appropriate.

38.

Costs to the Plaintiffs on asolicitor-client, fu{I indemnity basis or at such level as
this Honourable Court determines appropriate.

39.

Such further and other relief as counse{ may advise and this Honourable Court
may permit.

NOTICE TO THE DEFENDANT{S)
Yau only have a short time to do something to defend yourself against this claim:
20 days if you are served in Alberta
1 month it you are served outside Alberta but in Canada
2 months if you are served outside Canada.
You can respond by filing a statement of defence or a demand for notice in the office
of the clerk of the Court of Queen's Bench at CALGARY, Alberta, AND serving your
statement of defence or a demand for notice on the plaintiff's(s'}address tar service.

12

!f you do not file and serve a statement of defence or a demand for notice within your
time period, you risk losing the law suit aufomaticalfy. If you do nat fcle, or d~ not
5@N~, Df 8f@ IatG' EIl CIOlflg @i~Il$fOf t~t85e tF11il~S, a court may give a Judgi-nent to the
plaintifF(s) against you.
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This is Exhibit "T"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission Expires September 21,
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~~C ~ '~

~~~~~~~ ~R~~~
UPON THE APPLICATION of the PEaintiffs; AND UPON REVfEWfNG the pleadings and
the Affidavits of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects Ltd. v. Acres Capital Inc. and Acres Capita( inc. carrying on
business under fihe name o~ "Western Acres Capita! inc,, Caurt File No, 1201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON
REVfEW1NG the transcripts of fhe questioning of Ailan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defiendants;

BT f5 h(EREBV ORDERED TfiA~l':
1. The PEaintiff's application for summary judgmen# is granted in part against the
Defendant, Acres Capital Inc. ("Acres"}.
2. The Court hereby disagows the following deductions made and retained by Acres
from mortgage payout funds in the amount of $1,787,b26,05 paid to Acres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. (thy "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") an August 31, 2Q12 in respect
of the mortgage registered on July 'f 3, 2014 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. located in British Columbia under instrument number CA1651714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office.
a. °Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal ~'ee" of $108,00a, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" of $63,768.79,
3. Acres shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, above,for distribution by the Plaintiff's lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and praportiona#e #o the amount ~f each Plaintiff's respective
investment contribution Towards the fatal amount advanced to Y-K Pro}acts Ltd,
under the Mortgage.
4. The application #or summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Acres for administration fees in the amount of $150,000 and costs of $36,231,21
relating to litigation costs incurred by Acres, These claims are directed to trial for
determination.

F~

.~a'~

The parties may apply to the court for further directions regarding the
implementation of this Order and the further prosecution of this action.
Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination ofi
the entirety of the Plaintiffs eppfication.
7, This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsim(►e or other electronic
means.
~----,

This is Exhibit "U"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th ay o June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock

My Commission Expires September 21,

20.~
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH
Sworn on December ~-~ 2013

I, Allan Beck, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:

1.

I am an officer and director of Kenzie Financial Investments Ltd., ("Kenzie"), a
creditor of Arras Gapitaf Inc. ("Arras"} and, as such, have persona! knowledge of
the facts herein deposed to.

2.

I am authorized by Kenzie to swear this Affidavit in support of an application for
Bankruptcy Order to be made against Arres.

3.

Annexed hereto as Exhibit"A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on Juiy 17, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Arres in the sum of $223,768.79
(fhe "Order").

4.

A Wrif of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filled on October 3, 2013.

5.

Arres has filed~~~-a Notice ofiAppeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to
the Order nor has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Order.

6.

Kenzie has initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres wi#h respect to the
subject judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has fii{ed a Notice of Objection, #here has been na recovery
of funds owing to Kenzie and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

7.

The sum of $22,931.25 is owed to Kenzie by Arres. As the Order only dealf with
50% of Kenzie's claim against Arres, the sum of $17,465.62 represents the
portion of the judgment owing to Kenzie in the Order.

8.

The amount owed to Kenzie by Arres has not been paid in whole or in part as at
the date of this Affidavit and the sum of $22,931,25 remains due and owing to
Kenzie by Arres.

9.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province of A(bert his ~~day of
r, 2013.
Dec

~;Qv~ .S~~~1
A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS
I N AND FOR THE PROUiNCE OF ALBERTA
~6\✓`VrL~~ ~

~C~~l` C~~

~~~
r LLAN B

~~~~~~~ ~RD~~

UPON THE APPLICA~'I~N of tine Plaintiffs; AND UPON REVIEWING the pleadings and
the Affidavits of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Protects Ltd. v. Rrres Capital lnc. and Acres Capifat lnc. carrying on
business Under the name of "Western Acres Capital Inc., C ur# Fife No. 7201-14748 in
the Caurt of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON
REVIEWING the transcripts of the questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARfNG the submissions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel fior the Defendants;

BT' ES HEREBY ORDERED 7i~AT:
~. The Plaintiff's application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Acres Capital lnc. {"Acres").
2. The Court hereby disallows the following deductions made and retained by Acres
from mortgage payout funds in the amount of $1,787,526.05 paid to Acres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. (the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") an August 31, 2012 in respect
ofi the mor#gage registered an July 13, 2010 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. located in British Columbia under instrument number CA1851714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office:
a. "litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $108,000, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" of $63,768.79.
3. Acres shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lauu+lyyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the Plair►ti~'s lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate to tie amount of each Plaintiff's respective
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd.
under the Mortgage.
4. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Acres for administration fees in the amount of $15Q,000 and costs of $36,231.2T
relating to litigation costs incurred by Acres, These claims are directed to trio! for
determination.

2

~~~

5. The parties may apply to the court for further directions regarding the
implementation of this Order and the further prosecution of this action.
6. Costs are this application are reserved fo be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Pla'sntiff's application.
7. This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.
~•--,
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This is Exhibit "V"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before m this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Rickard Comstock

My Commission Expires September 21,20.~
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AFFIDAVIT QF T TH
Sworn nn December~~ ,2013

!, Sheily Beck, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
1.

2.

3,

I am a creditor of Arras Capital Inc. ("Arras") and, as such, have personal
knowledge of fhe facts herein deposed to.
Annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on Juiy 77, 2013 wherein summaryjudgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Arras in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order").
A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed on Qctober 3, 2013.

4.

Arres has filed~a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to
the Order nor has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Order.

5.

I have initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect #o the
subject judgment, but to da#e, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant #o the Order.

6.

The sum of $18,345.00 is owed to me by Arres. As the Order only dealt with 50%
of my claim against Arres, the sum of $9,172.50 represents the portion of the
judgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me by Arres has not been paid in wS~ole or in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $18,345.00 remains due and owing to me by
Arres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at thy. City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this~b day of
December, 2013.
~
~
~~~~ ~ ~
A COMMfSSIONER FOR OATHS
I N AND FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
~~~~rri~

~

Sa ~i~c

/'

~~
SHELLY BECK
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UPQN THE APPLECATION of the Plaintiffs; AND UPON REVIEWING the pleadings and
the Affidavits of AElan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects Ltd. v. Arres Capita! tnc. and Arres Capifaf Inc. carrying on
business under the name of "Western Arres Capifal Inc,, Cour# Fife No. 1201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPC}N
REViEW1NG the transcripts of the questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defendants;

9T @5 HEREBV ORDERED TF&A'f:
1. The Plaintiff's appficafion far summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Ayres Capital lrrc. ("Ayres").
2. The Court hereby disallows the following deductions made and retained by Ayres
from mortgage payout finds in the amount of $x,787,526.05 paid to Ayres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") an August 31, 2012 in respect
a~F the mortgage registered an July 13, 2010 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. located in British Columbia under 's nstrument number CA16517'14 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office:
a. "Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $1 D8,000, and
c, "Litigation Hafdback" of $63,768.79,
3. Ayres shaA forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs` lawyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the Plaintiff s lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proport{onate to the amount of each Plaintiff's respective
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced #o Y-K Projects Ltd.
under the Mortgage.
4. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Ayres for a~ministratian fees in the amount of $150,000 and costs of $36,231,21
relating to litigation costs incurred by Ayres. These claims are directed to trio! for
determine#ion.

2

~~~

5. The parties may apply to the court for fiurther directions regarding the
i mplementation of this Order and the further prosecufi~n of this action.
6. Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon tt~e det~rminat~on of
the entirety ofi the Plaintiff's application.
7. This Order maybe endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.

3

This is Exhibit"W"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before e this 12t'' da of June, 2017
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock

My Commission Expires September 21,20~
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I, Shelly Beck, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of A{berta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
1.

2.

3.

I am a creditor of Ayres Capital Inc. ("Ayres") and, as such, have personal
knowledge of the facts herein deposed to.
Annexed hereto as Exhibit"A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order gran#ed
by Master Layc~ck on July 17, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
fhe Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Ayres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order").
A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed on October 3, 207 3.
1

4.

Arres has filed ~~~#~t~-~ Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to
the Order nor has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Order.

5,

I have initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect to the
subject judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure ofi Arres` office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of #unds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6.

The sum of $10,089.75 is owed to me for Marion Sommer by Arres. As the Order
only dealt with 5d% of that claim against Arres, the sum of $5,044.87represents
the por#ion of the judgment owing to me for Marion Sommer in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me for Marion Sommer by Arres has not been paid in whole
or in part as at the date of this Affidavit and the sum of $90,089.75 remains due
and owing to me by Arres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Banfcruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at tf~e City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this ~ day of
Decem
013.

SHELLY ECK
A COMMIS510NER FOR OATHS
I N AND FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
~ ,
\---~

UPON THE AF'PLiCATiON of t}~e Plaintiffs; AND UPON REVIEWING the Pleadings and
the Affidavits of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects Ltd, v. Arres Capital Inc. and Arres Capital Inc. carrying on
business under fhe name of "Western Arres Capital Inc,, Court File No. X201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre at Calgary; AND UPON
REVIEWING the transcripts of the questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel for the Plain#iff and Counsel for the Defendants;

0T @S HERBY ~RDEftED WHAT:
'
i. The Plaintiffs application for summary judgrr4ent is granted in part against the
Defendant, Arras Capital Inc. ("Arras").
2. The Court hereby disallows the fallowing deductions made and retained by Arras
from mortgage payout funds in the amount of X1,787,626.45 paid to Arras by Y-K
projects Ltd, tthe "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") on August 31, 2012 in respect
of the mortgage registered on July 13, 2010 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. located sn British Columbia under instrument number CA165~714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office:
~. "Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $108,000, and
c. "litigation Holdback" of $63,768.79,
3. Arras shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, wave,for distribution by the Plaintiffs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
i n accordance with and praportianate to the amount of each Plaintiff's respective
i nvestment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd.
under the Mortgage.
4. The application for summary judgment 'ss dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Arras for administration fees in the amount of $~ 50,000 and casts of $36,231,2'(
relating to litigation casts incurred by Arr'es, These claims are directed to trial for
determination.

2

~
~~

5. The parties may apply to the court for further directions regarding the
implementation of this order and the further prosecution of this action.
6. Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Plaintiff's application.
7. This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.
,—~—~

This is Exhibit "X"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th days of June, 2017
.............. .~L:
.
..................
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission Expires September 21,20
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH
Sworn on December,2013

I, Brian Sekiya,~of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
1.
2.

3.

1 am a creditor of Ayres Capital Inc. ("Ayres") and, as such, have personal
knowledge of the facts herein deposed to.
Annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on July 17, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Ayres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order"j.
A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed an October 3, 2013.

4.

Acres has filed not filed a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to
tf~e Order nor has Acres applied far a stay of enforcement of the Order.

5.

!have initiated enforcement proceedings against Acres wi#h respect to the
subject judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Acres' office
assets to which Acres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6,

The sum of $32,103.75 is owed to me by Acres. As the Order only dealt with 50%
of my claim against Acres, the sum of $16,051.87 represents the portion of the
judgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me by Acres has not been paid in whole or in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $32,103.75 remains due and owing to me by
Acres.

8.

The facts aileged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in )
the Province of Alberta, this
day of
)
December, 2013.
)
}
BRIA S
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UPDN `fH~ APPLfCATION of the Plaintiffs; ANQ UPON REVIEWfNG the pleadings and
the Affidavits of Allan Beck and Ut~esley Sera, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects Ltd. v. Ames Capital lnc, and Arres Caplfat tnc. carrying on
business Under fhe name of "Western Arres Capital Inc., Court File No. 1201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON!
REV[~W~NG the transcripts of the questioning ~f Al1an Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND Ui~ON HEARING the subm9ssions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defendants;

DT' 45 HEREBY ORDERED TF9A~":
1. The Plaintiff s application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Ames Capital Inc.("Ames").
2. The Court hereby disallows the fallowing deductions made and retained by Arres
from mortgage payout funds in the arnaunt of $1,787,526. 5 pa9d to Arres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. {the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") on August 31, 2012 in respect
of the mortgage registered on Jufy ~3, 20'f0 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. located In British Columbia under instrument number CA1851714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles affic~:
a, "Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $108,000, and
c. "I~itigation Holdback" of $63,768.79.
3. Ames shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounts id~ntifed in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the Pi~intiffs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate #o the amount of each Plain#iff's respective
investment contribu#ion towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd.
under the Mortgage.
4. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates t~ the claims of
Ayres for administration fees in the amount of $950,000 and costs of $36,23i,2'I
relating fo litigation costs incurred by Ayres. These claims are directed to trial fflr
determination.

2

.~~

5. The ~ar~ies may apply to the court far further directions regarding the
i mplementafson of this Order and the further prosecution of this action.
6. Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Plaintiffs application.
7. This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.
~~---,

This is Exhibit "Y"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017
.............. U`... . .. .. ..................
A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission Expires September 21, 20.~L
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH
Sworn on December~.~, 2013

!, Holiy Sekiya, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND 5AY
THAT:
f am a creditor of Arres Capital Inc. ("Arres") and, as such, have personal
knowledge of the facts herein deposed to.
2.

Annexed hereto as Exhibit"A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on July 17, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 7207-16440 against Arres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order").

3.

A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filled on October 3, 2013.

4,

Arres has filed not filed a Notice of Appeal in the Caurt of Appeal with respect to
the Order nar has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Order.

5.

I have initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect to the
subject judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6.

The sum of $19,262.25 is owed to me by Arres, As the Order only dealt with 50%
flf my claim against Arres, the sum of $9,631.12 represents the porkion of the
judgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amours# owed to me by Acres has not been paid in whole ar in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $19,262.25 remains due and owing to me by
Arres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN SEFQRE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this ;day of
December, 2013.
_
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~` ~~_ J
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UPQN THE APPLICATION of the Plaintiffs; AND UPON REVIEWING the pleadings and
tt~e Affidavits of Allan Beck aid Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects ~~d, v. Arres GapJ~al lnc. and Arres Capita) Inc. carrying on
business under tl~e name o~ "Wes~errt Arms Captfal Inc,, Court Fife No. 120114748 in
the Court of Queen's bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AIVD UPa(~
REVIEWING the transcripts of the questioning o~ Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
ofi Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defendants;

DT' 6S FfEREBY ORDEF~ED THATe
1. The Plaintiff's application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Arr-es Capital Inc. (''Arras").
2. The Court i~ereby disaClows the ~oilo~ving deductions made and retained by Arres
from mortgage payout funds in the amount of $1,787,526.05 paid to Arres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds"} on Augus# 31, 2012 in respect
of the mortgage registered on July 13, 2010 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Lid. located in British Columbia under instrument number CA16~ 1714 in the
Kamloops Land Tifiles ~ifice:
a. "~ifigatior~ fees" of $52,fl00,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $~ 08,000, and
c. "~itig~tion Ho{dback" of $63,768.79.
3. Arre~ shall fort~lvith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounfs identified ~n
paragraph 2, above, for distributian by the Plaintiffs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate to the amount of each Plaintiffs respective
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd.
under the i~iortgage.
~. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates fio the claims of
Acres for admjnisfration fees its the amount of $150,000 and costs of ~3~,23~.2~
relating to litiga#ion costs incurred by Acres. These claims are directed tc~ trial for
determina#ion.

z

~~j"~~

5. The parties may apply to the court for further directions regarding the
i mplementation of this Order and the further prosecution of this action.
6. Costs are this applic~tian are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Plaintiffs application.
7. ThEs Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile ar other electronic
means.
r~r~

3

This is Exhibit "Z"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017
.~..
A Commissioner for Oafihs/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Cocastock
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September 21,20 r
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I, Linda Jaeger, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
1.

2.

3.

I am a creditor of Arres Capital fnc. ("Arres°) and, as such, have persona(
knowledge of the facts herein deposed ta.
Annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on July 47, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Arres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order").
A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was flied on October 3, 2013.
1

~:

L.~.
Arres has filed
+e~~ a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to
the Order nor has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Order.

4.

5.

I have initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect to the
subjec#judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been na recovery
of funds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6.

The sum of $22,014.00 is owed to me by Arres. As the Order only dealt with 50%
of my claim against Arres, the sum of $11,x07.00 represents the portion of the
judgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me by Arres has not been paid in whole or in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $22,014.00 remains due and owing to me by
Arres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this ~,~day of
December, 2013.

LINDA AEG
A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS
I N AND FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
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UPON THE APPLICATION of the Plaintiffs; AND UPON REVIEW[NG the pleadEngs and
the Affidavits of AIlan Back and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects Ltd. v. Acres Capifal Inc. and Acres Capita! Jnc. carrying on
business under fhe name of "Western Acres ~apifaf tnc., Court File Igo, 12~~-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON
REViEW1NG the transcripts of fhe questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel far the Plaintiff and Counsel far the Defiendants;

@~' tS 4~ER~BV O~~ERED 3HA'~:
1. The Plaintiffs application for summary judgment is granted in parf against the
Defendant, Acres Capital Inc. {"Acres")
2. The Court hereby disallows the following deductions made and retained by Acres
from mortgage payout funds in the amount pf $1,787,526.45 paid to Acres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. tthe "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") on August 31, 2012 in respect
of the mortgage registered an July 13, 20 0 against the lands of Y-K Projects
ltd. located in British Columbia under instrument number CA1651714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office.
a. "Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $ 08,000, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" ofi $63,768.79.
3. Acres shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the Plaintiffs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate #o the amount of each Plaintiffs respective
investment contribution towards fihe total amounf advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd.
under the Mortgage.
4. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Acres fior administration flees in the amount of $~ 5d,0~0 and costs of $36,23 ,21
relating to litigation costs incurred by Acres, These claims are directed to trial fqr
determination.

.~~'~~

5. The parties may apply to the court for further directions regarding the
implementat'son ofi this Order and the further prasecutifln of this action.
6. Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the enfirety of the Plaintiffs application.
7, This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.
~---~

This is Exhibit "AA"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
i n and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission Expires September 21, 20~.~
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I, Steve Reilly, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
1.

I am a creditor of Ayres Capifal lnc. ("Ayres") and, as such, have personal
knowledge of the facts herein deposed to.

2,

Annexed hereto as Exhibit"A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on July 17,-2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Ayres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order"}.

3.

A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed on October 3, 2013.
1

~~

4.

Arres has fi~,~Yfifed a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to
the Order nor has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Ortler.

5.

i have initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect to the.
subject judgment, but fo date, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6.

The sum of $64,207.50 is owed to me by Arres. As the Order only dealt with 50%
of my claim against Arres, the sum of $32,103.75 represents the portion of the
judgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me by Arres has not been paid in whole or in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $64,207.50 remains due and owing to me by
Arres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the Gity of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this(!day of
De .b
073. G
~

STEVE REILLY
A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS
I N AND FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBE~R~T~A
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UPaN ?HE APPLICATION of the Plaintiffs; AND UPON REVIEVUfNG the p{eadings and
the Affidavits of Allen Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and the consolidated
action of Y-K Projects Ltd. v. Arres Capital Inc. and Arres Capital lnc. carrying on
business under fhe name of "Wesferrt Aires Capita( lne., Court File No. 1201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON
REVlEW1NG the transcripts of the questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra end
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defendants;

D1' 95 6~~~:EBY ORDERED T'MA'~:
'
i. The Plaintiff's application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
C7efendant, Aires Capital Inc. ("Aires").
2. The Court hereby disallows the fallowing deductions made and retained by Aires
from mortgage payout funds in the amount of $1,787,528,05 paid to Aires by Y-K
Projec#s Ltd. the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") on Augus# 31, 2012 in respect
of the mor#gage registered an July 73, 200 against the lands of Y-K Projects
~.td. located in British Columbia under instrument number CA185~ 714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office:
a. "Litiga#ran Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal ~'ee" of $108,000, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" of $63,768.79.
3. Acres shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the PlaintifFs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate to the amount of each Plaintiff`s respective
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K projects Ltd.
under the Morkgage.
4. The application fior summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Aires for administration flees in the amount of ~~50,00(? and costs of $36,23'1,21
relating to litigation cflsfs incurred by Aires. These claims are directed to trial for
cf etermi nation.

.~~'~

5. The parties may apply to fhe court fior #urther direcfians regarding the
implementation of this Order and the further prosecution of this action.
6. Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Plaintiffs appEication.
7. This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile ar other electronic
means.

This is Exhibit"BB"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12'" day of June, 2017

............~. ~-~~~.!u-'.................
A

Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstacic

AAy Commission Expires September 2i, 2.0~
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH
Sworn on December ~-~, 2013

I, Mickey lkuta, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of A{ber~a, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
am a creditor of Arres Capital Inc. ("Arres") and, as such, have personal
knowledge of the facts herein deposed to.
2.

3.

Annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on July 17, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Arres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order").
A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed ors October 3, 2013.

4.

Arres has filed a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect fo the
Order nor has Arres applied far a stay of enforcement of the Order.

5.

f have initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect to the
subject judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds owing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6.

The sum of $2,747.53 is owed fa me by Arres. As the Order only dealt with 50%
of my claim against Arres, the sum of $1,373.76 represents the portion of the
judgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me by Arres has not been paid in whole or in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $2,747.53 remains due and owing to me by
Arres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application far Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this LG day of
December, 20~ 3.
—~,
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UPON T IE APPLICATION of the ~'laintiffs; AND €JPON REVIEWEf3G the pleadings and
the Affidavits of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and tha consolidated
action of Y-K Pro1ecfs Ltd. v. Rrres Caprtai lnc. and Arres Capita! lnc. carrying on
business under the name of "Western Ames Gapifat Inc,, Court Fife No. 1201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON
REVIEWING the transcripts of the questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the stabmissions
of Counsel far the Plaintifif and Counsel for the Defendants;

B1' 95 ~lEREBY O~DERE~ TH,4'f:
1, The Plaintiffi's application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Arres Capital Inc. ("Ames").
2. The Court hereby disallows the following deductions made and retained by Arres
from mortgage payout fiuntls in the amount of X1,787,526.05 paid to Ames by Y-K
Projects Ltd. (the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds°} on August 31, 2Q12 in respect
of the mortgage registered on July ~3, 2010 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. located in Brifish Columbia under instrument number CA1651714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles office;
a. "Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $908,Q00, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" cif $83,768.79.

/~
!
~

3. Acres shall forthwith pay to the Plaintiffs' lawyers the amounts identifed in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the P4aintiffs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate to the amount of each Plaintiff's respective
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd,
under the Mar~gage.
~. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Acres for administration fees in the amount of $150,000 and costs of $36,23'1.21
relating to litigation costs incurred by Acres. These claims are directed to trial for
determination.

z

.~~'~

5. 'fhe parties may apply to the court for fiurther d€rections regarding the
implementation of this Order and the further prosecution of this action.
Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Plaintiff's application.
7, This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.
~•--,

3

This is Exhibit"CC"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12th day of June, 2Q17

............~. ~. ...c.~.~--~,~...............

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock
My Commission F_xpires September 21, 20,~
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AFFlQAVIT OF TRUTH
5warn on December l,~ , 2013

f, Lester Ikuta, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:
1.

2.

3.

I am a creditor of Arres Capital Inc.("Arres"} and, as such, have personal
knowledge of the facts herein deposed to.
Annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" fo this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on July 77, 2013 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1201-16440 against Arres in the sum of $223,76$.79
(the "Order"}.
A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed on October 3, 2413.

4.

Acres has filed a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to the
Order nor has Acres applied for a stay of enfiarcement of the Order.

5.

1 have initiated enforcement proceedings against Acres with respect to the
subject judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Acres' office
assets to which Acres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds awing to me and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the Order.

6.

The sum of $3,233.86 is owed to me by Acres. As the Order only dealt with 50%
of my claim against Acres, the sum of $1,616.93 represents the portion of the
}udgment owing to me in the Order.

7.

The amount owed to me by Acres has riot been paid in whole or in part as at the
date of this Affidavit and the sum of $3,233.86 remains due and owing to me by
Acres.

8.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this-~ day of
Dece .bey;-24~.

A COMMfSSIUNER FOR OATHS
IN AND FOR THE PRDVINCE OF ALBERTA
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U}'ON THE APPLICATION of the i'laintiffs; AND UPON REVIEWING the pleadings and
the Affidavits of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and fhe consolidated
action of Y-K Projecfs Ltd. v. Arres Captfat Inc. and Arres Capifal Jnc. carrying on
business under the name of "Western Arres Capifa! Inc,, Court Fi{e No. 1201-14748 in
the Courf of Queen's Bench of Alberta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPON
REVIEWING the transcripts of the questioning of Allan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel for the Defendants;

~T @S HEREBY ORDERED T1~AT:
'
i. The P(aintitf's application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Ayres Capital Inc. ("Ayres").
2. The Court hereby disallows the following deductions made and retained by Ayres
from rr~ortgage payout funds in the amount of $1,787,526.05 paid to Ayres by Y-K
Projects Ltd. (the "Y-K Mortgage Payout Funds") on August 37, 2012 in respect
of the mortgage registered on July 13, 20 0 against the lands of Y-K Projects
Ltd. Iocated in British Columbia under instrument number CA1651714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office:
a. "Litigation Fees" of $52,000,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $108,0 0, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" ofi $63,768.79,
3. Ayres shall forthwith pay to the Piainfiffs' laveyers the amounts identifed in
/
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the Plaintiffs lawyers among the Plaintiffs
`~
in accordance with and proportionate to the amount of each Plaintiffs respect"sve
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Lid,
under the Mortgage.
4. The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Ayres for administration fees in the amount of $150,000 and costs of X36,231,21
relating fo litigation costs incurred by Ayres. These claims are directed to trial for
determ'snation.

z

~

5. The parties may appiy to the court for further directions regarding the
i mplementation of this Order and the further prosecution of this ac#ion.
6. Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the plaintiff's application.
7. This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.
~•---~
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This is Exhibit"DD"
to the affidavit of David Murphy sworn
before me this 12t" day of June, 2017

A Commissioner for Oaths/Notary Public
in and for the Province of Alberta

Richard Comstock

My Commission Expires September 21,20.~
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH
Sworn on December fi b, 2073

I, Lester Ikuta, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, SWEAR AND SAY
THAT:

1.

I am an officer and director of Lester Ikuta Prof~ssiona( Corporation,("Ikuta PC"},
a creditor of Arras Capital Inc. ("Arras") and, as such, have personal knowledge
of the facts herein deposed #o.

1

2.

1 am authorized by (kuta PC to swear this Affidavit in support of an application for
Bankruptcy Order to be made against Arres.

3.

Annexed hereto as Exhibit"A" to this my Affidavit is a copy of an Order granted
by Master Laycock on Ju[y 17, 2Q13 wherein summary judgment was granted to
the Plaintiffs in QB Action 1209-16440 against Arres in the sum of $223,768.79
(the "Order").

4.

A Writ of Enforcement pursuant to the Order was filed on October 3, 2013.

5.

Arres has filed a Notice of Appeal in the Court of Appeal with respect to the
Order nor has Arres applied for a stay of enforcement of the Order.

6.

Ikuta PC has initiated enforcement proceedings against Arres with respect to the
subjec# judgment, but to date, with the exception of a seizure of Arres' office
assets to which Arres has filed a Notice of Objection, there has been no recovery
of funds awing to Ikuta PC and the other judgment creditors pursuant to the
Order.

7.

The sum of $33,021.Q0 is owed to Ikuta PC by Arres. As the Order only dealt
with 50% of Ikuta PC's claim against Arres, the sum of $16,510.50 represents the
portion of the judgment Qwing to Ikuta PC in the Order.

8.

The amount owed to Ikuta PC by Arres has not been paid in whole or in part as
at the date of this Affidavit and the sum of $33,021.00 remains due and owing to
Ikuta PC by Arres.

9.

The facts alleged in the Amended Application for Bankruptcy Order annexed
hereto are, within my own knowledge, true.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province ofi Alberta, this
day of
December, 20
~_
LESTER IKU A`~`
A COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS
I N AND FOR THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

C~ ~.~l~ ~~ j~rl~~.~(/~

~a~~~~~~ C~~$DE~

UPON THE APE'LiCATION of the plaintiffs; ANd UPON REVfEWl~3G the pleadings and
the Affidavits of Ailan Beck and Wesley Serra, filed in this action and tl~e consolidafied
action of Y-K Projects Ltd. v. Arres Capita! lnc. and Arres Caprfal lnc. carrying on
business under the name of "Western Arres Capital lnc., Court File Na. 1201-14748 in
the Court of Queen's Bench of A3berta, Judicial Centre of Calgary; AND UPnN
REVIEWING the transcripts of the questioning of AIlan Beck and Wesley Serra and
responses to undertakings deriving therefrom; AND UPON HEARING the submissions
of Counsel for the Plaintiff and Counsel far the Defendants;

OT 05 H~R~BY ORDERED 7HP,T:
1. The Plaintiffs application for summary judgment is granted in part against the
Defendant, Arras Capital fnc. ("Arras").
2. The Court hereby disallows the following deductions made and retained by Arras
from mortgage payout funds in the amount of $1,787,526.05 paid ~o Arras by Y-K
Projects Ltd. (the "Y-K Morigage Payout Funds") an Angus# 31, 2012 in respect
of the mortgage registered on Ju(y 13, 20 0 against the lands of Y-K Projects
ltd. located in British Columbia under instrument number CA165~ 714 in the
Kamloops Land Titles Office:
a. "Litigation Fees" of $~2,OOQ,
b. "Mortgage Renewal Fee" of $108,000, and
c. "Litigation Holdback" of $63,768.79.
3. Acres shall forthwith pay to the Piaintiifs' lawyers the amounts identified in
paragraph 2, above, for distribution by the Plaintiff's lawyers among the Plaintiffs
in accordance with and proportionate to the amount of each Plaintiffs respective
investment contribution towards the total amount advanced to Y-K Projects Ltd.
under tie Mortgage.
4, The application for summary judgment is dismissed as it relates to the claims of
Acres for administration fees in the amount of $150,Q00 and costs of ~36,23~ .21
relating to litigation costs incurred by Acres. These claims are directed to trial for
determination.

z

~
~~

The parties may apply to the court for further directions regarding the
implementatson of this Order and the further prosecutifln of this action.
Costs are this application are reserved to be spoken to upon the determination of
the entirety of the Plaintiffs application.
7. This Order may be endorsed in counterpart and by facsimile or other electronic
means.

